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“Real Thing” Begins
This Is Not A Drill
And yes, that which was added unto MY DWELLING
good “WATCHERS”, UNDER THE FORCE OF LAW—
that you consider carefully what you have accomplished. (indeed, it has always been acknowledged openly, since
STILL WANT TO ARGUE, WATCHERS?
I also suggest to you moving the personal property that 1987, that THAT PLACE WAS MINE) SHALL BE
you put the food destined for the dump under a shelter of REMOVED, AND THE PROPERTY SHALL BE
WHEN YOU DO IT UNTO THE LEAST OF MINE,
some kind, so that you have access, if necessary. You can RETURNED TO ITS BARREN STATE.
YOU HAVE DONE IT UNTO ME!
Leave the birds in their familiar surroundings for as
“sift” out any “artifacts” as necessary.
I also suggest you drag out the water bottles/barrels, long as you can, so that they can be kept warm and safe.
Hatonn—Indeed, my precious lambs: CONSIDER IT etc., from the back basement area; also set them aside in a Clear it with Millers, if necessary—but those aviaries are
A WARNING SHOT OVER THE BOW! IT IS A GROSS shady spot because the water will be interrupted, in all OUTSIDE that which will be locked—and YOU will,
ERROR TO BITE GOD’S HOSTS WHO HAVE probability.
please, keep your “counter-watchers” on guard.
NURTURED YOU! WHAT DOES IT REQUIRE—TO
I warned you ALL that mighty quakes would be
I gave warning that things were going to heat up and
GET YOUR ATTENTION—LITTLE ONES?
that protection would be removed from the area, as the happening—but so, too, have all the geologists around the
Oh, indeed, it is too late to change your course. You tricksters changed their lizard colors and took up active war globe and now you KNOW, don’t you, that the warnings
have been given EVERY opportunity to allow for changes and betrayed, yea, deliberately continued damaging were worthy of attention. We are, indeed, relieved to no
of intent, allowing the work to be carefully and orderly goodness. They were blessed but have now brought the longer concern about damage from rain or shine upon the
brought to harvest and an opportunity to make course consequences upon selves.
property in point OF RECENT FOCUS.
corrections—especially “in the places of the LION”. The
And to you who are going to wish the mountains
To you who are packing and moving out—don’t
earthquake in the Mojave Desert of California will have concern over anything in “fear”—just keep right on would fall on you—probably NOT. It is usually so much
such an impact on those massive Garlock and San Andreas “moving it out”, even if it is only to get things onto the more impressive to reap your rewards in conscious
FAULT LINES as to stagger your imagination.
“south lot” of “Ekkers’” house. You had a good “ride” experiences. And no, I doubt any of you will “shift-shape
I suggest—as you move my team out onto the street, yesterday, and EVEN YOUR OWN GEOLOGISTS into green serpents” as depicted—but observers might well
PRONOUNCE EVEN LARGER consider that red ones are interesting. YOU WHO
AFTERSHOCKS!
PRE-SORTED
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MISLEAD GOD’S CHILDREN AND PREACH THE LIE
SHALL FALL BY THE LIE.
Now, to my people who will hear: In those areas of
California, I would most certainly move at least the trinkets
you feel might fall and be broken and it would hurt your
hearts—to a secure position on the floor, or let it go, for a
better way is being prepared, and we only need a bit more
of YOUR time. There is a LOT TO BE SAID for the
freedom of responsibility of any property which can be left
to those who just “do good business”, while destroying that
into which others have invested their very life-blood.
BLOOD CAN NO LONGER BE WASHED FROM THE
HANDS, HEARTS AND SOULS OF THOSE PARASITES
WHO FEED UPON THE PAIN AND MISERY OF A
BROTHER! YOU HAVE JOINED YOUR SERPENT
BRETHREN—YE SHALL BE GIVEN TO WISH FOR
CAVES IN WHICH TO SECURE YOUR SPINELESS
BEINGS. AND YES, IT IS PURELY “PHYSICS” AND
KNOWN PROBABILITIES OF WHICH YOU,
YOURSELVES, HAVE PROJECTED. IT IS SAD YOU
DO NOT HEED YOUR OWN ADVICE, SAVE IN
PIDDLING, SELF-CENTERED WAYS.
And to you who choose to present “me” as somethingor-another of your own choosing: I suggest you stop it,
because “YOU OF THE RAINBOW LIES” are shouting
against the DARKNESS OF YOUR OWN BEINGS.
WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD!
AH, INDEED, YOU PREACH: “GOD WOULD NOT
DO, OR SAY…!” RIGHT! GOD DOES NOT
DESTROY—GOD CREATES AND SHELTERS THAT
WHICH IS “HIS” AND THOSE WHICH ARE “IN HIS
BOSOM”—GO LOOK IT UP!
SO BE IT AND SELAH. Count the DAYS and the
WAYS.
And you who perceive the impact on my people to be
“negative”, STOP IT, for these are the most POSITIVE
actions yet presented FOR MY PEOPLE.
We shall finish our work here in Southeast Asia—as to
the upstart—and all who have served in goodly intent shall
have coverage (insurance?) against those things to come. Is
“someone” or some “thing” going to precipitate Earth
upheavals? A lot of them, yes, but it is the time of
cleansing, and these things are but to WITNESS that which
IS.

that counts—IT IS THE IDENTIFICATION—PERIOD!
And, it is only in “English” that your name spells anything
at all. So be it and SALU!
Now, I repeat to my people: KEEP YOUR CHILDREN
AND SELVES IN SECURITY ON “HALLOWEEN”.
SATAN IS PLAYING HIS GAMES, AND IT IS TIME
YOU PAY ATTENTION! THESE ARE “NOT”
COINCIDENCES AND, AS IS TYPICAL, CANDY BARS
FOR THE CHILDREN ARE NOT WORTHY OF THEIR
LIVES! GET SERIOUS ABOUT THIS JOURNEY AND
STOP THE NONSENSE. YOU PARENTS HAD BETTER
GET PARANOID—JUST IN CASE!
And—for you working around the clock to save our
precious few remaining things from the eviction crews—
rejoice, for you will have time to remove that which is in
dispute, and then leave it to the vipers doing “good
business”. We needed to clear the lot and the house, and
the project is working in perfection, so BE AT PEACE.
I suggest that the attorney supply you with copies of the
outstanding deeds on that property in Tehachapi—to show
to any lock-out or sheriff service, and you will find that WE
actually own, already, a great portion of that property!
Enough to now win a case in a court for damages, pain and
suffering—and now it will go against not just the people
but against that TITLE COMPANY INVOLVED. There is
NO CLEAR TITLE TO THAT PROPERTY AND, AT
WORST CIRCUMSTANCES, IT ENTANGLES
FURTHER DEALINGS, FOR ANY BUYER WHO
WOULD BE, INDEED, FOOLISH ENOUGH TO
INVOLVE SELVES FOR ANY PRICE, OR EVEN
“GIVE-AWAY”. But to you “movers”—just keep moving
it out—because the alternative actions will only be taken
next from STRENGTH and ABUNDANCE.
I would remind those such as the Rainbow Children,
especially Rick, that that house is “strange”, indeed. Can
he possibly not recall smoke alarms, adversarial blasts
against the building, itself, and other interesting things,
experienced by himself, PERSONALLY, so that there is
NO MISTAKING THE ACTIONS? I think Millers have
made a very bad choice of assumptions that some of those
“evil spirits” will keep their “new” property protected. And
NO, INDEED, no person of our friends or relations will so
much as touch a thing.
I do suggest that one of you remove the “chip” from
the whirlpool tub that WE REPLACED, for it is ours—the
tub never worked, so it will not distract from the building
itself. No ENEMY, self-declared, shall reap REWARD
from dastardly and mean deeds. Yes, indeed, we leave the
property as we found it, as to things which “improved”
THE TEMPORARY STRUCTURES.
Then, I further suggest that along the property lines
you set up orderly “no trespass” signs, so that our property
on the south lot is secured. Thank you. All the things
placed on the adjacent lot just mentioned can then be
MOVED AT CONVENIENCE. This same holds true for
the north lot, adjacent to the house property.
Then, to you who have denied, shifted, wheeled-anddealed and claimed vision of ships and visions: PAY
ATTENTION, ALL OF YOU—TO MY PLACES—FOR
NOTHING YOU HAVE SEEN WILL MERIT THAT
EQUAL TO WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO SEE! You
may well find your properties to be lakefront tracts. And
no, I DID NOT SAY “Oceanfront...”—I said LAKE
FRONT (OR BACK), WHICHEVER YOU PREFER. You
won’t note the “lake effect” yet, but there could be an
interesting shift of property, if you don’t clean up your act.
Oh, and by the way, to you who claim air-CRAFT
possibilities? I suggest you keep your eye to the sky, so to
speak. For, I repeat: “YOU WHO HAVE DONE IT TO

SIGNS AND SYMBOLS
And so, the miracles of signs and symbols; may they
rest heavily upon you until you see and hear! WORLD:
YOU ARE IN A STUPOR, WHILE THE GAMESMEN
PLAY THEIR TRICKS AND PLY YOUR MINDS WITH
HALF-TRUTHS, UNTRUTHS AND SENSATIONAL
CRAP. DOES EVERYONE HEAR ME? YOU TURN
FROM GOD AND YOU TURN UNTO HIS
ADVERSARY, AND THAT SIMPLY IS THE “WAY IT
IS”.
I, personally, as an individual expression in form, am
quite happy to be free of the misinformers, misdirected and
“watchers”. They call themselves “Light Watchers”?
Indeed, they “watch” those of THE LIGHT to see where
next they can place their bloody swords—and, well, I guess
intent is known and recognized as accepted.
To you, such as Ranos: You have turned AGAIN unto
the Dark Side, as they have sucked you into the maze more
totally than that which came before, while ye tarried in Los
Angeles. Therefore, I shall make no further effort to
salvage you from your chosen course. And to you who
think someone has the name “Aton” within their own given
set of alphabet—might well consider this: It is not the name
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THE LEAST OF MINE HAVE DONE IT UNTO ME.”
The ROAD runs in both directions, and if you have
problems with that message: ASK CROW!
IS THE END OF THE WORLD AT HAND? PERISH
THE THOUGHT AND WISHFUL THINKING—THIS IS
ONLY THE BEGINNING.
And that old “Institute”? What of that “old Institute”?
WE HAVE NEW AND STABLE BIRD TRIBES, AND
THAT WHICH THE USURPERS HAVE DESTROYED IS
DEAD—THEY DESTROYED IT. OUR FRIENDS WILL
SUFFER NOTHING OF LOSS, ONLY ABUNDANCE—
BUT THE DESTROYERS HAVE INSURED THEIR
LOSS, AS IN “LOSS”, NOT INSURANCE FOR GAIN.
I ask also that you of CONTACT make another trek to
the sheriff, and take them a copy of the last SPECTRUM
with the green snake, for I want them “watching”. THAT
is THE cult, not we of the community. The Rainbow Kids
have now adequately proven our non-association, and I
think green snakes will interest the men of the force.
Don’t do ANYTHING; just tell them that you insist
that they attend our property and keep an eye on the “little
rays”. Also report the intentions of the property on Adam
Drive, and demand that they run tight surveillance.
Trouble at the farm was one thing—this now moves into
town and even gives a Satanic crew a bad name.
I also want the writing which asserts that Norey is
“Aton” to be presented to them, with an explanation that
“Aton” is simply an Egyptian term—but they now have set
that crown on their own heads. Laughable? Yes! It is just
as SILLY as we want it to be! An English word or
alphabet has NO BEARING ON ANYTHING OF
ARAMAIC OR EVEN GREEK—AND MUCH THE LESS
EGYPTIAN.
Rick Martin-Cortright said that we “don’t want me
[him] for an enemy...”? Wrong! I enjoy having him as a
documented enemy; it cuts down considerably on my work.
And prophecy? READ REVELATIONS AND SEE IF
ANYTHING WE COULD EVER DREAM UP COULD
MATCH THE PROMISES OF OLD NOSTRADAMUS,
CAYCE OR JOHN THE REVELATOR.
And, oh yes, that garbage turned out by the “Revelator”
author whom SPECTRUM is presenting? Facts are: That
is to Spirituality and Truth what [Dr.] Ruth Westheimer has
been to the art of SPREADING DISEASE OF MIND,
BODY AND SOUL. YOU CANNOT CHANGE DNA!
YOU CAN ONLY CHANGE A GENETIC THREAD AND
SOMEWHAT READJUST THE RNA STRANDING—
AND A HUMAN CANNOT, AND WILL NOT, ASCEND,
AND YOU WHO FOLLOW ALONG AND BELIEVE
SUCH HEINOUS ROT ARE DESERVING OF WHAT
THOSE CONSEQUENCES WILL NET UNTO YOUR
BEINGS.
And that Sedona garbage is exactly that: Garbage.
It is not even recognized enough to be noted in the Cult
world of New Age. So, you “Chicken Littles” with your
piggy poop, you might want to reconsider your
circumstances—and watch where and when Rick goes
for an R&R BREAK—for he always RUNS AWAY, if
at all possible.
CONTACT, THE PAPER
I ask that this edition be put out as best you can, for
I won’t ask my scribe to be glued to this keyboard for
regular “news” articles, especially for this week. HER
HOME AND THE LAST SHRED OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY IS IN THE ACT OF BEING THIEVED,
WHILE SHE IS UNABLE TO RESPOND IN ANY
WAY AT ALL. E.J. IS DEALING WITH THE HEAD
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OF THE CENTRAL BANK AND THE PRESIDENT
OF THE PHILIPPINES, WHICH MAKES A
PERTURBATION OVER POSSIBLE PROPERTY
TOTALLY INAPPROPRIATE FOR MORE OF HIS
ATTENTION. WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED OUR
WORK HERE, BUT IT MUST BE WRAPPED UP IN
A WORKABLE FORMAT AND FORM, AND YOU
ADVERSARIES WILL “NOT” CAUSE THIS TEAM
TO RUN HOME AND INTO YOUR TRAPS—TAKE
WHAT YOU WILL FROM THEM, AND “THAT” IS
THE LEARNING FROM ALL THE YEARS OF
HARD TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.
“They” wanted to destroy us and Ekkers? Oh,
blunder! Evil is no longer the way to go, citizens, and
strangely enough—they have just, in their rotten
intentions, relieved Ekkers of the biggest and last burden
around their necks—in both property and people! Think
about it carefully! And, my children, KEEP MOVING
IT OUT AND INTO SECURITY! The way and the
how will open unto you. And yes, all who need to, in
order to have immediately workable funds for the shift,
use it—for we are finished here, except for starting
distribution, and it will be structured so that, up front,
there will be convertible currency available.
Give us your coordinates and change the mailbox to
receive the next Lot’s mail in the lock-boxes. Shift the
phone to an office setting while retaining both fax and
phone numbers, please. You may well want to shift the
CABLE TV to the next lot, as well, for use in the coach.
Make sure you have at least one water line on the
property immediately, and start permits on the south lot.
Then, such as Chuck, you may well wish to park your
own coach, as well as others—on that lot. L.A. is in for
the biggest shaking of its life—SOON.
You have wondered how you would know, you of
my team and crew? This is how, and always in time for
action, as in security. The Apple Center is but a singlelevel structure and thus becomes as safe as any
“building” for these purposes and—if you pull enough
“flooring” out of the attic, along with as much as you
can shift out of the lower level—you can use it for
shoring up any necessary make-do sheltering of that
place, or for any of our people around the town.
Remember that, in about 1952, Bakersfield was
REALLY DAMAGED and Tehachapi all but wiped off
the map. You may well need “patch” material. So, in
addition to what you are doing, get some extra rolls of
PLASTIC WRAP—clear is best, so you can see through
it—and some clamp-downs, in case you need to have
temporary “roofing”-type sheltering. THAT AREA IS
DUE FOR A WIND LIKE YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN.
SO, JUST BE PREPARED TO SLAP PLASTIC OVER
THE ROOF, IF NECESSARY, IN YOUR PLACES IN
TOWN—AND HAVE IT AVAILABLE AT THE
FARM FOR IMMEDIATE AND EMERGENCY
ROOFING, BECAUSE THE WIND WILL, IN ALL
PROBABILITY, BE FOLLOWED BY RAIN OR,
MORE LIKELY, SNOW—AND MISERABLY COLD
TEMPERATURES.
As the winds change directions, keep moving the
facing of the coaches head-on into the wind, and you will
be fine. But, if it is a visibly destructive phenomenon
presenting—get into the “deep” shelter, until it passes.
Just make sure your exits can’t be blocked or your
airways shut down.
Make sure you have extra drinking water, for public
pumps will probably fail—so, you will want your
camping trailers, motorhomes and extra water containers
FULL and treated. MAKE SURE THE PROPANE

TANKS ARE FULL! THIS WILL INCLUDE THE
“HOUSE” TANK, BUT HAVE IT READY FOR
IMMEDIATE CONVERSION TO THE SOUTH LOT.
[E-E: The movers probably should move it to the south
side of those storage sheds.]
I also suggest you get a quantity of nails suitable for
affixing plywood, where necessary (thus the need for all
the boarding and plywood you can clear to the next lot).
Gene will want to keep his nail-gun handy, for speed, if
needed. You will have time to get these things
accomplished, so just move along—but do get these
necessary tools and items handy for broken windows,
blown-out windows, doorways, etc. And, if you settle
into need of shelter for settling down—just use the
HOUSE, but open the door to none of the KNOWN
ENEMY. THEY HAVE MADE THEIR CHOICES.
I ALSO SUGGEST YOU GET MANY ROLLS OF
DUCT-TAPE FOR TEMPORARY AFFIXING. LOTS
OF PLASTIC AND LOTS OF TAPE, PLYWOOD
AND BOARDING CAN SAVE YOU BUNDLES OF
PAIN AND AGONY AND, IF NOTHING HAPPENS,
YOU HAVE IT AVAILABLE FOR “NEXT TIME”,
FOR YOU KNOW THERE WILL COME THE DAY
THAT THIS HAPPENS—LOOK CAREFULLY AT
THAT WHICH IS HAPPENING AROUND THE
GLOBE—AND IN THE RING OF FIRE.
IF THAT LIFT IS NOT BACK FROM DAVID—
GET IT, IF POSSIBLE, FOR YOU WILL NEED IT
FOR LIFTING STUFF. THE “GAMES” ARE OVER.
YOU CAN WARN ANYONE YOU FEEL DRAWN
TO WARN, BUT THERE IS NO LONGER SPECIAL
SHELTER FOR THE DECLARED ENEMIES—AND
“THAT” IS WHAT THEY CALL THEMSELVES. I
HAVE NO ENEMIES!
MAKE SURE THE KEROSENE TANKS ARE
FULL, AND GET SOME EXTRA BARRELS FILLED
AND STASHED THERE, AS WELL, FOR YOU CAN
USE THAT FOR NECESSARY FILL-IN WHEN
ELECTRICITY FAILS.
IS THIS A FALSE WARNING? NO! THIS IS
NOT A WARNING; THESE ARE IMMEDIATE
(NOT IMMINENT) REMINDERS.
Make sure that after you empty the house and lot at
21512 that you get Ron (B) to take those motorcycles
and get them WORKING, and somebody go get some
helmets, because you may well find you can’t get gas for
the vehicles for a while. So, I also suggest that the gas
tank(s) at the farm be topped and available.
WOW, now isn’t this exciting time? Believe me,
you have nothing to lose and everything to gain. And
take care of my chickens—you will want those eggs!
You can, friends, live a long time on frozen—even a bit
freezer-burned—eggs and spelta bread. So, leave things
where you can get at them—like bread makers, etc. We
will have a couple of big generators, and Eric has
another or so, and you can team up, if necessary.
If you can’t get enough stuff out of your dwellings,
just use coats, fur and all, sweaters (any and all of them
you are moving out of Ekkers)—and keep warm. What
is not necessary can be dumped on Goodwill LATER.
USE WHAT YOU NEED, and a strange thing is
happening—you WILL BE HAVING A GLORIOUS
TIME, EVEN IN JUST THE ANTICIPATION, SO GO
FOR IT!
Call Sullivans out in Yucca Valley, and make sure
they are OK and alert them, please. These things are
happening in their dooryard at this time, but your senses
should be warning you that this is just a WARNING to
our people.
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WE WILL NOT STOP THE NEXT ONE!
Yes, indeed, you have a team in Manila pacing the
floor and, as I write, they will keep sending, through the
day(s) [to come]. You must understand that we had
already started the unfolding before there was any
information flowing AT ALL. It was an incredibly long
night for Doris, but confirming that I am both REAL
and in attendance.
We will simply continue to do that which is
necessary and so, too, shall you!
Would I be there with you? Of course! Where else?
Did you actually think the adversary would go down
easily? This is better than an “E-ride” at Disneyland in
“Ratville”.
You will want to have fuel—and chain saws and
construction tools for rescue—available. OUR
properties are pretty secure, so don’t waste time being
terrorized or in panic—for these ounces of prevention are
going to be worth tons of cure.
Since you are moving toward winter, get a store of
charcoal so that you can, if necessary and when feasible,
cook on your outside stoves and warm around the little
“outdoor” stoves, etc. Do not risk these things INSIDE
any enclosed area.
I suggest that someone get into town and get a
BUNCH of brown rice, and keep out the BIG RICE
COOKER FROM THE ATTIC. You can live nicely on
rice and spelt (so keep some Vita-Mix grinders handy,
along with some quantity of YEAST for grinding grain,
etc.); keep honey handy, get some supply of BUTTER
and a big pot at ready for boiling beans. Then, under
about the worst of circumstances, if you have water—
you will be FINE.
And while you are feeling bad about such as
Millers—stop it. We tried every way under the heavens
to make them HEAR and reconsider their actions. But
no, chelas, that house is partly OWNED, I remind you
again, BY I.E.S.C. and that is THE EKKERS’. It was
mandatory to vacate it as it unfolded—but in an
emergency—USE IT IF IT STILL IS STANDING.
FOR THAT MATTER, THE WAY IT HAS WORKED
OUT AND FILTERED DOWN—SO, TOO, IS THE
PHOENIX CHURCH AFTER ITS ABANDONMENT
BY THE OTHER RESPONSIBLE PARTIES—SO AN
ARGUMENT IS HARDLY A TERM FOR USE HERE,
AS IN “LEGAL CAUSE”.
The actions have been deliberately intended to
destroy us and ours, and it just isn’t going to work out
nicely for those who function in such horrendous intent.
And I’m sorry that those who simply “listened to” advice
from the Spectrum Rainbow shall suffer greatly in
eventual “loss”.
“Mom” would like to remind you kids of hers that
you must not take time to struggle with boxes of old
memories, or sorting old Christmas “stuff” or searching
for whatever—JUST GET IT OUT AND STACKED—
YOU WILL HAVE PLENTY OF TIME FOR
SORTING, AND YOU NEED NEITHER THE TIME
IT TAKES TO WASTE ON DISCUSSIONS, OR
CHOOSING OR SEARCHING—I REPEAT: GET IT
OUT AND SECURED, AND YOU WILL HAVE
PLENTY OF TIME FOR FUN AND GAMES LATER,
WHEN YOU MAY WISH TO HANG THOSE VERY
ORNAMENTS ON THAT VERY CHRISTMAS
TREE—IN OUR MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM, FOR
THE CHRISTMAS PARTY! IT IS TIME FOR
FAMILY, FRIENDS, BROTHERHOOD AND
LOVE—NOT ARGUMENTS AND NOT SHIFTING
AWAY OF “MOM’S” STUFF—SHE IS, BY A LONG
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WAY—NOT DEAD, NOT GONE, AND THAT TO
COME IS PURELY WONDROUS, BECAUSE SHE
AND E.J. HAVE STAYED THE COURSE, ALONG
WITH OUR TEAMS AND CREWS. HOLD IT IN
YOUR HEARTS, AND ALL ELSE CAN BE
CONSIDERED AT LEISURE AND, IF NO ONE
TAKES ANYTHING, YOU WILL HAVE NO
ARGUMENTS ANYWAY. GET IT OUT, GET IT
SECURED—AND HAVE FUN, WITHOUT
ACCUSATIONS OR JUDGMENTS. IT IS TIME FOR
HEALING AND GATHERING TOGETHER FOR
PURPOSE, NOT FURTHER DIVISION, FOR YOU
WILL ALL AND EACH SORELY NEED ONE
ANOTHER. AND, MOREOVER, YOU ARE GOING
TO FIND OUT “WHY” WE HAVE STASHED ALL
THAT STUFF! SO BE IT.
NERVES ARE ON EDGE, PAIN IS
UPPERMOST—BUT ONLY ON THE SURFACE,
AND RESPONSIBILITY RESTS HEAVY—LET GO
AND LET GOD FOR, IN THE ENDING, IT IS ALL
THAT CAN BE.
You will be surprised at the other things which will
work out better for you as things get tighter—those who
have brought this immediate strife upon you—NOW
WELL KNOW THAT YOU HAVE NOTHING FOR
THEM IN EITHER STORED ITEMS, I.E., FOOD OR
DRINK, AND NOTHING OF SECURITY IN BEDS
OR SHELTER. THEY HAVE DESTROYED IT, AND
NOW THEY WILL SIMPLY HAVE TO FACE THEIR
OWN CONSEQUENCES OF THESE ACTIONS—
THERE IS NOTHING LEFT TO SHARE WITH
THEM, AND IT IS UP TO YOU TO PROVE IT. I
doubt anyone around will expect you to feed the masses
from a ripped tent, following total eviction. See to it,
please!
NOTICE: THIS IS NOT A DRILL, THIS IS
NOT AN EXERCISE—THIS IS THE BEGINNING
OF THE “REAL THING”!
dharma
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Another Big Step
Toward Freedom
leaving the place in a mess with all the storage of a
lifetime, including much of THEIR lifetimes as well.
This started the wheels turning, and I asked myself:
BEEN THERE AND DONE THAT...!
What is it that bothers you most about being driven from
your home? Well, under these circumstances, it is leaving
OR, HOW DO YOU SORT A LIFETIME?
all the fuss and incredible job of moving and sorting to
I walked out at about quarter-to-four this morning, onto others, who already have more stuff and more problems
the outside walkway, 11 floors up in the Gilarmi Hotel, our than they need, and to take on ours is much, indeed.
home for over a year now. I looked up first and there HE
was, smiling and blinking his Christmas lights. Then I
WHY?
crept up to the railing and got the “every-time” pain in my
belly that belies my being able to enjoy being more than a
Why do you collect things? Well, we had been in
foot off the ground. I gazed over the rail and down into the business and, since we would still be in business—you save
swimming pool, which somehow, this morning, seemed all “that” stuff. You know, typewriters from Uncle (and
very much larger than it had before.
suddenly I can’t remember his name, for he died a thousand
It faced me square on, however, that people often make years ago), all the stuff that was left for Goodwill when we
a choice. I couldn’t sleep, for it seemed some MORE years moved into the LaCrescenta house in 1968, along with a
of concern over everything and everybody just stacked up 14-room, 5-bathroom house where you raise dozens of
too high to manage in a brain already too busy—but NOW, children and grandchildren, along with full-time jobs and
busy with the most incredible experiences of almost all several varieties of collectables. None of any value—except
people of ANY lifetime. I have been blessed—WE HAVE to the heart. Of these things, you understand—the melted
BEEN BLESSED, precious friends.
ceramic cup that you tell the creator thereof that it is
I don’t care who gets this message, for a grateful heart precious, for it is now a squatty thing that if you poke just
has no room for sorrow—only a bit of sadness, as you right, you can get a couple of tiny, dried flowers into the
realize you just can’t do it all, and there are choices as to opening. And suddenly you have a one-of-a-kind vase.
what do you forfeit out of this stupid schedule you have Then you have the “platypus” bird in turquoise paint, with
chosen within which to be sucked. I actually laughed and something similar to Pleiadian (from a time before you ever
realized—what if I were dead: What would take place? heard of Pleiades) symbols, best described as some kind of
Everything would flow just fine, the kids would hate me for Native Art.
Then there are the children’s profiles, drawn by some
street artist at the Fair—and I think you get the picture, if
you are a parent.
You even have boxes of pictures of weddings you loved
doing and shared the joy of a wondrous day, with months
of work, and remember that THAT was why you had
enough cookware and bake-stuff to outfit a hospital or
cafeteria. You don’t ever take out the pictures, however, for
those couples went their separate ways, and you don’t drool
over those memories—BUT YOU SAVE EVERYTHING—
BECAUSE, SURELY ENOUGH—YOU GET TO DO IT
AGAIN SOMETIME, SOMEWHERE ELSE, WHERE
THE JOY IS JUST AS WONDERFUL AS THE LAST
TIME. Most of those don’t last, either, but we learn that
that is part of living, and to try and keep the heart in
balance turns out to be the most important thing—not the
trinkets or bent-flower arches. And you can, for years after,
reuse the baskets over and over again, for other wondrous
adventures and THINGS. And you can share them when
someone—anyone—has a “do”. It seemed so reasonable at
the time.
By Doris and E.J. Ekker, 10/15/99

MOVING
You move from one huge house to another, as big,
because remember, you now have the same kids to come
home, only now with their attachments and the grandkids—
who also grew up while I was writing history.
Oh gosh, and then there was Liz, Kathy, Klew, Audrey
and Eric—you name them, we had them, along with some
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interesting “Sipapu” gatherings, which I’m not sure how
they happened. But the first three years in Tehachapi, EE didn’t have even a weekend without people filling up
the bedrooms. IN THE BEGINNING—possibly before
there was even light—everybody who came stayed with
us. So, we were always glad we hadn’t “tossed” the big
pots. You could always find soup and/or beans or
something extravagant, like spaghetti or scrambled eggs
(E.J.’s concoction and Doris’ biscuits) at our place. This
is the way our children grew up, and we had camped,
and motorcycled, and generally lived a rat-race and packrat life since, I guess, we were born, a thousand years
ago.
Then came the writings and the “get prepared”
warnings. So, we were glad we had saved the two old
ironers, so we could iron (sterilize) the old sheets we
carefully saved—for bandages on the battlefields of life,
if necessary.
I had worked at a hospital for a decade, so I saved
every sample that came through our office and thought
might be needed in some critical emergency out there,
somewhere, some day. Then, with the really important
stock-up program, we had to give up the linen closet (a
big one) to store the important things like vitamins (all
over the house on four levels), Aspirin (plain, coated,
enteric and melted), and then a dozen different varieties
of non-aspirin, in case someone couldn’t take the
Aspirin. And then there are the things for sleeping,
coughing, choking, hives, teeth fixers (couldn’t afford a
dentist) and the emergency 50 tubes of extra toothpaste.
I realized, when home last, that we had started with
Colgate simple and graduated to Sensedyne, as the age
crept in.
Anyway, NOTHING went, while we collected more,
and more and more. Some of those things, like the
sewing machines—I truly thought I would be able to,
someday, settle down and “hobby”. I saved the old
clothes and got more, because I could make a child’s
dress out of a skirt, etc. I bought up the stuff when
fabric stores sold out or thrift stores closed.
Now, look what a mess I have: ENOUGH TO
HAVE MY OWN THRIFT STORE, OR NIGHTMARE, as
the case might be.

Millers are locking us OUT!
Why didn’t we spend the funds on the house?
Because we were always assured that we would
“NEVER BE LEFT WITHOUT”; do you remember
Charles, any of you? How about Rick? They helped get
and use the stuff, even helped build the storage in the
attic, and where are they, today? Well, Rick keeps
driving by to see if he has been able to accomplish
enough pain and agony on the “old folks”, after he all
but destroyed the very goal accomplishments of MANY
of us who have pressed on in spite of the devastation of
those tornado-days everyone looks forward to in
retirement years—you know, when people just STEAL,
TAKE, AND DESTROY EVERYTHING THEY CAN
GET. INCLUDING YOUR PAPER, FUNDS,
BUSINESS—AND NOW, EVERY LAST PERSONAL
THING YOU EVER HELD.
Well, go ahead, Tricky, for the last smile is not yet
finished. We have now over a THOUSAND agreements
signed, sealed and waiting. We now have agreements
with the Central Bank here to start funding. There is an
even larger and unrelated evolvement in funding, which
is underway and planned for massive distribution,
waiting for Y2K.
So, what now? Well, I don’t know because I can’t
see far enough. We confront what is in front of us—not
what we wish to have happen.
If we can rent or lease the house back in Tehachapi,
or buy it by Monday (this is Friday), or beg a few days
extra from Millers to allow us to move it out orderly—
we will hold steady. We do have a nice thing
confronting us, as Rick, Brent and Ed turned us in with
charges to the Feds, and they say we have an indictment
facing us if we set foot in the U.S.
Since we are sort of working with the Feds, we don’t
believe it—but far stranger things than that have
happened to us in the past decade. So, we have to
consider what that would do to everyone else who
depends on us, in these days of concluding this job over
here in the Philippines.
We have had a conference with our team-mates and
decided we just needed to finish this job, no matter what
else happened to drag us away. We have had “them”
attempt murder on our son so, surely, we would appear
for a funeral. Well, all of you, as we told Janice
Berend—DON’T DIE, BECAUSE WE WILL NOT
COME HOME EVEN IF—! WE ARE GOING TO
FINISH THIS JOB, AND WE ARE ON THE LAST
LAP AND CLOSING ON THE FINISH LINE AS I
WRITE THIS MORNING.

LOSS? WHAT LOSS?
Is what is happening in our lives—my LOSS?
Oops, not when I really stop and think reasonably about
things. The loss is in having to be 9,000 miles away,
while I can’t sort it or do anything about it. It is the
helplessness which is overwhelming—I certainly realize
that it is not the “loss”.
In a couple of weeks I will join E.J. at 68 years old
and, frankly, I am tired. I am tired of trying to handle
the “survival”, the “products”, the “whatever”—because
I “have the room, we’ll just store it in the attic”.
When a good store like Best closed down, you could
stock-up on everything you didn’t need at only half the
price as regular—even if the mixer didn’t have beaters!
Oh, well. BECAUSE, we were going to have either a
second-hand store called “The Garage” and/or a place
where we could furnish places, while people decided
about their own future—or if anyone needed anything—
and I do mean “anything”.
Can we shift stuff off to everywhere else, including
the dungeon and Gene’s lower level, Connie’s lower
level and the Apple Center, until we can sort it? Yes,
but it is going to be a magnificent job, and we have,
what, (?) 72 hours (less—now 24) to get it out or

WHY DIDN’T WE JUST
GET THE HOUSE SECURED?
People, we have been accused of misuse, abuse,
skipping town and running off, we’ve been stolen from,
bashed, battered and, frankly, we WOULD NEVER USE
FUNDS TO SECURE SOMETHING FOR
OURSELVES, WHILE OTHERS WERE WORKING
OUT THEIR GUTS TO SALVAGE WHAT IS
NECESSARY—THE BUSINESSES, THE FARM AND
STORED GRAIN, ETC. TO AGAIN FACE LOSING
THE HOUSE IS JUST NOT IN THE CARDS FOR
CONSIDERATION. THE HURT AND DEVASTATION
IS NO LESS—WHAT DO YOU, FOR INSTANCE,
DO WITH THREE AVIARIES OF EXOTIC BIRDS
THAT ARE BABIES?
THAT PROPERTY HAS SO MANY PROBLEMS
AND BRAIN-SUCKERS AS TO BE SOMEWHAT OF
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A RELIEF TO JUST WALK AWAY, AND LET
SOMEONE ELSE WHO THINKS THEY WANT TO
TEACH US SOME KIND OF A LESSON IN
REVENGE—HAVE IT ALL—AND I MEAN “ALL”.
NOBODY ELSE CAN ABIDE THAT COURSE OF
ACTION, HOWEVER, AND SINCE WE CAN’T GET
HOME TO TEND IT—WE HAVE TO LEAVE IT TO
THE DECISIONS OF THOSE “IN” THE PROBLEM.
YOU KNOW, SORT OF LIKE IF YOU WERE DEAD,
AND THE RESULTS HAD TO BE SORTED!
What happens when you have worked for 12 years
to get everything suggested to you to have on hand for
probable influx of people, emergencies and actual subshelters? ANYTHING ANYONE WANTS TO DO
WITH IT, I SUPPOSE! It truly is a time of confronting
it. There is enough stuff to sell, as in get rid of, to have
bought the damned house—but then, who needs a big,
empty house to tend?
These are just thoughts, friends and family, to let
you realize that we are not vacationing while you have
to live through this nightmare on Adam Drive. It is
supposed that nobody could save the house, or they
would have done so, and that is the simple whole of it.
We have been blessed and grateful beyond our words
can speak to have had a place through all the years of
legal harassments etc., to arrive at HERE. GOD
ALLOWED US TO GET THROUGH THOSE YEARS
AND, IF WE JUST PRESS ON ANOTHER TEN
FEET, EVERYBODY, THOSE OTHER THINGS
WILL BE MEMORIES.
PUBLICATIONS AND STUFF
Yesterday, as part of my worst day with this “thing”,
I found God ON DUTY, AS USUAL. One party here,
who has a LOT (BUNCHES) of both contacts and is inthe-works for a large, LARGE return on his efforts, also
has a PUBLISHING concern, in which he plans to put
another half-billion $$$s.
I cried, but then I cry a lot these days, when he said
he would be humbly honored to get these Journals to
press. He would do the paper and anything asked of
him. He doesn’t have any funds for helping us, because
he just lost several million dollars in the currency
collapse—AS DID ALMOST EVERYONE WE MEET
OVER HERE, WHO HAVE BUSINESSES. We don’t even
know what “hard times” are about, and poverty here is what
Third World poverty is all about—in living awful.
This man is also taking up the task of Mang Pedro
and will get things worked out with the University of the
Philippines (at least the professor, of whom we have
spoken before) and get it set up so that—when the funds
turn over—we can immediately be ready to get the most
important of the Mang Pedro prophecies OUT. Mang
only knew of one last book he was to write, and it was
to have started in full scripting in September. I have no
other information, but “Ben” thinks he even knows that
professor and will get busy.
People over here now know about the house and our
own problems, and they are again working around the
clock to get us our interim loan and make it big enough
to just pay the full price of that confounded house to
Millers. But, I don’t blame them for not wanting to
wait—but with rent payments directly to them, and not
through routes which lose it all, I would think they could
allow us at least a couple of weeks.
And yes, we can FIGHT, and litigate, and stall and
badger—another fortune for both of us—but my heart is
just not in it any longer, team; I am run out of caring. I
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realized yesterday that I can’t TEND THE WORLD and
myself, too. E.J. may well think he can, but I simply
don’t want to do this any longer. And no, this does not
mean that I either “give up”, am a “basket-case” or plan
to stop anything! We will keep right on and—when we
are over this hurdle—those things are BEHIND US,
CREW.
The last time this happened—as in deja vou
(misspelled I’m sure)—we were told that the evictor had
to have movers come in, pack carefully and store
everything properly. Then, within 30 days, by paying
those expenses, we could buy them back from the
storage. And that, of course, is an option—if we can get
together enough funds to simply pay to have it done.
I do not intend to leave the wonderful cupboards that
my son built for me, or my fans and lamps, etc. So,
perhaps this is a solution. At the least, to vacate the
dwelling before lock-out, we could just hire Pablo and
his whole Brotherhood, and ask Manny to get us some
more available, and just haul it out and stash it at the
Center and farm, until we can sort it.
E.J. is out now, and probably the earlier phone call
was from Tehachapi—BUT, OF COURSE, OUR
PHONE IS NOT WORKING! So, we will see how it
unfolds. E.J. has meetings starting in half an hour and,
if it is like yesterday, it will go on until night. Just the
business we set up yesterday, team-maties, would do
everything we have in mind to accomplish. Therefore,
NO, we are not going to take the easy-APPEARING
way out and run a risk of blowing anything—IF WE
LOSE EVERY LAST THING AROUND AND ALL
HOPE OF RETURNING HOME.
SO, TO YOU WHO ARE PRAYING, AND
WORKING AND PUSHING EVERY WAY YOU
CAN TO KEEP US GOING—WE WILL STAY THE
COURSE, AS LONG AS THERE IS A
CONCEIVABLE WAY TO ACCOMPLISH IT, DAY
BY DAY.
WE ARE HELD UP BY THE
GOVERNMENT AND THE CENTRAL BANK—AND
NOW, BOTH HAVE AGREED TO FUND AND USE
OUR PLAN AND DOCUMENTS. WE SEE, DAILY,
THE RESULTS OF THOSE THINGS COMING TO
BE, RIGHT IN THE ARTICLES IN THE PAPER.
THEY HAVE AGREED TO SILENTLY WORK THIS
SO THAT IT DOESN’T JUST BLOW OUT THE
“WORLD”, AND THE JOB IS MASSIVE IN SCOPE
AND ACTION. WHATEVER WE THOUGHT OR
KNEW WAS TAKING PLACE—IS NOTHING
BESIDE WHAT IS, AND ACTUALLY HAS
ALREADY BEEN, UNDERWAY.
Even old “Hank K.” has been to his eyeballs in this
thing—as has a whole bunch of players that are simply
not for discussion. We were even choking on a really
big deal, with something out of the U.S. and exchange
for “dollars”, or something. I mean, BIG! But, just
yesterday, we saw the PUSH for Britain to join the Euro,
and that must mean that the world is ready to collapse
the dollar, somewhere along the line. We demanded gold
exchange—and guess what: “They don’t have
enough...!” This could be worse news for the U.S. than
the biggest earthquake that could hit the nation in a
dozen locations, all at the same time.
Oh, there is not longer any quarrel over validity of
our “stuff”—it is just how in the world to move with
it—because the ones who set this thing up, back in the
Russell Herman days—did some real thoughtful planning
and placing—around the globe. THIS DOES NOT,
THEREFORE, JUST HAVE TO DO WITH
INDIVIDUALS ATTACHED TO E-E OR CONTACT,

OR A HANDFUL OF FAITHFUL. THIS IS “IT”.
Interruption—right here and now it is nearly 9:30
a.m., and it is already a wondrous day. Got the tears out
of the way early, with Ellen and our kids—who have
made my life worth going on today. We must have done
something wonderful along the way to be blessed with
our family and friends, who continue to make it possible
to meet these obligations over here. And, you know
what!? I feel wonderful—sad but wonderful.
As I said above, my hurt comes from having to have
someone else clean up loose ends, move out, on instant
notice, a thousand years of precious crap—and then LET
IT GO, with no attachments, just thankful for that which
we have had and have been able to hold for a while.
Those who have driven us out will never have
another day of joy—for, when revenge blasts your way
to grabbing and thieving another’s very life, it never
pays. If we can work things otherwise than totally
moving out of the house—fine—if not, then it appears
the team is ready to just “move ’er out”, and cry and sort
later! GOD, THANK YOU—FOR ALLOWING US
TO SAVE A BIT OF SPACE FOR A COUPLE OF
MONTHS TO SIMPLY SHIFT FOR INTERIM
HOLDING.
Perhaps this will make those who had to live
through the call this morning realize that it is them I care
about—not the STUFF! I now know how one feels to
see everything burned to the ground, broken by an
earthquake or whatever—but you walk away with your
living family intact—GRATEFUL, HUMBLY
GRATEFUL FOR THE BLESSING. WITH US, WE
WILL WALK AWAY WITH ALL THE OTHER
“STUFF” JUST HOLDING, AND IT CAN BE
DIVIDED LATER.
I AM GOING TO PUT THIS INTO WRITING
ONE MORE TIME: MY CUPBOARDS—MY
CHINA-CRYSTAL FRONTS, AND ALL THOSE
THAT GENE BUILT FOR ME—ARE GOING WITH
ME. IN ADDITION, ANY STANDING SHELVES IN
THE ATTIC OR BASEMENT THAT ARE EVEN
STORAGE, AS WELL AS PLYWOOD ON THE
RAFTERS—GOES, KIDS. WE LEAVE NOTHING
THAT WAS TO BE USED FOR RETIREMENT—
NOTHING. ALL OUR HANGING LAMPS AND
FANS, WHICH WERE PUT IN SO THEY
WOULDN’T BE A PART OF THE BUILDING—GO,
AS WELL. WE CAN HAVE ONE, BIG, GIANT
GARAGE SALE A LOT LATER, IF NECESSARY.
THE HOUSE GOES AS BARE-BONES AS WE
ACQUIRED IT.
AND REMEMBER, THE CURTAINS AND
“RODS” ARE ALSO OURS, FOR WE PUT THEM
ALL IN, AND MOST ARE MULTIPLE—JUST
LEAVE THOSE—BUT ALL THE CURTAINS, ALL
OF THEM, ARE OURS—REMEMBER THAT
HAINES LEFT ONLY A FEW LITTLE LACE
RUFFLES!
I BELIEVE UNDER THESE
CIRCUMSTANCES IMPOSED ON US TO MAKE
LIFE SIMPLY “MISERABLE” AND HURTFUL—
THEY DESERVE NOTHING FROM US—
INCLUDING CLEANING THE MESS OF
MOVING—JUST LET THEM LOCK THE TRASH
INSIDE!
SHARE THE FOOD AROUND TO EMPTY THE
FREEZERS, AND LET’S JUST PACK IT ENOUGH
TO GET IT SHIFTED.
WE ARE ABOUT TO THE END GAMES OF
THE LEGAL ENCOUNTERS AND ANYTHING
HOLDING OVER OUR HEAD—AND, FRANKLY, I
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AM RELIEVED TO CONTEMPLATE BEING RID OF
THE PROBLEM. EVERYBODY CAN HELP SORT
AND TOSS WHEN WE DO GET HOME—WHEN
EVERYTHING HERE IS SECURE, SO WE CAN
FACE ANYTHING “THERE”.
WE HAVE
SUCCEEDED—IT IS NOW JUST IN THE DANCING!
As I said above—we have publishers, printers, youname-it—right here, pleading to take our material. So,
even if we continue to publish there—WHICH WE
CERTAINLY WILL, BECAUSE OF OUR HISTORY
OF NOT TOSSING IN TOWELS IN THE MIDDLE
OF A GOOD BATTLE—WE ARE COVERED,
BIGGER AND BETTER, WHERE IT’S AT, AND
WHERE PEOPLE DON’T WALK OUT ON US AND
THEN TURN AND SHOOT US IN THE BACK. I
CAN HANDLE BEING FREE OF THAT.
WE KNOW WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE, AND
RICK AND GAIL CAN CHECK EVERY FIVE
MINUTES IF THEY PLEASE, AS CAN ED AND
NOREY—BUT THEY WILL ONLY FIND THAT WE
KEEP RIGHT ON SERVING AND KEEPING ON
AND, I SUPPOSE, THEY CAN DRIFT FURTHER
INTO THE HELL THEY HAVE CHOSEN FOR
THEMSELVES.
They won’t like it, however, because we will, team,
have all the rest of the property totally surrounding that
house on the hill. And, I don’t know about you guys,
but I AM TIRED OF TENDING IT ALL!
Tears? Oh, indeed, it is hard to witness being
executed, while the parasites suck your last drop of
blood for the heck of it—calling it good business!
Good business? Oh, I don’t think so, but this too shall
pass, with far less pain than anything thus far—for we
move this time, team, FROM TOTAL STRENGTH!
E.J. just met—was late, in fact, as we talked with
home—with some people from, I gather, the U.S. AND
Australia. The Aussie has been making runs back and
forth from Sydney since Spring and keeps bringing other
business people. This time, he has brought someone
who could explain our own program against the facade
of typical trading programs, etc., and they have been at
that all morning, as others join them—and are working
out a feasible program to set up the “GO TEAM”. It is
hard to be other than sorry to leave my “mess” and “pile
of stuff” to others, because nobody needs consider
shortages ever again, after we get this flow under way—
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR OWN, DOZENS OF EACH,
NEW! EXCEPT YOU OF THE TEAM WON’T
WANT TO BE TIED TO THE SHACKLES OF
STUFF—FOR THERE IS A WORLD TO BE BUILT
AND USED, AND YES, AN AIRLINE TO USE, AS
WELL! AND NO, I HAVE NOT LOST MY
MARBLES NOR BECOME, FINALLY, THE
“BASKET-CASE” OF CHARLES’ AND RICK’S
PROJECTION. A BASKET-CASE, PERHAPS, BUT
THIS TIME THE BASKET IS REALLY
WONDROUS.
I can’t possibly ever outthink God, for in return for
service, He is abundant. And, HE has allowed the takers
to simply sort themselves into fixed pathways of nonreturn to my soft-headed/hearted and idiotic brain. And
NO, Millers DO NOT fit that category. Millers are
doing what they feel they need to do but, when they see
how they have been pushed and manipulated, they will
be as hurt, probably, as I have been at the turn of the
vipers.
Somehow, it is like watching this from somewhere
“out-there”, without being able to do more than be
embarrassed over having not attended this or saving
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that—or whatever. I mean, like watching while your life
is taken apart, as if you have died or something—while
the love just grows and bursts, and knowing that the kids
will struggle, curse Mom as they get tired and just laugh
over all the “buffet servers” and warmers (with fuel) they
find. There is even enough luggage to move everyone to
Manila who wishes to come.
BUT, if you can just get it out of the house and off
the property proper—when we do the next step, we can
have it professionally sorted and shifted, or whatever.
WE HAVE DONE IT—TEAM—WE HAVE DONE IT!
AND, WE COULD NOT HAVE DONE ANYTHING,
ESPECIALLY AFTER WE PICKED UP OUR
PARTNER-ENEMIES, WITHOUT EACH ONE OF
YOU.
AND, TO GEORGE AND SYNI—SIGN
WHATEVER THE BASTARDS WANT FROM YOU
ON THAT “NAVY” DEAL—WE GET SMART—
[NOT] OLD! AND BE GLAD THAT SOMETHING
WONDERFUL HAS BEEN AT WORK, BECAUSE
WE CERTAINLY DO NOT TAKE ANY GREAT
BRAIN-CREDIT FOR THIS TURN OF WONDERFUL
EVENTS. PERSISTENCE, FAITH, PERSEVERENCE
AND ABILITY—ARE GIFTS OF GOD, AND EVEN
GOD IS NOT THAT STUFFY OLD MAN WITH THE
ROBES! HE IS WONDERFULLY ALIVE AND
WELL, AND SERVES US BETTER THAN WE
WANT—BECAUSE, WHEN WE SAY “IN YOUR
BEST WAY”, HE GOES ABOUT WHAT IS “BEST”
AND NOT WHAT “WE WANT”. WE ONLY HAVE
TO KNOW THAT IT WILL BE BETTER WITH
EACH BLOW, EACH GIFT, EACH “CHANGE”.
No, we are not “giving up” anything, even though
we are promised the best of all worlds over here. We
have oodles to do over there in the U.S., BUT LITTLE
CROW HAS MORE TO DO THAN US AND, BOY,
IT IS JUST ABOUT READY TO BURST OPEN.
FRANKLY, THE SALE OF THAT HOUSE TOLD ME
THAT GOD HAD KEPT HIS PROMISE RIGHT TO
TODAY—AND WE ARE NOW READY FOR THE
BIG JOB. HE SAID WE WOULD HAVE THE
HOUSE AS LONG AS WE “NEEDED” IT—AND
WE HAVE!
Yes, we also know that we will be able to purchase
the thing ten times over—but we are pretty sure we
simply don’t want to bother with it, or to deal with it,
once moved out and the debris cleared away. We will
have to see. People here are working, still, around the
clock, to get funds back in the states to cover the whole
outstanding purchase. I don’t even know if I want to do
that any longer—it seems like a good time to get rid of
stuff, clear out our lives and be able to “go”.
Birds? I don’t know—but, when the time comes for
that decision, I also know we can afford to house them
properly, and there will be someone who really will love
them. If we have funds, we have always planned to have
some half-way retirement places for animals, domestic
and wildlife, and we know two people who would have
love and joy in attending same but haven’t been able to
afford it. We will be able to afford it. I hope, in fact,
to simply buy up the Arens Ranch and Indian Hills—and
Drakes can just go for it, like Dick has always wanted to
do. We can build heated buildings, big breeding aviaries
like Mr. DeDios has here and really do some of those
wonderful things our hearts need.
We intend to keep the farm, at least for a while, and
the aviaries can be set up temporarily under the
cottonwood trees and wind breaks, in pressed block,
built, to do in the pinch if necessary. Hey, guys, we are

not kidding you—we are headed for all those things we
planned—only BIGGER! We had no idea how
abundantly GOD planned. We can also, Diane—tell
Dick, that we can actually cover the expenses, etc., of
Tippie Hedren’s place. These are the things God
promised ME, if I would just stick with this job—and
then built in an incentive.
This place over here in the Philippines NEEDS
EVERYTHING, from water systems, sewage—you name
it—they need it. Then, as we get a picture, we can go
right back to Sovereign Native Communities and do the
same thing. THEY WILL DO IT, we just provide the
way, as offered to us.
And, people, we quit picking on George Bush,
Twigs, etc. We get on our knees and thank Baker,
Kissinger and that bunch of misguided chilluns—for they
made it all possible. And we thank Marcos and Meldy
for stashing the stuff all over the globe—AGAINST
THIS VERY DAY OF UNFOLDING and FOR THIS
PURPOSE. We bless them all—never waste time on
fighting them. Same with our own bunch of hooligans—
thank them for being so nasty as to get completely and
totally out of our thought frames. We had to go a
different way—and it is THE way, and without them to
drag us into endless bickering and haggling. GOD IS
CLEARING THE DECKS OF ALL THE LOOSE
CANNONS!
And about those animals and the “animal farm”:
We can get that Cummings Valley (Cummings old
ranch) area, which is already set forth as that hunting
club for killing helpless wildlife. We will redo it,
restructure it and yes, indeed, turn it into a sanctuary.
Same with the Broome property—OH YES, we will have
exactly WHAT WE WANT—I KNOW IT! WE MAY,
IN FACT, REALIZE “WE” DON’T WANT IT, BUT
THERE WILL BE THOSE WHO DO AND THEY
WILL DO WONDERS WITH IT.
I so totally HURT, on the one hand, and am SO
RELIEVED of the burdens, on the other. We need that
“freedom” to move on and not be locked to “things”.
THINGS can be had by everyone else who want to do
THAT job and, yes, I have come to realize that there are
people who really DO want to retire in Tehachapi and
DO EXACTLY THOSE THINGS. But I think that
most of the ones who have struggled with us will also
want freedom to put wheels on the feet and wings on the
back—while simply overseeing the “stuff”. That, I do
believe, is OUR REWARD FOR RETIREMENT!
Now, to my own babies and, yes, those are E.J.’s, as
well, for they are every bit as much mine as his—and his
is the only family I have had: WE LOVE YOU, we are
proud of each and every one of you, we feel totally
blessed in every way and, yes, honor Paul for, without
his sacrifice, we likely would not have walked THIS
WAY. We are sorry if we have caused you to have less
than grannies and grandies—BUT WE KNOW WE
ARE LEAVING YOU A BETTER WORLD, WITH
SOME HOPE OF CHANGE AND GROWTH. AND
WE WILL GET THAT EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION FORMED AND CAN OFFER A
BETTER WAY TO MANY, IN EXCHANGE FOR
THAT WHICH WE MAY HAVE LACKED.
We have not been “RELIGIOUS” because, frankly,
that would have prevented us from being Spiritual
enough to allow God into our lives, to use us to
accomplish the IMPOSSIBLE.
IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO US TO KNOW THAT
YOU UNDERSTAND THIS CLEARLY! WE WILL
GET INHERITANCES AND OTHER BUSINESS
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WORKED OUT AS WE CAN DO SO, FOR YOU
HAVE ENOUGH TO WORK WITH, AS YOU CAN
SHIFT CORPORATIONS, ETC. AS NECESSARY,
WITHOUT CHANGING ANYTHING BUT THE
DIRECTORS—AND RON KNOWS HOW. WE JUST
HAVE TO LET IT NOW UNFOLD AS IT COMES.
Remember that—wherever we use this PLAN—we
will have half of the assets to pour into building. We
will leave 80% of the assets IN GOLD, for use as
collateral, for which we will pour that amount back into
the local areas or other places. We will have 20% to
build whatever we need to get started back home—and
YES, it is plenty—more, in fact, than the Fed will shift
without trying to tie it up—so we will need those
sovereign banks to shift into directly, both with assets
and collateral.
Nobody but GOD could have even thought this up!
We might like to take credit for a lot of it—but I’m
afraid that is a bit much!
God is good in so many ways, even as with the
house: We never were allowed to do other than use it
for a work space, and it was never allowed to be
“ours”—so, really, there are no painful roots to dig and
dry. It served us WELL, all our needs, and life will go
from that place with our going—just like the house in
LaCrescenta, kids. That is still more “home” than this
house on the hill that has never been allowed to be
enjoyed. And, as you waggle over the memories and the
motorcycles and old camping stuff—know that it was a
joy—not a sorrow! We have built more memories in our
lifetime than people build in a dozen lifetimes. WE
HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE—AND EVERYTHING
TO GAIN. Besides, I used to live in a camper on big
camping trips, etc.—we can surely make do in the
Coach—if Gene will loan it to us. On the other hand,
a nice big bed in a nice motel room really sounds good
to me!
This has gone on a very long time this morning, and
I have my balance back and my priorities in order again.
It will work out exactly like it will work out—in the
wisdom of my friend, Crow.
Our hearts are simply with you who have to do the
actual WORK, for I fear I would be totally useless,
anyway—HOW DO YOU CLEAN OUT A LIFETIME?
I sort of thought I would die and get out of the job.
We love all of you, and to you who THINK you
aren’t our family—no, you ARE, and as for Pablo and
his “friends”, we are getting closer and closer to making
“those dreams” come true—properly!
As we move on, frustrated or not, let us turn to the
things of REAL importance—our trinkets are not really
among the “important” realities, like getting Ron C.’s
freedom, J. Berend’s kidney and pancreas replaced, the
Institute square and put to bed, the legal cases off our
ever-burdened backs and the children of the Ethers out
of our hair. I find myself blessing Zita, in realization of
the things she shared with me as a friend and that I have
experienced through this past year—that her way was
truly easier than watching this unfold.
I can’t help Gail, she made her choices and, as a
friend and Mother, my heart is breaking for Bill and
Germain, but we DO go on—or we quit—and that is
simply not a worthy way. Perhaps, when we keep going,
even those negative things have a way of working out, if
we just give them love, insight and patience.
And please, friends, be gracious and kind to Millers,
for they helped us through so many rough spots that we
can’t be other than totally filled with appreciation and
full intent of repaying every cent with that appreciation.
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We had the use of the house through their help, and so
be it as to how things work out—more timely than we
would WISH. If they just give us time to move out
reasonably, it will be wonderful. If they only give us the
three days, we will simply have to do it. Perhaps they
could then give us just a bit of time to get the outside
stuff shifted off the lot. And know, movers, the sheds
can be shifted off onto that lot, as well, if you run out
of time before they lock the doors.
Know that this is what the gloaters are about:
LOCKING US OUT OF OUR HOME! They somehow
think this is the same as what happened at the paper.
No, it isn’t, and it will not be treated as gently. I remind
you all—WE ARE NOW COMING FROM
“STRENGTH”—SO MUCH, IN FACT, THAT I
TRULY WOULD HAVE LEFT THE ENTIRE
PROBLEM INTACT IN THAT HOUSE AND
SIMPLY TIED IT INTO KNOTS—EXCEPT THAT IS
NO LONGER A PART OF MY MAKEUP, AND MY
FAMILY AND FRIENDS WOULD HAVE BEEN
PAINED EVEN MORE GREATLY THAN THIS
WAY. AND, I WOULD NOT REPAY MILLERS FOR
THEIR HELP OVER THE YEARS BY DOING SUCH
A THING.
I became a bit concerned over the possibility of
earthquake damages after Cmdr. wrote the other day—
and then I had a dream, and that house was crumbled—
but, strangely enough—nothing of ours was in it, nor
were the birds there, and nothing was hurt, so I was on
my knees thanking GOD for sparing the pets and us. I
thought it a nightmare—today, it simply seems
comforting.
I also am grateful that God thinks us worthy of a
few more years of worthy service so, please, everyone,
look forward and not backward—things can be replaced,
and KNOW that there is great relief in stopping trying
to be everything to everyone—and maybe we will all live
longer and happier. The next big decision is how to
keep Commander from using my time over here—for
over here HE IS APPRECIATED, and people are only
“waiting” until things settle to start their own push for
meetings. There is nothing here that discounts, denies,
or even slows people in doubt. For one thing, HE
worked directly with Marcos, and the legacy lingers. We
simply don’t have to be—ANY OF US—where we are
not happy or wanted. We can even go back and rebuild
our La Crescenta place, if we choose—and that’s a fact!
I even remember the address—not the phone number—
just the address: 5020 Rosemont Ave. 91214 (I think).
(??) Does Alzheimer’s come with short-term memory
loss or long-term loss?
Thank you for allowing me to write all this—it saves
E.J. about four days of agony and so, he thanks you.
He has come up here a couple of times—beaming.
He has some people down there now that even stayed in
our hotel overnight. just to be able to spend time—and
this one is a computer master who sets up BANKING
SYSTEMS—and he and his people know the way and
wherefor in Papua New Guinea. The question is no
longer “can we?”, it is “how can we handle it all?” So
thank you, again, for doing this miserable task in
Tehachapi—until you are better paid, for life is GOOD
and, as the Muslims say: GOD IS GREAT! And, I feel
90 years younger since this morning. We must truly be
within mere inches of that cross-over line that causes us
to have to make decisions we would otherwise simply
put aside.
Thank you, thank you and thank you—
E-E
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Mind Creates,
Action Manifests
By Doris Ekker, 10/16/99
Commander will get back onto “paper topics”
today, I think, but he is obviously not yet through with
the lessons FOR US. We have the most wondrous
opportunity, in this “house silliness”, to confront
“feelings”, intentions and, indeed, have fun or misery.
Well, it is difficult to sort fun from misery, for each set
of circumstances seems to have BOTH and every other
degree of emotion in between.
It is a difficult morning here in the world, as we
come to confront and cope as best we can—in these
times of testing our metal. Of what are we fashioned?
Stone? Obviously not, for from day to day we are
bending with the necessities of give-and-take—
hopefully, without shattering or chipping. Gold? Are
we made of gold? Obviously not, for even though we
can be bent and shaped, we cannot remain unchanged
from day to day in the confrontations and flow of a
world in constant change. Are we made of diamonds?
No, for we do not always sparkle with the JOY of just
being a diamond in the sunlight! But we are made up
of all of these wondrous things and, within us, we bear
the one DNA-RNA that counts—we carry the code of
Creator, which presents us to the world and claims us
as HIS representatives—so we must be great in HIS
SIGHT. No, if I categorize us as “being in HIS sight”
that separates HIM from us, as in something viewing
“something” or “someone” ELSE. We are HIS
reflection, from WITHIN, so that which we present is
that which GOD IS, WITHIN US. And, we CAN do
it, for when the road is hardest and the losses, slings
and arrows come against us and pile one upon another,
we are caused to look deeper, higher and beyond that
which SEEMS TO BE.
Does knowing that things are actually fine make a
difference to the hurting heart? YES. Does that change
the circumstances as physically presented? YES, for all
that we are left to feel is of the visible things, of which
there is no TRUE reality. If we look beyond, into
CREATING THAT WHICH IS FORWARD
CREATING—we reach out and take the raw materials
of the moment, and move into that which is wondrously
a miracle. It has nothing to do with “strength”, as in
such as “he is such a strong person”. No, we are weak
“persons” and what happens to us can only depend on
being what we make it to be. Does it mean that you
like or love the moment, or that perceptions can’t rest
on possibilities of negative impacts? No. But, it does
mean that we can take the MOMENT, with all its
facets of presentation—AND CREATE IT TO BE
THAT WHICH WE MAKE IT TO BE.
To you out there who may not know what impacts
today: Ekkers are homeless, as the street people of
Skid Row. And, friends, BUT FOR THE GRACE OF
GOD—GOES YOU! Those who set themselves up as
the “Righteous” “children of Light (Spectrum)” believe

that this day they have prevailed, and that the wicked
witches of the North Dark 40 have bit the dust. No, the
JOY is empty for them—KNOW IT, for they have won
nothing save a “mess” of hornets, which they will
ALSO leave the Millers to handle for, with the short
notice to vacate that dwelling, there is no way for an
organized move or a cleaning of the place—or, frankly,
“time to weep” over the debris, representing some kind
of something to each who surveys the wreck. Well,
moving is a wreck under any circumstances, and this is
no different from any other who must give up material
“stuff” in the face of living. We can quit, or we can
turn it into fuel to ensure that we finish the remainder
of our journey—possibly unencumbered by shackles
that bind us to a place, a thing, a location and, in fact,
disallow us to freely serve where it counts, in LIVING
LIFE.
E.J. and I have learned something: YOU CANNOT
TAKE IT WITH YOU—NOT EVEN, FEASIBLY,
ACROSS AN OCEAN—MUCH THE LESS, TO
GOD OR INTO SPIRITUAL REALMS. PLEASE
HEAR ME: YOU CANNOT TAKE IT WITH YOU.
We can’t even afford to bring the stuff to use where we
ARE. The “cost” is too prohibitive and, if we simply
DO OUR JOB TO ITS END—WE CAN REPLACE
THAT WHICH WE THINK WE NEED, BUT WE
CAN’T CHANGE A THING OF THE PAST AND,
THEREFORE, MUST LET IT GO.
There ARE DOZENS OF PLACES to scatter
“things”, and yes, the “things” might even get some
GOOD USE. We certainly can’t use any of it NOW.
And, worse, we are told that some furniture, which we
have never sat upon more than twice, has an infection
of “mice”. Well, that is what happens when a home is
basically abandoned—life moves in and takes it.
In this instance, the “Kids of the Rainbow” drool
over that which hurts the Ekkers, and they think they
will glean some goodies? Oh, I don’t think so. Rick
drives by to check and gloat, and they all get together
and gloat in their great “winning”. (???) Winning?
Friends, THEY LOST THE RUN, FINALLY,
TODAY! AS INDIVIDUALS, THEY LOST—
TODAY.
THE LOCKS MAY WELL BE CHANGED ON
OUR HOME BY MONDAY—BUT THEY WILL
PROTECT NOTHING BUT THE DEBRIS OF A
MAJOR AND HURRIED EVICTION—IT WILL
NOT BE PRETTY, FOR IN AN EVICTION THERE
ARE NO NEGOTIATIONS, NO TIME FOR OTHER
THAN PUSHING OUT OF ONE THING INTO
ANOTHER—JUST TO GET “OUT”. E.J. and Doris
are 9,000 miles away, and so the work falls to those
already overworked, and they have rallied, and an army
is plowing through and moving out. Tears can come
LATER. And, as once again happens, that which was
put aside against a day of need has been destroyed by
the vermin, who live off whatever they can find of
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bones to pick. All of the tools and necessary pots and
supplies can be shifted, scattered and used. THE
INTERESTING THING IN THIS LESSON: YOU
CANNOT TAKE IT WITH YOU—AND, AT SOME
TIME, THERE IS NO CONTROL OVER A GIVEN
CIRCUMSTANCE; EXCEPT, OF COURSE, TO
CREATE
CONTROL
AND
CHANGE
“CIRCUMSTANCE”. “But couldn’t you have saved
it?” comes the inquiry. Yes, we could HAVE, IN THE
PAST, saved the place. But we trusted those who had
control of the circumstances—and we learned that they
fell to the whims and prattlings of the “lighted blokes”.
They have claimed that Ekkers have bunches of moola
stashed all over the place. No, sorry about that—we
have had to beg and plead for enough to keep the paper
going, let others “make it” a month longer—and barely
scrape by to GET THIS JOB DONE. We would rather
wait and regain after regrouping than to spend another
cent or tear on this incident from their “intended” Hell.
So, get the hell out—and the battle is won already!
Is that not selfish, in itself? Perhaps—but of the
problems confronting us—getting this mission
accomplished is THE ONLY PROBLEM WE CAN
SEE
OR
MOVE
TOWARD
POSITIVE
CONCLUSION. ALL THE REST MUST GO BY
THE WAY.
KNOW, FRIENDS, THAT ADVERSITY IS BUT
GREATER VICTORY AND GLORY, JUST
BEYOND THE CURTAIN. A sequence of events
MUST TAKE PLACE and those are events which we
often cannot consciously see, because of the tears in the
eyes and the tears or tears [as in “rips”] in the heart.
By the way, GOD said to us in the early confrontations
about that house that “it will be fine”. He never said,
and reminded us of it often, that we might not have to
move out, temporarily, or whatever we might then
choose to do.
As I picture the “movers”, I KNOW that, over and
over again, it will be said: “What in the world did they
need with all this stuff?” We didn’t need hardly any of
it—but just take files, for instance—where are we after
today? The files have been taken, those of importance,
by the thieves and liars and, after this push-out, lockout, what can we find? We now have nothing.
Don’t you think honeysuckle and roses will give a
nice touch of “home” around our coach lawn and
“fountain”. Consequences of this kind of a muddle and
madness? We don’t know, but what can you do with
no place to go and no place to “keep”? I would guess
that judges would not make it worse for us, and I think
even Brad could see the merit in this mess-up.
What appears to be a calamity is a clearing, as
well, and the friends are left with inability to do other
than take the obviously useful and leave the debris of
a lifetime. When people set out to hurt and destroy—
it is often the destroyer who pays the ultimate price of
such consequences. There are some new things put on
the roof of that house because there were leaks—the
“parts” haven’t even been paid for yet—perhaps the
strip-team should just gather them up and leave the shell
to the rain. When you do this to a home—you have
turned it into a lifeless shell, nothing more. It is that,
somehow, a busy house, a loving home, becomes a dead
thing, as in “murdered” thing, with no life and NO
LIGHT. The light seems to go with the lamps, and yes,
the very energy-saving light bulbs. Please just don’t
make clean-up or negotiate fix-its with anyone. We
welcome anything they wish to precipitate in COURT.

And, I think roses and honeysuckle will [precipitate].
Can the Ekkers be blamed for this one? Who
cares? Ekkers have spent some seven days and nights
in the place since August 11th, last year. We have
never been left in peace over that building. And,
perhaps it sounds silly, but the things I want are the
GIFTS of honeysuckle, Nora’s Iris placed in our care,
so later in the garden we would all share. Can we take
those things? Yes, and perhaps the family will choose
to do that—if there is time to do so.
I, Doris, have this feeling, finally, that to go back
to the place that somehow “never was” is not a useful
thing for moving ahead. GOD DOES THAT WHICH
IS “BEST”, WHEN WE ASK FOR THAT GRACE—
AND THAT WHICH SEEMS SO DIFFICULT
ALWAYS TURNS OUT TO BE BETTER AND
BEST.
All those wonderful dishes and things I stashed for
gatherings, and weddings and celebrations—can now be
stored and placed where ALL CAN COME AND USE
THEM, SHARE THEM, AND YES, GET THEM
INTO A LITTLE “COMMUNITY” “HAVE-IT-IFYOU-NEED-IT” PLACE. WE HAVEN’T TOSSED
OUT ANYTHING IN OUR WHOLE LIFETIME.
Back to “couldn’t you have somehow saved it?”
No, not without using that which has been offered for
keeping the paper and the mission going. We have not
and would NEVER use that which is not “ours”, and
just to put off some confrontation with someone who
actually doesn’t need the place or the funds is not
worthy—not with us. We have been accused of
spending, and wasting, and running away with millions
of dollars, misuse, abuse and you name it—well, we do
not fit the accusations—THEN OR NOW. PLEASE,
KNOW IT, FRIENDS, AND LET US MOVE ON.
There are people right in our own places who can use
all of these things—when we decide what we will do,
and we only need a few more weeks to determine our
own course of action. Remember that farm house?
Well, the lease is paid, at least for this month—and, if
necessary, the furniture can go with Rex and also for
Margie’s use with products, etc. Come on, WE
DON’T WASTE OUR GIFTS. If we lose the farm,
then we scatter it to “whomever”.
For now, it will sit safely in the Apple Center
complex, for the offices are empty and the lease must
be paid anyway. My suggestion from this great
distance away is to get it shifted, stacked, spread out or
whatever—and from that which is in the freezers, etc.—
HAVE A PARTY! HAVE A DOZEN PARTIES!
AND, BY ALL MEANS, IN A FEW SHORT
DAYS—BE READY TO “REALLY HAVE A
PARTY!”
What do we want left on the property?
NOTHING! NOTHING! Even the wire from the
aviaries can be moved, along with the aviary houses.
“THEY” want the place—THEY CAN HAVE THE
PLACE! Ah, but WE OWN the lot to the south of the
house. I suggest, further, that whatever you can’t
move—put on that lot—and someone can sleep in the
coach, which you can park crosswise across the lot,
with stuff behind it, and plug into the house—or even
the generator. SAVE TIME, GET SHIFTED AND
GIVE THEM PLACE FOR THEIR LOCKSMITH.
THE GARDEN HOUSES CAN BE DISMANTLED—
OR GET A LIFT AND JUST MOVE IT ALL OFF.
IF YOU WANT TO HAVE SHELTER—ASK
JOHN HENSON FOR USE OF HIS BIG TENTS,
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WHICH WE BORROWED BEFORE. JUST GET
ENOUGH HANDS TO SIMPLY DISMANTLE AND
SHIFT—IT IS FAR CHEAPER THAN MOVERS,
OR LOSING THE THINGS SUCH AS
GENERATORS AND EQUIPMENT.
If the notice for lock-out has not yet arrived, note
that there will be 72 hours from delivery of the service
order. So, every twig you get moved off that place and
onto the next lot is secure and without need of
bargaining over it. I can’t imagine that Millers want
our aviaries—but Rick will, just to hurt us where he
thinks it will hurt us most. No, it won’t—I promise all
of you—IT WILL NOT HURT US MORE THAN
FOR THE TIME IT TAKES TO SHIFT IT OUT.
We can see, with every passing day—that
Commander has PLANS which include ALL OF US,
and when He starts making His own presence known,
it will still need to be through us and, therefore, that
means we must all be ready, willing and able to be
MOBILE. Yes, we can have our roots parked—but the
tree must be able to move about. We do not just have
a direction for change—but we are asked to share in the
joy of the fun and games. My gosh, we need
everything here in the Philippines from water
processing, desalination and garbage disposal, to
building houses and complexes. It is like a world of
toy-choices, laid before us to experience. Then we will
need all the same for our Native Brothers and, who
knows, with enough funds, we may just get Peltier out
of prison and get dignity and JOY back into the breast
of our PEOPLE.
God cannot have Doris and E.J. sitting on our
naked rears, spilling tears over a bunch (TOO MUCH)
of material trinkets. And to all of you who have sent
us gifts, paintings, anything: It will all be tended and
shifted and, later, we can get it into a proper sharing
center to be gathered into our memories’ inclusions.
I am so grateful that I did some things before we
left home, and I find it interesting to realize, NOW, why
it was important. Margie made a “story-quilt” for us
a few years ago and I couldn’t USE it, so we hung it
as a wall-hanging. It folds into a pillow, as well, so we
also used it as a pillow. However, it was one of those
wonderful things that children LOVE TO TOUCH, dust
loves to befall, etc., so I took it down, put it away and,
at least, it is preserved. We understand that mice have
invaded EVERY ROOM: attic, basement, etc. But you
know, I simply KNOW that that quilt, with every stitch,
is intact. Those days seemed so happy, and YET, look
at the journey. We need those memories to remind us
that it was a journey, and today we know the JOY of
friends who ARE FRIENDS, travelers who came, used
and left and ones who came, stayed and wouldn’t leave.
Fine, they are reminders of our own value and direction.
I think I now understand that lesson about “you
have to lose your life before you find it.” And God
simply takes some of those terrible decisions out of your
hands—as with a dead albatross around our necks, that
we insist on taking with us. Do all of you realize that
we would never have given up that place, other than in
THIS MANNER? We could not have done so—for
that property, in dispute, in use, in value along the way,
was a sign of “making it”, somehow. We would never
have just walked away, and yet, here it goes, we are
pushed away, and the demand presents the ability
toward freedom, and from here the choices are
infinite—from going back and taking it back—to
moving on to greater and more wondrous adventures—
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without that damned albatross!
Gosh, even the mouse problem is no longer ours.
As of this week, even the mouse problem is no longer
OURS!
Will we weep, and grieve and feel loss? YES,
because that is part of “living”, but this time the hurt
is so buffered by the taste of success that—even if
success is less than dreamed—TODAY IS SWEET
UPON THE MIND. And, for you children who think
this is just TOO MUCH, as the back hurts and the
tears flow: IT WOULD HAVE TO BE DONE IF WE
HAD DIED—NOW, WE CAN ALL LIVE TO
ENJOY.
MOREOVER, YOU ALL ARE
FORTUNATE, INDEED, FOR WE HAVE NO
PLANS TO WAIT UNTIL WE ARE DEAD-ANDGONE TO SHARE OUR LIFE AND OUR WORK
GLEANINGS—WE WILL GET RIGHT ON WITH
THAT, ASAP. Can you realize that we are just
proving that LIFE IS UNLIMITED AND EXACTLY
WHAT YOU CREATE IT TO BE? GOD GIVES
AND HE TAKES AWAY—AND EITHER, OR
BOTH, ARE BUT DOORWAYS TO FREEDOM
AND ULTIMATE SUCCESS. THERE ARE NO
FAILURES—JUST SOME TESTINGS AND
LESSONS, WHILE LEARNING TO CREATE THIS
WONDROUS GLORY. DREAMING IS NOT
ENOUGH—EXPERIENCE IN ACTION IS THE
ONLY WAY TO GET THERE! CREATING IS
FROM
THE
MIND—WITH
SOUL—
MANIFESTATION IS ONLY THROUGH ACTION.
I am caused to have a bit of humor this morning,
however, as we ponder on some things, from what
seems a world away from the focus. We don’t have an
address. We don’t have a phone number. We don’t
have a place—and yet we have ALL PLACES! There
is a lot of freedom in having it all taken from you! But
don’t try this at home, you really might not like it. We
don’t—but we also know that, whatever the outcome—
it is up to us. We can only be damaged or hurt—IF
WE AGREE, and we simply don’t agree.
And, how nice for us, we sever need to be “nice”
to “lookers”, we can stay right in the same spot and
meet the lookers, who will ask if that’s a good place to
live. We, friends, will have electricity and can just get
a permit to live in the motorhome, if we choose that
route. This is actually beginning to look like a rather
fun challenge.
The Greenbelt behind the house and over to the
Spring is public land; we have the south lot and
easements to the north and use of the whole of the land
around the place. Isn’t it interesting how the picture
changes when the attitude changes? YES! The “selfproclaimed enemies have won”? Oh, I don’t think so!
And, once again, WE DON’T NEED TO DO A
THING.
I do feel confident that each of you making a
contribution to our “enemies” will be able to realize
some satisfaction out of the possibilities.
It is as with the honeysuckle vines—they only have
to be moved into a holding hole on the next lot. And
the trellises will obviously go with the storage sheds—
so things begin to look interesting. I don’t know, but
isn’t it about time to move or prune ROSES around
those parts? My thought is to leave the place as
pristine and natural as when we found it—you know,
all those things we did to improve, as renters, we have
a right to remove, as evicted tenants.
Also, until the three-day notice appears, a bunch of

troops can dismantle just about everything and even set
it up somewhere else. Perhaps an aviary on the parking
lot of the Apple Center, house and all, might be
impressive—they do it at Circle K, or whatever the pet
shop is—and, after all, it is only “temporary”. LET US
HAVE FUN WITH THIS, FOR THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ALMOST ENDLESS, and you are only limited
by time.
When you get to within three days of easily moving
it out and slamming it shut—demand a three-day notice,
so it is documented carefully and so that you have
REASON—in print—for just walking out. And, if all
records are LOST or destroyed in the move, who can
be responsible? Who do they BLAME now? Wow, a
whole world of stuff outweighs the circumstances of
pain and agony.
And watch, please. See WHO of “those” fencesitters comes to HELP! Where will Kathy be? Where
will Dave be? Where will...? This is one reason I
would like Henson to be asked about renting or
borrowing a tent or two—even if we never have to use
it!
We have a pretty good go of it this time,
BECAUSE we do have the south LOT—legally and
lawfully—and already have stuff on it. They might not
like the tents in the way of the “view” (what will the
neighbors think) and later, if need be, we can start
permitting some building on that lot, and actually get a
construction bin and portable shed for STUFF—legally.
Oh, kids, I think—once your backs stop hurting and the
anger is released—YOU WILL HAVE A WHOLE
LOT OF FUN WITH THIS ONE.
As for sheds, aviaries, etc. and flooring, Gene can
tractor a smooth and level place, and you can put
cement slabs down, so the varmints can’t dig up
through—and those slabs can be moved to anywhere we
want them. I think those birds might well become our
symbol of possibilities. We will have to pay for that
Center anyway, so we may as well have some fun out
of this deal. Oh, those WATCHERS should have a
time of it—and YOU should have a party every day
and night until the barbecue is broken in well—after all,
there are a couple of them there at the house—always
waiting until we could “start living” again—which have
never been used! But save at least one party for us
when we can come play.
I know that as you all begin to see the humor and
fun in this, you will have a grand time—and please, if
you do, then we can relax and get this done over here.
And KNOW that we will not leave the home forever
hurt—a home is a living thing, a house is a building—
but we care about BOTH.
And yes, I mean it, please, take out even the attic
flooring, if you have time, because we can use it for
flooring, shelving or whatever—another day and another
time. And, if and when we take back the property, we
will mouse-proof, bird-proof and renovate and seal the
house properly—with flooring in the attic, because it is
actually such a wonderful place and, empty, we can do
what would make it wonderful forever.
We had always wanted to build-in under a deck
on the north side and have a park in the north lots.
We would then seal in where the temporary sheds
are, to match the house. And remember, we were
going to build that south lot into an adjacent “house”
for offices, garages, etc. We were going to rehab the
garages there into a great “big room”, and turn the
“fern garden” and little toilet room into a nice hot-tub-
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bathroom. Hey, we had plans—and we actually
needed an empty house to do it. So, while you break
your backs, and rave and curse the load—KNOW
THAT WE CAN ONLY GO TO “BETTER” FROM
HERE.
How do I know it is going to work out well?
Because just yesterday E.J. spent a very large part of
his day with the first son and daughter of “the” Mr.
Marcos, working on unfolding the plan—and the son
went away with a deed for his own corporation, etc.,
IN HAND. That son lives in the U.S. and was a
member of the “BLUE DIAMONDS” (as in “Blue
Angels”) flight wing. Oh, people, this is interesting,
and the miracle now is beginning to be: “How was it
accomplished in such a short time?” It only seems
long in the “waiting”.
So, please, get enough people to have it FUN, not
just labor and stress.
I need to get out of this room now, because we
have a backed-up drain and the people need to clean
and fix. We will try to get this off to you—and
perhaps this is a way, if no other, to share a bit. It
is so much easier to type than pack or move! I know,
NOT FUNNY! But, LAUGH a lot, for tears of
laughter are ever so much more fun than misery.
Please, KNOW that we have lost nothing but gained
a world of wonderful possibilities, and to empty that
house is the first major step into a more wondrous
future than we can ever conceive at the moment, but
I intend to try on a lot of possible responses to that
proposition, and cleared decks help. And speaking of
decks—you CAN also, to save time—stack the stuff
outside on the decks—it is hard to lock an open deck
and, from the front, you can even “rope-and-pully”
stuff down, and park it on the drive. They can lock
you out of the house—not keep personal property
from the owner! Remember, before, it was legal and
wonderfully workable to have one of those tents right
on the front lawn. This time, we OWN THE NEXT
LOT—WOW! I HATE BEING OVER HERE,
BECAUSE THIS GAME IS GETTING TO BE
FUN.
Got to go but will probably be on the board
again. Perhaps the paper can wait this week? Well,
there are some GOOD articles on gold and
economics, and probably the readers won’t mind if
we take some time to attend this blight come upon
us!
Now, before leaving, I would like to leave you
with the thought for the day. Sometimes it is good
to KNOW what is going on. The reason the
Cortrights are so interested is that they are promised
free housing, IN OUR HOUSE, the minute they can
get YOU (“us”) out, and so, yes, indeed, I would
enjoy that they not have it very nice, clean and comfy
for them to celebrate with Centanni and the gathering
of the watchers. Thank you! I’m sure you can think
of something to make it a bit uncomfortable—like a
“counter-watcher’s” party next door?
Before anyone sleeps in the coach, though, set off
a bug bomb and then air it out. The place gets
loaded with spiders, and that concerns far more than
mice, but that would get those cleared out, also. That
south lot location—while “watching”—can be fun,
and that can be accomplished through just being
“nosy neighbors”! You know, like shutting off the
water and power, or something clever like Charles
pulled. Especially, please, disconnect the “cable”
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service, because Rick cannot survive without
television and racket.
Perhaps you don’t need the big tents, if you just
borrow Campbell’s, etc., smaller ones, in exchange
for whatever—did you get the forklift back? He can
deliver it to the south lot now, where we need it!
Like NOW! Bring the other one in and use it to help
move heavy stuff. Make this as easy on self as
possible. Then freely remove flooring plywood and
shelving from the attic and garage. We planned to
empty that attic anyway, and actually mouse-proof
anyway, and that plywood and those boards can be
used as flooring for tents, canopies, etc. We have a
bunch of canopies that Klew used to use for selling
booths—get them, and simply get everything out that
is necessary—except the debris. I want Rick to have
an enjoyable time of it because he is, without doubt,
the most lazy one human I have ever run against.
Actually, you can have a motorhome/tenting
convention on that south lot, if you really want to
have fun! Just ask, if anyone gives you trouble, and
we will supply you with permission and “guard”
instructions. The local cops will remember you,
won’t they, Rex?
Know, however, that you can’t park the birds,
even temporarily, in a tent or unfloored shelter—
remember that we have foxes and racoons there, and
they will get the birds—they got our whole flock of
doves when we first moved there. Oh damn, this is
getting to be so much fun just thinking about it—I
WANT TO BE THERE! AND, THIS IS GOING
TO GIVE US SOMETHING TO PROVE OUR
“DAMAGES” RIGHT IN A COURT OF LAW,
AND ESPECIALLY IF RICK AND GAIL ARE IN
THAT BUILDING! OH GLEE, OH GLEE! AND
THEN THERE IS RAY BILGER! WOW, DOES
GOD BLESS US OR WHAT?
I THINK YOU CAN COUNT ON US
GETTING SOME KIND OF A FUN
RESTRAINING ORDER OVER THAT HOUSE
AND RENTING IT OR USING IT—THE MINUTE
WE GET FUNDS TO MAKE IT INTERESTING
FOR A “THINKING” LAWYER. NO, I CAN’T
STOOP TO “JASON”, BUT THANK YOU FOR
THINKING ABOUT IT! We really DO have a lot of
ways to go—and, actually, it only takes funding. So,
we will work on the funding, if you will keep up our
team’s game there.
Perhaps you can have some nice pot-luck barbies
under the tent shades, right there on that nice south
lot! Nobody needs to watch alone. And, you can
hook up a VCR and go through all the movies in the
storage—that coach is comfy and, certainly, you can
get enough paper goods to make the camp-out
doable. (There are plenty of those upstairs,
downstairs and in her ladies’ chamber.) Please don’t
put the permanent dishes, etc. back in yet, though,
because we cleaned it out on purpose. If we choose
to live in it when we return, we can put just enough
stuff in to use.
By the way, upstairs is the OLD kitchen center
motor—the one in the kitchen is NEW, and I do NOT
want to leave it—so just leave the old one—or a hole.
Preferably—a hole! And, take all the appliances that
go with it, for I have one in the coach, also—just like
it, and it can be used there.
Love for now,
E-E

PHOENIX UNDEAD—
THE MONTAUK PROJECT
AND CAMP HERO TODAY
Part Five-A
In this five-part series, John Quinn—who runs Newshawk, a genuine, insightful, Internet, e-mailbased news service—provides us with an amazing update on the situation at Montauk today. Due
to the length of Part Five, we have broken it down into two sections. Part Five-B will appear in
the next issue. NewsHawk can be reached by e-mail at <newshawk1@luckynumber.com>
By John A. Quinn, NewsHawk Inc., 9/16/99
©1999, John A. Quinn/NewsHawk Inc. All rights
reserved. No reproduction without permission.
PART FIVE—RELATED/SIMILAR PROJECTS
A WEST COAST PARALLEL
For a number of years I’ve resided principally in the
Pacific Northwest. I know for a fact that, on overnight field
trips to the San Francisco area, school kids from all over
Northern California and beyond use the “old” military facilities
north of the Golden Gate (within the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area) for bivouacking overnight, as the federal
government (still the owners of the property—though the
military facilities are supposedly “closed” or
“decommissioned”) offers the “accommodations” to school
districts all over Northern California, to use for sleepovers
during their field trips, etc. Uh-huh...
We got the following information from a schoolgirl who
was there in that context recently. Although the area where
they were spending the night was supposedly not militarily
active, a missile mounted on a flatbed trailer, visible behind a
chain link fence in the evening, was gone the next morning!
One might well wonder what else might have happened during
the night at this location where those kids were, given the
documented tunnels, etc. in this region.
The regions in and around the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area on both the San Francisco and Marin sides,
as well as areas of nearby Sonoma, Napa and Lake counties,
are reported to have a number of extensive underground
areas—some engineered and constructed since the arrival of
white people and some far more ancient. As at Montauk, and
elsewhere, the covert government has created numerous
underground installations at the many military and ex-military
sites (and other locations) throughout the general area.
Peter Moon has made allusions to the fact that the San
Francisco Peninsula, and the Golden Gate region as a whole,
is a substantial Earth-grid power-point, and this factor has
been known and utilized by cultic, secret “brotherhoods”
directly linked to the worldwide shadow government. There is
a SAGE radar site in the Golden Gate area, as well. One of
the covert government’s more “well known” facilities in the
general area is Bohemian Grove, in Sonoma County’s Russian
River region. I can attest—from personal recollection during
the time I resided in nearby Santa Rosa in the 1980s—that,
over the years, a number of local residents have reported on

some decidedly peculiar and even vile and very ugly events
occurring at this heavily guarded, completely isolated, remote,
exclusive “campground” in the woods, where many of the
“shadow” government’s most powerful figures come to
“unwind” and “party”. These incidents were reported to local
law-enforcement agencies and made public through the
regional news media.
Certain of these incidents—regarding the physical/sexual
abuse of women by groups of men—have been reported by the
local Sonoma County press and substantiated by testimony,
such as that e-mailed to me by “Sue Ellen” and reprinted in the
section of this report immediately following. She describes her
sister’s forced involvement in very unpleasant episodes at
Bohemian Grove during the time she was employed at the
Pentagon. I have recently read other testimony describing truly
horrendous incidents at Bohemian Grove and the proclivities
of some of it’s more “illustrious” members; people like
[former President] George Bush.
Further substantiation of the conditions at Bohemian
Grove comes from Cathy O’Brien. While I cannot personally
vouch for the accuracy of the following material, and though
some reasonable doubts and suspicions about both Cathy
O’Brien’s and husband Mark Phillips’ credibility have been
raised, I am, nonetheless, including here an excerpt from Ms.
O’Brien’s TranceFormation Of America, which describes her
own experience at Bohemian Grove. I am doing so because
it does jibe substantially with my own personal knowledge of
numerous allegations and charges made about Bohemian
Grove on the local level, involving the same kinds of
unpleasantries and atrocities related by Ms. O’Brien.
“I was programmed and equipped to function in all rooms
at Bohemian Grove in order to compromise specific
government targets according to their personal perversions.
‘Anything, anytime, anywhere with anyone’ was my mode of
operation at the Grove. I do not purport to understand the full
function of this political cesspool playground, as my perception
was limited to my own realm of experience.
“My perception is that Bohemian Grove serves those
ushering in the New World Order through mind control, and
consists primarily of the highest Mafia and U.S. Government
officials. I do not use the term ‘highest’ loosely, as copious
quantities of drugs were consumed there. Project Monarch
Mind-Control slaves were routinely abused there to fulfill the
primary purpose of the club: purveying perversion. Bohemian
Grove is reportedly intended to be used recreationally,
providing a supposedly secure environment for politically
affluent individuals to ‘party’ without restraint. The only
business conducted there pertained to implementing the New
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World Order, through the proliferation of mind-control
atrocities, giving the place an air of ‘Masonic Secrecy’. The
only room where business discussions were permitted was the
small, dark lounge affectionately and appropriately referred to
as the Underground.
“...My purpose at the Grove was sexual in nature, and
therefore my perceptions were limited to a sex slave’s
viewpoint. As an effective means of control, to ensure
undetected proliferation of their perverse indulgences, slaves
such as myself were subjected to ritualistic trauma. I knew
each breath I took could be my last, as the threat of death
lurked in every shadow. Slaves of advancing age, or with
failing programming, were sacrificially murdered ‘at random’
in the wooded grounds of Bohemian Grove, and I felt it was
‘simply a matter of time until it would be me’. Rituals were
held at a giant, concrete owl monument on the banks of the
Russian River. These occult-like sex rituals stemmed from the
scientific belief that mind-controlled slaves required severe
trauma to ensure compartmentalization of the memory, and not
from any spiritual motivation.”—© 1995 by Cathy O’Brien
with Mark Phillips
This “owl” monument does indisputably exist, as attested
to by many other accounts, which also tell of similar grotesque,
terrifying, perverted and even deadly horrors at the outwardly
idyllic compound.
I’ve been in contact with a woman in Sonoma County,
who gave me a good bit of information on underground
facilities in the Bay Area, including Hamilton AFB in Marin,
which—surprise—has supposedly been closed since the mid1980s but, in fact, is positively NOT closed. (The AF was
still answering the phone as of a few years ago.) There is a
foster-care facility directly adjacent to the base property, and
the FBI is on the board of directors for this “home”. It’s
virtually guaranteed that there have been ties to the Presidio
Monarch-Project operation at San Francisco’s Presidio Army
Base. At the Child Development Center’s day-care facility on
the base, several hundred children were subjected to
psychosexual mind-control programming by Army Colonel
Michael Aquino, an intelligence officer who also worked for
the CIA and other intelligence agencies. Additionally, Aquino
was head honcho of the “Temple of Set” —a Church of Satan
offshoot based in San Francisco—which provided the
seemingly requisite conceptual cult underpinning for the
Presidio’s kiddie mind-control operations.
In further exchanges, she told of growing up in the Santa
Rosa area; her dad was a dabbler in the OTO (Crowley) and
similar mystical stuff. In the 1960s or 1970s, she happened
to meet a fellow who was the Civil-Defense coordinator for the
Santa Rosa area in the 1950s. He told her that there was a
substantial underground facility (which I have heard mentioned
elsewhere) beneath an AT&T building in downtown Santa
Rosa; further discussions revealed that this facility stretched for
several miles to a military airfield. Part of this installation
would now be directly beneath the Santa Rosa Mall, a major
hangout for kids, and probably several schools, residential,
industrial and office districts.
Back then, Ms. Gulson was not really able to plug this
kind of info into any larger scenario. Later, she became very
interested in mind-control activities by the government—
especially involving children.
As in many other regions of the Unites States, there is no
shortage of clandestine, bizarre government operations
throughout this area—one of which is an underground facility/
base constructed in 1992, about 15 miles southeast of Santa
Rosa, near the boundary with Napa County.
I mentioned this information to my acquaintance, Judy
Gulson, and she told me that she already knew of the facility.
Regarding this subterranean base: The Napa Sentinel
thoroughly investigated the secretive goings-on in the
mountains between Napa and Sonoma County. Their
exhaustive research, involving many calls to Washington, D.C.,

as well as to two local Air Force facilities, determined that, on
the record at least, this was a classified operation—according
to Travis AFB and Hamilton AFB (in nearby Marin County)—
to construct an underground facility, to be staffed and operated
primarily but by no means only by FEMA! Many black,
unmarked choppers were seen in association with both the
construction and subsequent operation of this facility. A large
microwave transmitter there is aimed at Santa Rosa.
On paper—and sinister enough in its own right if one
takes into account FEMA’s secret charter and agenda—this
facility is ostensibly part of the “continuity of government (in
chaos)” system of numerous, bomb/radiation-safe underground
installations nationwide; a system supposedly designed to
ensure the maintenance of law, order and government during
a time of national emergency, social/civil upheaval, extreme
natural disaster (perhaps induced by HAARP!), or other
situation which causes a definite collapse to some degree of the
federal government; FEMA’s operating charter also calls for
the reins (or is that “reigns”) of the federal government and
virtually all its powers being passed into FEMA’s control, if
deemed necessary.
However, I personally think it’s very likely that this new
underground base near Santa Rosa is actually more than a
FEMA hangout. A weird point in all this, which Ms. Gulson
and I both noted, is that Hamilton Air Force Base, contacted
by The Napa Sentinel during its investigation, was supposedly
closed a number of years ago; at one point Marin County was
supposed to acquire the property for use as some kind of park
(sound familiar?). The deal never finalized, and most people
think the installation is closed and mothballed. Guess what—
it’s not! It is in some level of operation, staffed by at least
some AF personnel.
Another very interesting point: Immediately adjacent to
this base is a privately-run foster home called St. Vincent’s
Home for Boys, on the board of which is the FBI! Oh, really!
I imagine other, unlisted, members of the board of directors are
the NSA and CIA. As seems to happen so often in this whole
business, there is a well-known writer on mind-control
operations who, according to some, is himself actually tied to
the same agencies and operations he has written about; a man
who has some strange connections, including to the abovementioned foster-care home.
The following comes from Ms. Judy Gulson, in Northern
California:
“The whole subject of Walter Bowart is really up for
grabs and conjecture. A man in Petaluma has a web-site
called “THE PAGE”. His name is Walter Radtke—aka
Walter Alter. Recently, I was in e-mail contact with a woman
named Kathleen Sullivan, an MK-ULTRA survivor. I was
doing some research on mind control and somehow connected
up with her. Kathleen was gearing up for this conference in
Atlanta and was e-mailing all sorts of stuff. I happened to
mention something about the Alter/Radtke web-site and the
information there. She became hysterical and claimed that
Bowart is Radtke/Alter.
“Now, I have been in touch with Radtke/Alter…[he]
never mentioned anything about Kathleen Sullivan. Out of the
blue, he e-mails me saying that someone was accusing him of
being Walter Bowart. He says, ‘Who’s Walter Bowart?’ I
became uneasy and answered, ‘With all of the information you
have at your site, you surely must know of Walter Bowart!!!’
“I have never spoken with this man in person. I know
where Walter Radtke lives; he is [listed] in the phone book.
This past weekend I was in Petaluma and drove by his house.
Kathleen said that he would be living in a cul-de-sac. The
reasons for that are security [related], she says. Sure enough,
he does live in a cul-de-sac.
“In addition, after further research, I found that a
corporation owns the house. Walter Radtke/Alter tells me that
he works at St. Vincent’s Home…right next door to
(‘decommissioned’!) Hamilton AFB…and the FBI is on the
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board of the Home. The Home is privately held. There is
much strangeness…not the least of whom is Kathleen
herself.”—© Judy Gulson
SACRAMENTO VALLEY:
MAJOR TRANSMISSIONS DISCOVERED
In the summer of 1998, Preston Nichols was contracted to
do some scientific work for a private party in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, east of Sacramento, California. Nichols
became aware that Beale Air Force Base, somewhat near his
location, was emitting signature EM/RF frequencies indicative
of “Delta T” inter-dimensional/time-travel operations in
progress. Furthermore, Nichols also noted the presence of
extensive and pervasive “435 Mhz” transmissions, capable of
implementing mind control, weather control and other
relativistic, high-energy physics functions such as interdimensional/time-travel operations.
The transmission blanketed the entire central Sacramento
Valley region—even beyond some of the lower mountains to
the west. Only after several mountain ranges were passed, did
the signal finally begin to diminish.
Nichols reported that he had never seen such a pervasive
signal and believes that it is somehow propagated upon the
water molecules in the air, enabling it to “saturate” an area,
especially a geographic basin area such as the Sacramento
Valley, in a way unlike other EM/RF transmissions.
Indications are that a ground-based transmission is being
deployed. Nichols speculated that there is some kind of link
to HAARP operations going on, very likely but not exclusively
[related] to the weather-control aspects of HAARP.
NEWS OF STRANGENESS
IN DENVER, CALGARY, NEW YORK CITY
A man now living in Calgary, named John Tooker, has
had substantial recall of personal involvement in the Montauk
Project. Tooker believes that he was a participant during the
Montauk Project operations in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
while in an altered state of mind and/or some alternate, parallel
reality or “timeline”. Tooker says he was rather a different
person when he worked on advanced, time-related technologies
at the Camp Hero base; that is, literally—that he may have
been subjected to some kind of age regression and/or transfer
of consciousness, along the lines of that reported by Al Bielek,
and that he was “Daniel John Waters” during this period at
Camp Hero.
Mr. Tooker has reported on some extremely timely info
about some VERY odd goings-on in Calgary, which sound
amazingly similar to a lot of the information coming in about
Denver. (Denver has been named by some as the “capital” for
the western U.S. sector in the possibly impending New World
Order.)
Given the fact that Calgary is in roughly the same
geographical relationship to the continental divide (the
Rockies) as is Denver, perhaps there is some esoteric/Earthenergy relationship, as well, which may make Calgary suitable
for use as another Western North America NWO “nerve
center”.
Tooker informed me that a Canadian Armed Forces base
in Calgary, although recently “closed” and decommissioned
(here we go again), is in fact, still functioning but has become
extremely secretive about doing so. This is based not only on
direct observation but also eyewitness testimony from a
security guard who was working there; just recently, this
guard—who is a close friend of Tooker and has worked with
him on some research—was summarily transferred from the
location without explanation.
There was more notable weirdness—quite significant, in
my opinion—which he told me was going on there; for
instance, so-called cell-phone transmitter towers have been
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appearing everywhere in Calgary. A similar state of affairs
exists in New York City, where these transmitters have been
installed on nearly every street corner!
These so-called cell-phone transmitters are being installed
in tremendous numbers all over the country now, and that
while cell-phone communications may be one of the purposes
of these towers, there is a covert purpose, as well, and that
such transmitters are being unquestionably used for mind
modification/control of the general population. Most of the
towers are operating at ten kilowatts of power or higher—
much more power than is needed for only cell-phone
transmissions. (My current residence is in a very sparselypopulated mountain region of Northern California and, sure
enough, within the past two years, one of these transmitters
was installed on a mountain quite nearby.)
Al Bielek, having left Denver after living there for about
18 months, told me the city was literally crawling with
“Montauk boys” and, to some extent, “Montauk girls”; young
people with Aryan (Germanic/Nordic) racial characteristics,
programmed with the Montauk and “Monarch”-type
techniques to be sleeper agents, to be utilized in the covert
government’s astonishing array of brutal, vicious, psychotic,
satanic and murderous “operations” and “activities” and, also,
during the projected implementation of the so-called New
World Order. Bielek had a number of casual interactions with
some of these people while in Denver. Bizarrely, and
remarkably like what Al Bielek was telling me about Denver,
Tooker said that the streets of Calgary have, as of fairly
recently, become inundated with a tremendous number of street
people, the great majority of whom fit the “requirements” for
the typical “Montauk Boys” to a “T”! Holy shit!
There is solid evidence, some in photographic form, of a
tremendous, many-leveled and multipurpose subterranean
city—easily one hundred square miles beneath the finally
completed Denver International Airport—which houses a vast
array of different underground facilities, including those
necessary for a national government to operate, as well as
underground freeways and a subterranean rail-line connecting
this to other subterranean complexes operated by the covert
government.
In addition to all this, the floor of the main terminal at
Denver Airport is constructed of a material which is said to be
impervious to particle-beam/EM-pulse weapons. The floor
and walls have a number of esoteric Masonic symbols and
phrases, as well as murals depicting global destruction and
apocalyptic themes. If the place was plastered with Buddhist,
Jewish or Christian symbolism, you can bet some
Constitutionalist or civil libertarian would be raising hell.
Obviously, many more subterranean installations exist
nationwide and worldwide.
I have been told by Preston Nichols, which was
corroborated by other sources, that large portions of Long
Island have underground facilities (including, of course,
Brookhaven Labs—a point confirmed to Long Island reporter
Jerry Cimisi by a private contractor who’s worked often on the
Brookhaven facility), AND that these are connected to many
other such facilities nationwide (and worldwide) by an
extensive and elaborate super-high-speed underground rail
system.
Nichols also told me that the Lower Hudson Valley
region, where so many hundreds-of-thousands have had
“UFO” sightings, contacts and like experiences, has major
underground installations—vast, in fact. This is borne out by
Ellen Crystal’s research in the Pine Valley, NY region, where
she documents numerous instances of craft disappearing
underground and the sounds of tremendous subterranean
construction activity; also by Larry Warren (the principal
Bentwaters AFB/Rendelsham RAF UFO witness), who said
that the Plattsburgh AFB, NY area (Upper Hudson Valley)
was the site of an enormous subterranean government military
installation; as well, Mr. Warren was in an underground base

in Egypt while in the service, which he says was about as big
as NY State! (Bentwaters, itself, of course, is situated above
a huge underground [base].)
In yet another correspondence to me from Judith, she
comments on a recent trip she made through several
northeastern states in 1997.
“Back to the underground. According to conspiracy
theories, experimentation may be going on there—possibly
underground living quarters—do you know anything more,
proven or theory, about what may be actually happening? I
took a 4-day trip through DC, MD, OH, PA—driving in
July—I saw some very unusual situations there. First,
unexplained spikey dust all over the forests in MD & PA. In
PA, on the turnpike in about the center of the state, I ran
across this weird area where, again, the vibes were very high;
the traffic was mesmerized in there, you go through 3 tunnels
in and 3 tunnels OUT of there. There was an inordinate
amount of 18-wheelers in there, with NO identifying names or
signs on the sides. There were thousands of cars in there—
lined up bumper-to-bumper, not moving (and it was a major
freeway)—for reasons unknown. I got out of my car and found
that the steep embankment there was throbbing—you could
hear the sounds of machinery below the surface.
“It was spooky—but obviously something was going on
down below. Of course, PA is mining country, but this
seemed too close to the surface...I spoke to a doctor who knew
the area and knew PA. He had heard of this particular stretch
of PA and knew that whatever was going on was highly
unusual.”—© Judith
TESLA TECHNOLOGY USED
FOR DIABOLICAL PURPOSES
A gentleman from Pennsylvania, named Ron Hannivig,
contacted me—after reading HAARP’s Covert Agendas—with
some startling testimony about the U.S. (shadow)
government’s long interest in and experience with the
fundamentals underlying much of what HAARP technology is
based upon, long before there was HAARP—which to a great
extent is the awe-inspiring technology developed by of the
“father” of our modern AC electrical power system, Nicola
Tesla.
Hannivig reports that he personally worked on the
construction of a “Tesla EM Tx site” in West Australia during
the 1960s; a location roughly on the other side of the world
from Montauk.
According to Mr. Hannivig, there are a number of such
sites worldwide, which would correlate with what others have
discovered about HAARP.
From Ron Hannivig:
“Been reviewing your work regarding the ongoing activity
out on Long Island, NY...by way of messages being forwarded
to my attention—and thought you might be interested in
considering my findings.
“From what I can gather—at the time, the area around
Montauk Point, Long Island, NY was a prime portal—a
‘wormhole’ in the time/space conundrum. By the way...it is
understood there is another such ‘wormhole’ located not too
far from Montauk—in Block Island Sound...very near Fishers
Island, NY (this island is actually in NY—however, it’s
located right off the coast of New London/Mystic, CT). This
wormhole appears at a pinpoint location...and [I’ve] been
trying to verify the report/s for about a year.
“Back in the mid-1960s—I had worked during the
construction phase of a massive Tesla EM Tx (electromagnetic
transmission) site located upon the Northwest Cape of the
Exmouth Peninsula, West Australia...and was there the day it
was officially turned over to The U.S. Navy. It was
subsequently named the Harold Holt U.S. Navy
Communications Base...named after the former Prime Minister
of Australia—who mysteriously drowned while he was in
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office. At the time of his drowning—I was in West Australia,
and nobody I knew believed it was an accident.
“Today—we (my Australians contacts and myself) believe
Prime Minister Holt had been seriously questioning the true
mission of this American U.S. Navy base upon Australian
soil—and, as a result, was rubbed-out.
“The prime requirement of these Tesla EM Tx sites is
their location relative to MN (magnetic north) and those
selected targets to be zapped by an electromagnetic slug (of
sheer energy)...setup an electromagnetic force field...cause
holographic-type illusions to simulate UFO-type activity...fully
distort the time/space conundrum...Of course, this list can
continue on, to include mind-altering experiments, etc...
Furthermore, this same great arc alignment includes a fourth
plot point—which is the interpolated timely position of MN...a
prime factor in implementing this quantum-type technology.
Four plot points representing interconnecting events, all of
them falling upon a common great arc...becomes prima facie
evidence.
“Therefore, given this alignment—relative to MN...the
generating facility for the activity on Long Island, NY would
actually be located on the other side of the world. Distance is
not a real factor...it’s the alignment, relative to the elusive
positions of MN. Finally...if I had not actually worked at this
massive West Australia Tesla EM Tx facility—I would likely
not have been able to make this connection. Any questions,
please feel free to ask. The dedicated target of the Tesla
facility I know to be at Exmouth, is just south of Long Island,
NY.”—© Ron Hannivig
I do believe Mr. Hannivig has a fairly solid grasp of the
nature and purpose of these sites in general, although I found
some of the scenarios painted—as to the potential and/or
planned uses for these sites and the “Tesla” technology—to be
unlikely and a little extreme. Hannivig indicated that, in his
firm opinion, the Tesla technology, as implemented through
HAARP, would be utilized to trigger a major undersea seismic
event in the Atlantic during summer 1998. Hannivig
pinpointed a target date of August 24, 1998. Coincidentally
or not, this date has been mentioned a number of times this
year by a number of “psychics”. as a date when a massive
cataclysm [of] some kind would occur, resulting in a tidal
wave striking the Eastern Coast of North America—and also
an exceptionally large hurricane, “Bonnie”, did, indeed, begin
to pose a substantial threat to the Eastern seaboard on this very
date (no tsunamis or similar cataclysms were generated,
however).
I ran Hannivig’s ideas past Preston Nichols and I find
myself in agreement with his general assessment of Hannivig’s
ideas: Although such a scenario is technically possible, there
is way too much the overt government/“Establishment” and the
covert government/New World Order would stand to lose—far
too much of the country’s and the world’s industry, banking,
commerce, wealth and power, as well as great numbers of
military, governmental and scientific facilities are centralized
or located along the Atlantic Seaboard of the U.S. for such a
move to be seriously considered or enacted. Hannivig noted
that the Tesla EM/Tx site which would likely implement this
would be on the opposite side of the globe—in Australia. Yet,
on July 18, 1998, at least three significant tsunamis, caused by
a seismic event, occurred in the South Pacific, and as many as
8,000 people—mostly children—may have perished on Papua/
New Guinea’s north coast, in addition to which entire villages
and a large portion of the whole culture, a way of life, were
utterly decimated. The story of this immense human tragedy
completely vanished from sight and consciousness within days
and was subsequently unilaterally avoided by the mass
media—for some strange reason.
My thought was this: Given the undeniable and
relentlessly “Nazi”-like, pro-“Aryan” mindset and worldview
of so many in the covert government, perhaps the scenario Ron
Hannivig envisioned was fairly correct—but in reverse. In
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other words, perhaps the HAARP facilities on Long Island
were utilized to trigger the undersea quake which caused the
devastating and deadly tsunamis in New Guinea. After all,
nothing vital to Establishment or covert (global) government
interests, in terms of global resources or power base, was lost,
and no White people perished; only thousands of brownskinned people’s lives were lost.
Mr. Hannivig has commented, in reply, that the Papua/
New Guinea tsunamis could have been artificially triggered.
One would have to plot the trajectories in terms of the relations
to Magnetic North to determine where the Navy’s HAARP/
Tesla sites would need to be in order to have triggered the
undersea tremors off New Guinea and if, in fact, there are such
transmitter sites at these locations.

disorienting sounds in that ear while they see photic
stimulation to drive the brain into a brainwave pattern with a
pulsing light at a certain frequency, not unlike the goggles that
are now available through Sharper Image and some of those
kinds of stores. Then, after a suitable period, when they’re in
a certain brainwave state, they will begin programming—
programming oriented to self-destruction and debasement of
the person. In a patient, at this point in time about eight years
old, who has gone through a great deal [of] early programming
that took place on a military installation—that’s not
uncommon.
“I’ve treated and been involved with cases that are part of
this original mind-control project, as well as having their
programming on military reservations, in many cases. We find
a lot of connections with the CIA. This patient, now, was in
a Cult school, a private Cult school, where several of these
sessions occurred a week. She would go into a room and get
all hooked up. They would do all of these sorts of things.
When she was in the proper, altered state, now they were no
longer having to monitor it with electroencephalographs, she
also had already had placed on her—electrodes, one in the
vagina, for example, four on the head. Sometimes they’ll be
on other parts of the body. They would then begin and they
would say to her, ‘You are angry with someone in the group.’
She’d say, ‘No, I’m not,’ and they’d violently shock her. They
would say the same thing until she complied and didn’t make
any negative response. Then they would continue. ‘And
because you are angry with someone in the group,’ or ‘When
you are angry with someone in the group, you will hurt
yourself. Do you understand?’ She said, ‘No’, and they
shocked her. They repeated again, ‘Do you understand?’
‘Well, yes, but I don’t want to.’ Shock her again until they get
compliance. Then they keep adding to it.
“‘And you will hurt yourself by cutting yourself. Do you
understand?’ Maybe she’d say yes, but they might say, ‘We
don’t believe you’ and shock her anyway. ‘Go back and go
over it again.’ They would continue in this sort of fashion.
She said typically it seemed as though they’d go about thirty
minutes, take a break for a smoke or something and come
back. They may review what they’d done and stop, or they
might review what they’d done and go on to new material.
She said the sessions might go half an hour, [or] they might go
three hours; she estimated three times a week.
“Programming [occurred] under the influence of drugs in
a certain brainwave state, and with these noises in one ear, and
them speaking in the other ear, usually the left ear, associated
with right-hemisphere, non-dominant brain functioning, and
with them talking, therefore, and requiring intense
concentration and intense focusing. Often they’d have to
memorize and say certain things back, word-perfect, to avoid
punishment, shock, and other kinds of things that were
occurring. This is basically how a lot of programming goes
on. Some of it’ll also use other typical brainwashing kinds of
techniques. There will be very standardized types of hypnotic
things done at times. There’ll be sensory deprivation, which
we know increases suggestibility in anyone. [Under] total
sensory deprivation, suggestibility has significantly increased,
from the research. It’s not uncommon for them to use a great
deal of that, including formal sensory-deprivation chambers
before they do certain of these things.
“Now the problem is, there are many different layers of
alternate personalities with this stuff. What we have up here
are innumerable alters...we found out that all of this great work
had done nothing but deal with the alters up here and had not
touched the mind-control programming. In fact, it was not
only intact, but we found one who was having her therapy
monitored every session by her mother, out-of-state, over the
telephone, and that she still had intact suggestions that had
been given to her to kill her therapist at a certain future time.
“...I have the very uncomfortable feeling from some past
experience that, when you look at this, you will find the large

CONCEPTUAL/PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF
MONTAUK MIND-CONTROL OPERATIONS
CONNECTIONS TO OTHER “MK” PROJECTS
[D.C. Hammond on Monarch and MK-ULTRA
programming:]
Serious students of mind control may know of this talk by
Dr. D.C. Hammond, on artificially-induced Multiple
Personality Disorder—i.e., the deliberate fracturing of a
person’s personality and consciousness coupled with mind
“programming”, by means of ritualistic, psychosexual abuse, as
well as drugs and EM/RF signals. These operations are often
carried out by “satanic” cults directly linked to intelligence/
military covert government agencies, for the purpose of
creating Monarch-type agents. I am including in this report a
portion of some of his comments on this topic. I found it to
be one of the most lucid and understandable explanations of
the entire system and how (tragically well) it works, and has
worked, on a truly unbelievable number of people nationwide.
Dr. Hammond has worked closely with a substantial
number of victims of government (intelligence)-run mindcontrol operations, and has a solid grasp of both the overall
extent and scope of the programs, and also the impact of these
kinds of activities upon the personal lives of those unfortunate
enough to have been subjected to them. [Dr. Hammond:]
“At the end of World War II, before it even ended, Allen
Dulles and people from our Intelligence Community were
already in Switzerland making contact to get out Nazi
scientists. As World War II ends, they not only get out rocket
scientists, but they also get out some Nazi doctors, who have
been doing mind-control research in the camps. They brought
them to the United States.
“What they basically do is they will get a child and they
will start this, in basic forms, it appears, by about two-and-ahalf, after the child’s already been made dissociative. They’ll
make him dissociative not only through abuse, like sexual
abuse, but also things like putting a mousetrap on their fingers
and teaching the parents, ‘You do not go in until the child
stops crying. Only then do you go in and remove it.’
“They start in rudimentary forms at about two-and-a-half
and kick into high gear, it appears, around six or six-and-ahalf, continuing through adolescence with periodic
reinforcements in adulthood. Basically in the programming the
child will be put, typically, on a gurney. They will have an IV
in one hand or arm. They’ll be strapped down, typically
naked.
“There’ll be wires attached to their head to monitor
electroencephalograph patterns. They will see a pulsing light,
most often described as red, occasionally white or blue.
They’ll be given, most commonly, I believe, Demerol.
Sometimes it’ll be other drugs, as well, depending on the kind
of programming. They have it, I think, down to a science
where they’ve learned you give so much every twenty-five
minutes until the programming is done. They then will
describe a pain in one ear, their right ear, generally, where it
appears a needle has been placed, and they will hear weird,
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proportion of ritual-abuse victims in this country are having
their ongoing therapy monitored.
“I remember a woman who came in, about twenty-four
years old and claimed her father was a Satanist. Her parents
divorced when she was six. After that it would only [happen]
when her father had visitation and he would take her to rituals
sometimes, up until age fifteen. She said, ‘I haven’t gone to
anything since I was fifteen.’ Her therapist believed this at
face value. We sat in my office. We did a two-hour inquiry
using hypnosis. We found the programming present. In
addition to that, we found that every therapy session was
debriefed and, in fact, they had told her to get sick and not
come to the appointment with me. Another one had been told
that I was [with a] Cult and that, if she came, I would know
that she’d been told not to come and I would punish her. If
anything meaningful comes out in a patient who’s being
monitored like that—from what I’ve learned thus far, they’re
tortured with electric shocks—my belief is if they’re in that
situation, you can’t do meaningful therapy, other than being
supportive, and caring, and letting them know you care a lot
and you’ll be there to support them. But I wouldn’t try to
work with any kind of deep material or deprogramming with
them, because I think it can do nothing but get them tortured
and hurt, unless they can get into a safe, secure inpatient unit
for an extended period of time to do some of the work
required. I have a feeling that, when you make inquiries,
you’re going to find that probably greater than fifty percent of
these patients, if they’re bloodline, meaning mother or dad or
both involved, will be monitored on some ongoing basis.
[Pause]
“The way you create Manchurian Candidates is you divide
the mind. It’s part of what the Intelligence Community wanted
to look at. If you’re going to get an assassin, [if] you’re going
to get somebody to go do something, you divide the mind. It
fascinates me about cases like the assassination of Robert
Kennedy, where Bernard Diamond, on examining Sirhan
Sirhan, found that he had total amnesia of the killing of Robert
Kennedy but, under hypnosis, could remember it. But, despite
suggestions he would be able to consciously remember, Sirhan
could not remember a thing after he was out of hypnosis. I’d
love to examine Sirhan Sirhan.”—© Dr. D. Corydon
Hammond
CONNECTIONS TO RELIGIONS
AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / SYSTEMS
THE MORMONS
From “Sue Ellen”, a well-known Mormon singer:
“One thing which has been cropping up more and more
in the info I’ve been getting is the tremendously extensive use
of children in mind-control operations and the unbelievably
high level of infiltration into the child-care and education
systems on the part of agencies carrying out these operations.
The following was e-mailed to me in 1998 by a woman who
has lived much of her life immersed in the world of the Church
of the Latter Day Saints, as well as government, psychosexual-abuse, mind-control programs linked to military bases
and kiddie-porn operations.
“First off, I am one of 13 children. I am also a
professional singer. I have three CDs and 9 cassettes that I
have produced for the Mormon (LDS) music market. I am
kind of famous in my market and have won what you might
call ‘grammy’ awards. My albums sell all over the world.
“I was raised by Vandenberg Air Force Base in Santa
Maria (Santa Barbara County), California. My sisters Eve and
Louisa have worse stories than mine, but let’s just say we’ve
all experienced some crazy times. My mother was a religious
fanatic. She was third-generation incest. My father was
secretive and also religiously ‘affected’, even though he did not
practice what he preached. His mother molested him. We
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were the ‘perfect’ large Mormon family. My dad was a music
teacher. My Mom produced babies almost every year that I
remember growing up. I was the second mom by the time I
was six years old and learned how to cook and do laundry.
My Dad was apparently into child pornography and ‘sold’ us
to the government.
“When my sister, Eve, was reportedly gang-raped when
she was 11, she started running away and was put into a
Catholic convent in Los Angeles—(this is really, really strange
considering how Catholics and Mormons get along). I am sure
she was MK-ULTRA’d there. Her story is very interesting
and is picked up in the military, where there was a base she
was on that served up a lot of drugs. She says that Crystal
Gayle and a well-dressed man asked her to mule drugs for her
‘country’. He spilled a file on my whole family in front of her
on the floor. She picked it up and saw every one of us in it!
She says we were all sold to the government, according to him.
She also says that everyone on that base, almost, is now
famous! It was like an entertainment base...training ground for
the MK stars. She names a lot of them. She is a multiple
personality, and a recovering alcoholic and drug abuser. It
took me many years to get this all out of her. Now her life
makes sense to me.
“Louisa, my other sister, had hysterical black-out/nonbreathing spells since the day she was born. I know now that
she was a victim of sexual molestation from my dad (her
primary caretaker at the time). She remembers it until she was
four or five. Memories keep coming up for her. She was also
molested at age sixteen, when my dad ‘flipped out’ and had
full-penetration sex with her. He ran away to Hawaii and
wrote me on an old garbage bag that he didn’t remember what
he did and that he was sorry. I was a very religious girl at the
time, and I thought the world had come to an end and was just
‘waking up’ to the possibility of these horrible things
happening to people.
“Did I tell you that Louisa (one of my sisters that worked
for the Pentagon), just told me about another memory about
Vandenberg AFB, where she remembers being hooked up to
this helmet with wires. She got sick when the memory was
coming up. She’s had so many of them, she knows what to
expect now and gets through it all better than she used to.
“My family is a nightmare. Anyway, Louisa ended up
working for a man that was third from the top at the Pentagon.
She worked as his assistant and decoded top-secret
government files (all in Disney and Alice in Wonderland, etc.
language), and made reservations for his regular trips to Santa
Rosa, where he would meet his buddies at the ‘good ole’ boys’
fart club there. You’ve probably heard of Bohemian Grove.
She was ‘losing’ time, on occasion, and was eventually raped
by this man. When she tried to go through even the
proceedings to indict him, she was unsuccessful and bullied.
She quit the armed services and has had a family of six
children. She is just now waking up to what has happened to
her and the memories are surfacing. I am worried for what
they may have programmed into her when she wakes up!
“Anyway, to my story. As if my family of origin wasn’t
bad enough. My husband’s family is involved, too! My
husband’s dad was in the Army (a colonel) and Navy and is
now retired. He would take the kids to Disneyland every year
for ten years, while he learned [from] some ridiculous language
school for the Army (a language he cannot even speak hardly
a word of to this day when asked, so I think this was a cover
for what he was really doing). He was a member of the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir and became a Mormon Bishop.
Sounds great, huh? The only problem is, I found out he
molested a niece in the family and had never ‘repented’ before
accepting the ‘calling from the Lord’ as BISHOP! Red flags
started going up all over for me. His family is even worse
than mine!
“I could go on. It’s too long.
“Anyway, that’s a start. These are painful memories and

I want to see that those bastards that are playing around with
people’s emotions get what they karmically deserve AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE! I want to, however, stay out of fear and not
give in to hate. But let me know how I can help you GET
THESE GUYS! THERE’S ONLY A FEW OF THEM AND
A WHOLE LOT OF US!!
“I hope that’s enough of an advantage.
“There was a report done by the ‘Strengthening the Saints
Committee’, where they asked a sort of high-ranking church
official to do a study and report. He interviewed 60 victims
of satanic-ritual abuse. These Satanic-Ritual-Abuse victims
pulled the lid off pandora’s box by all saying pretty much the
same thing: ‘They took me to the church/temple to get
baptized. They dunked me. I think they were trying to drown
me. They asked if I loved Jesus. I said yes. They dunk me
again. They ask if Jesus will save me. I say yes, they dunk
me again. This goes on and on and Jesus doesn’t save me.
Then Satan comes and saves me and he’s the one who really
loves me and now I will do anything he says.’
“They have all seen murder. Some have participated and
remember it. They all have emerging memories in their 30s
and 40s. That is when this stuff comes out. Anyway, a lot of
them are under psychiatric care and many were referred by the
psychiatric world, where split personalities are becoming so
common because of these rituals. They are so horrific that the
victims simply can’t endure unless they run away into another
personality that’s stronger or whatever. It’s the saddest thing
in the world. These are sadistic soul murderers.”—© “Sue
Ellen”
THE PALLOTINE GROUP
Another connection to organized religion surfaced when
Preston Nichols was working with Air Force agents in
deprogramming a number of “Montauk Boys” at Sag Harbor,
as noted in the section of this report on corroborative evidence.
The Pallotine group, by means of various youth-related
services and facilities, has been tied to the procurement of
children for use in the project. Preston Nichols called it a
monastic order working with the secret government to help
train an elite fighting group of children along the lines of Delta
Forces. Strangely, the Pallotines, considered to be a “militant”
order by the Roman Catholic Church, are said to have
extensive interactions and liaisons, as well, with many other
organized religions. The unfortunate children are procured for
the Project through various youth-related services and facilities
operated by the Pallotine group, and those deemed suitable for
such “service” to their unconstitutional, secret government are
funneled through the Pallotine network into the Montauk
Project. Judging by some photos on the Pallotine web site,
these “fathers” look like real CIA types. They have a
remarkably creepy message on the web-site also, which reads,
in part—“for those that have gone astray...this is where you
will find your salvation” and that “Jesus is going to refresh and
REMAKE you”. I definitely won’t be planning to worship at
these guys’ church!
Though this may sound somewhat hokey and not
particularly significant or relevant in the bigger picture, I can
say this: Preston Nichols feels that the information he has
found out relating to the Pallotines and many of the world’s
organized religions, is a major aspect of the Phoenix/Montauk
Project which, until now, has been almost entirely unknown
and completely hidden. Due to what he feels is the extreme
emotionalism and, at times, irrational nature of how many
relate to religious beliefs in our world, Preston Nichols stated
that he is NOT going to publicize the information he has
uncovered regarding the Pallotine organization. Because it
exposes the deep involvement of many organized religions in
the mind manipulations perpetrated against humanity by the
covert world government, it is severely damaging to these
religions, and it could lead to an extraordinarily volatile and
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dangerous situation for him personally.
OTHER LINKS
The Order of the Rosy Cross as well [as] the Knights of
Malta (to which George Bush belongs) and also the Skull and
Bones Society (to which both Bush and supposed political
rival Bill Clinton both belong) have been mentioned as other
religious or “philosophical” organizations which have been and
are linked to the Montauk Boys operations and are tied in
fundamental ways to the New World Order in general. In
addition, the various organizations mentioned are linked to
Masonic systems.
TIES TO THE MILITARY
Substantial and virtually indisputable evidence of direct
links between certain military agencies and a number of mindcontrol operations has already been well documented by other
writers and researchers, and some new evidence is provided in
this report in the preceding material by the Mormon singer
“Sue Ellen”, regarding child abuse and psychosexual
programming at California’s Vandenberg Air Force Base in
Santa Barbara County.
Worthy of special note regarding this topic is the body of
information relating to the Monarch Project operation at San
Francisco’s Presidio Army base, in which hundreds of children
at the Child Development Center’s day-care facility on the
base were subjected to psychosexual mind-control
programming under the general direction of Army Colonel
Michael Aquino. An intelligence officer with extensive and
significant connections to the CIA and other intelligence
agencies, Aquino also ran and operated the “Temple of Set”,
a Church of Satan offshoot based in San Francisco. Due to
major ties to the CIA on the part of Aquino and other principal
defendants, and just as in the McMartin Preschool case in Los
Angeles County, no one was ever found guilty in the Presidio
case, despite substantial hard evidence and the testimony of
hundreds of youngsters, parents and mental health-care
professionals.
From Judith—who provided some very interesting
information noted earlier in this report on some unusual
occurrences in NYC and Long Island on or around August 12,
1983 (a highly significant date in the Philadelphia/Montauk
[Phoenix] saga), comes testimony which corroborates so much
other information on the ritualistic abuse of children in
programming/mind-control operations, designed to create
“sleeper” agents with thoroughly controlled alternate
personalities. [Judith:]
“Thanks so much for the articles and your recent
correspondences. I have not gone over the articles in depth,
but the info in your letters has me very intrigued. You
certainly have done your research.
“I am most interested in the underground info you may
have delved into.
“My father, an AF colonel, graduated from West Point
[in] 1944. I lived there as an infant in the early 1950s.
Yeah—there WERE tunnels at West Point—most notably
under the day-care center. Children were assaulted there, my
sister and I both. Some very sadistic acts [were] going on
there.
VAMPIRESQUE-CULTS IN THAT AREA.
“Also, [there were] a great deal of extra frequencies in
and around West Point and that whole area. [There’s] not a
question and they continue today. There are particular
buildings at West Point which have definite frequency
problems. Those of us who seem to be much more attuned to
the change in frequency levels (my theory is that all military
people have been set-up with implants—possibly mind
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controlled, too—and are thus very sensitive to changes in
frequencies in the air in any environment), notice these
changes from one city-town-territory to the next. I am sure
that Montauk is filled with frequency problems and is, hence,
quite magnetic and charged.
“Send any other information my way—as you have it.
Thanks much...”—© Judith

he was born a Wilson. Peter Moon was fairly high up in the
Scientology network in the 1970s when Hubbard was quite
active, personally and has researched this genetic angle
exhaustively. Whatever one’s personal views on Scientology
(and by many indications it’s been thoroughly subverted by
infiltrators after Hubbard’s death), they did seem to be
dedicated to a relatively enlightened agenda, which sought real
psychological clarity and freedom from pathological, knee-jerk
states of mind imprinted onto our subconscious from past
traumatic events, even prior to the present lifetime. It’s an
undeniable fact that Hubbard and Scientology were mercilessly
and relentlessly hounded and harassed by Federal authorities
back when he was alive (and likely since!)—way beyond any
reasonable degree—and that alone would give one reason to
think that he was probably on to something both important and
positive.
Though not publicized much in the more popular, “outer”
teachings of Dianetics, those in Hubbard’s inner circles were
quite aware that some of his non-published, internal material
which Hubbard allowed access to, addressed very specifically
ill-intentioned extra-terrestrials or extra-dimensionals, which
capture human souls—usually between lifetimes. These beings
implant (false) spiritual, psychological, even sociopolitical
concepts designed to keep souls trapped and enslaved, as it
were—by continually and endlessly reincarnating into an
external reality or world already heavily controlled and
manipulated in so many ways; by those who maintain and
broadcast the dominant “frequencies” which make up the
(quantum/electromagnetic) matrix of our perceived and
experienced reality, via such operations as the Montauk
Project. This fits some vast agenda of human spiritual (and
physical!) enslavement and corresponding conditions; a
longstanding agenda of the secret, cultic “governments” which
support, further and foster this ongoing mass manipulation of
the human race through the indoctrinated and/or enforced
political, religious and other social systems.
William Bramley’s exceptional book, The Gods Of Eden,
one of the more unusual “UFO” books ever written, covers
this very angle in tremendous detail and provides ample
documentation that the predominant “control group” which
attempts to run the show here on Earth, as manifested in the
ruling secret brotherhoods/societies/governments (i.e. the
Bilderbergers, CFR and the like) is inextricably tied to specific
ET groups.
As for further information on L. Ron Hubbard, he did a
stint in Naval Intelligence, where he assimilated a lot of the
information the government had amassed resulting from their
research and experiments into drug-based mind manipulation
and narcosynthesis—this in the 1930s! Hubbard took the
information and techniques and applied them in a methodology
supposedly aimed at “empowering” (in pc 90s-speak) and
liberating people on very fundamental, psychological levels
from ingrained, encoded (often deliberately) “engramatic”
behavior and states of mind, usually programmed by traumatic
means (intentionally or not). It does not seem as though
Hubbard wanted to be a cult leader, no matter how the
government has tried to portray him, and much of his work
comes across as predominantly sane and useful.
Hubbard was vehemently opposed to psychiatry and, in
particular (interestingly enough!), to the ubiquitous Dr. Ewen
Cameron, who at different times has been—incredibly—the
president of the American Psychiatric Association, the
Canadian Psychiatric Association and the World Psychiatric
Association. In light of that, and given Ewen Cameron’s truly
odious, cruel, horrible and unpardonable activities, any
reasonable person would be more than a little suspicious of the
motives and agenda of psychiatry in general, as Hubbard most
certainly was. Far too often, psychiatry is used as a tool of
social behavioral control and modification, used to force
subjects’ minds to conform to certain concepts, beliefs,
structures and mores imposed from without; structures which,

BLOOD LINES
Research has shown an extraordinarily high level of
involvement on the part of certain families or clans—bloodlines, in other words—in a great many inter-dimensional
activities and related operations along the lines of Philadelphia/
Montauk; members of which apparently possess specific
psychic and genetic characteristics, which facilitate certain of
these endeavors. Many of these blood-lines are German
(Teutonic) and/or Celtic.
The primary psychic used in the “heyday” of the Montauk
activities up until 1983 was Duncan Cameron, directly related
to the truly horrible Ewen Cameron, who conducted the wellknown, experimental, mind-control research (mostly drugbased with some EM/RF aspects also) at Montreal’s Allan
Memorial Institute (mostly in the 1960s and early 1970s).
Duncan’s father was deeply involved with clandestine
(and not-so-clandestine) government agencies, which funneled
hordes of Nazi officials and scientists into this country; much
of this well before the end of WW II. The Kennedy clan is
historically related to the Cameron clan, and Joseph Kennedy,
in his office as U.S. ambassador to Great Britain, was
unabashed in support of Hitler, even after WW II began—in
direct conflict with the position and wishes of his president,
Franklin Roosevelt.
Masterminds of Philadelphia/Montauk and related
operations are thoroughly tied to the Nazi/Aryan agenda and
even for lower-level, non-esoteric, non-critical activities and
experiments will often utilize subjects with “Aryan” genetic
characteristics and blood-lines: these people are often of
German or Celtic descent. The reason these groups have been
“selected” (let’s not say “chosen”) for such a thoroughly
unenviable distinction in connection with such activities, is due
to what project operators believe are strong psychic, intuitive
and mystical/magical abilities inherent in people of these races.
To whatever extent this may be true, those of Celtic/
German descent are most unfortunately being exploited in
service of a truly hellish and near-unremittingly-evil agenda. It
seems more and more evident that cherishers of true human
dignity and freedom must all use any powers we do, indeed,
possess; such as positivity of thought and strength of mind,
body and spirit, used with compassion and insight, to overturn
and counteract the operations of these despoilers of humanity
to the greatest extent possible.
Aleister Crowley, a British-Intelligence agent with strong
sympathies for the Nazi movement, in addition to (being) a
well-known “mystic”, was thoroughly in on much of this type
of skullduggery earlier in the century, employing his own
peculiar mixture of mysticism, Aryan fascism, elements of
psychosexual mind (and astral) programming and cloak-anddagger weirdness. The Crowleys also reputedly have clan
connections to the prominent mystical family, Cameron, and
Aleister, himself, had strong connections to Montauk.
SCIENTOLOGY / DIANETICS
Another family name which Peter Moon has found [that]
crops up in this field with notable frequency is Wilson. One
member of the Wilson clan who has been very influential in
the modern world—and who has been consistently in
opposition, certainly, to some of the agendas of the secret
(worldwide) government—is L. Ron Hubbard, founder of
Scientology. Hubbard is the name of his adoptive parents but
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again, nearly always reinforce the wishes and aims of society’s
prevailing rulers and of the status quo.
Montauk Project author Peter Moon was a Scientology
member and occasionally worked directly with Hubbard.
Moon seems certain that Hubbard was pretty much on the
opposite team, certainly in terms of the known objectives of
Phoenix/Montauk, regarding “mind control”. Moon believes
Hubbard to have been, on the whole, dedicated to the personal
spiritual emancipation of human beings from programming of
virtually any kind, and my admittedly skimpy knowledge of
Scientology/Dianetics would tend to back that up. I think the
movement has suffered from a personality-cult syndrome, and
that Hubbard may have had a bit of a messiah complex
running, but I do find some quite worthwhile elements in the
Dianetics material.
Hubbard was, of course, a participant in the so-called
“Babylon Working”, some mystical ceremony enacted along
with fellow Aleister Crowley adherents, Jack (JPL/Cal-Tech/
Father of modern rocketry) Parsons and Marjorie WilsonCameron. This ceremony has been said to have certain
esoteric correspondences with the Philadelphia Experiment and
may have (helped) open some dimensional channel, enabling
negative ETs easier access to our dimension/reality—a new
freeway was put in.
Perhaps, to that extent, Hubbard was some kind of
influence on the more mystical aspects of the Montauk/Phoenix
operation, but I see little evidence he would have supported the
specific goals of the project at all.
Perhaps it would be best to note, however, that there are
a substantial number of people who dispute that statement and
would even dispute that Hubbard and his organizations ever
had any beneficial, humanitarian or positive goals and agendas
at all.
STANFORD, SCIENTOLOGY AND THE CIA
Interestingly, other information about the connection of
certain Scientology members to some of the secret
government’s “unusual” experimental research activities comes
from premiere mind-control researcher and author Alex
Constantine, who has authored a wealth of excellent books and
articles on the general topic of government-sponsored,
administered and operated mind-control projects, including
certain of those based on electromagnetic/radio-frequency
transmissions.
I quote below a section called “Psychic Spying at the
Stanford Research Institute Or CIA Mind Control?” from
Constantine’s Virtual Government:
“Concrete evidence that electronic mind control was the
true object of study at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was
exposed by the Washington Post in 1977. When the Navy
awarded a contract to the Institute, the scientific assistant to the
Secretary of the Navy, Dr. Sam Koslov, received a routine
briefing on various research projects, including SRI’s. As the
briefer flashed his chart onto the screen and began to speak,
Koslov stormily interrupted, ‘What the hell is that about?’
Among the glowing words on the projected chart, the section
describing SRI’s work was labeled, ‘ELF and Mind Control’.
“‘ELF’ stands for ‘extremely long [low] frequency’
electromagnetic waves, from the very slow brain frequencies
up to about 100 cycles-per-second....But the ‘Mind Control’
label really upset Koslov. He ordered the SRI investigations
for the Navy stopped, and canceled another $35,000 in Navy
funds slated for more remote-viewing work. Contrary to
Koslov’s attempt to kill the research, the Navy quietly
continued to fork out $100,000 for a two-year project directed
by a bionics specialist. The “remote viewing” team at SRI
was really engaged in projecting words and images directly to
the cranium. It was not a humanitarian pastime: The project
was military, and test subjects are subjected to a lifetime of
EM torture, plied with the same thorough disregard for human
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rights as the radiation tests conducted at the height of the Cold
War. To be sure, the treatment subjects have received at the
hands of their own government would be considered atrocities
if practiced in wartime.
“Mind control was also used in domestic covert
operations designed to further the CIA’s heady ambitions, and
during the Vietnam War period SRI was a hive of covert
political subterfuge. The Symbionese Liberation Army, like
the People’s Temple, was a creation of the CIA. The SLA had
at its core a clique of Black ex-convicts from Vacaville Prison.
Donald DeFreeze, otherwise known as “Cinque”, led the SLA.
He was formerly an informant for the LAPD’s Criminal
Conspiracy Section and the director of Vacaville’s Black
Cultural Association (BCA), a covert mind-control unit with
funding from the CIA channeled through SRI. The Menlo
Park behavior-modification specialists experimented with
psychoactive drugs administered to members of the BCA.
Black prisoners were programmed to murder selected Black
leaders—once on the outside. The CIA/SRI zombie-killer hit
list included Oakland school superintendent Dr. Marcus Foster,
and Panthers Huey Newton and Bobby Seale, among
others. DeFreeze stated that at Vacaville in 1971-72, he
was the subject of a CIA mind-control experiment. He
described his incarceration on the prison’s third floor,
where he was corralled by CIA agents who drugged him
and said he would become the leader of a radical
movement and kidnap a wealthy person. After his escape
from Vacaville (an exit door was left unlocked for him),
that’s exactly what he did.
“EM mind-control machines were championed at SRI
by Dr. Karl Pribram, director of the Neuropsychology
Research Laboratory: ‘I certainly could educate a child by
putting an electrode in the lateral hypothalamus and then
selecting the situations at which I stimulate it. In this way
I can grossly change his behavior.’ Psychology Today
touted Pribram as ‘The Magellan of Brain Science’. He
obtained his B.S. and M.D. degrees at the University of
Chicago, and at SRI studied how the brain processes and
stores sensory imagery. He is credited with discovering
that mental imaging bears a close resemblance to
hologram projection (the basis for transmitting images to
the brains of test subjects under the misnomer ‘remote
viewing’?).
“The SRI/SAIC psi experiments were supervised at
Langley by John McMahon, second in command under
William Casey, succeeding Bobby Ray Inman, the SAIC
director. McMahon has, according to Philip Agee, the
CIA whistle-blowing exile, an affinity for ‘technological
exotics for CIA covert actions’. He was recruited by the
Agency after his graduation from Holy Cross College. He
is a former director of the Technical Services Division,
deputy director for Operations, and in 1982 McMahon
was appointed deputy director of Central Intelligence. He
left the Agency six years later to take the position of
President of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Systems
Group. In 1994, he moved on to Draper Laboratories.
He is a director of the Defense Enterprise Fund and an
adviser to congressional committees.
“Many of the SRI ‘empaths’ were mustered from L.
Ron Hubbard’s Church of Scientology. Harold Puthoff,
the Institute’s senior researcher, is a leading Scientologist.
Two ‘remote viewers’ from SRI have also held rank in the
Church: Ingo Swann, a Class VII Operating Thetan, a
founder of the Scientology Center in Los Angeles, and the
late Pat Price. Puthoff and Targ’s lab assistant was a
Scientologist married to a minister of the church. When
Swann joined SRI, he stated openly that fourteen ‘Clears’
participated in the experiments ‘more than I would
suspect’. At the time, he denied CIA involvement, but
now acknowledges, ‘it was rather common knowledge all
along who the sponsor was’, although in documents the

identity of the Agency was concealed behind the sobriquet
of ‘an East-Coast scientist’. The Agency’s interest was
quite extensive.
“A number of agents of the CIA came, themselves,
ultimately to SRI to act as subjects in ‘remote viewing’
experiments, as did some members of Congress.”—©
1996 Alex Constantine
STANFORD ALLEGEDLY INVOLVED
IN CIA IMPLANT/MIND-CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION
In a rare example of a crack in the mass media’s wall of
silence and coverup regarding mind-control projects in general
and electronic mind control in particular, the Sonoma County
Independent weekly newspaper, in their July 9, 1998 edition,
featured a front-page article on electronic mind manipulation
by the means of surgically-implanted micro-transceivers.
The article focuses primarily on the case of a Silicon
Valley family; in particular, activities involving their son.
Writer J. Douglas Allen-Taylor details a litany of horrors
suffered by the Kats family at the hands of “scientists” and
“doctors” working at Stanford University Medical Center
facilities, in the service of government intelligence agencies;
pursuing extensive mind-control agendas, which utilize
physical implants for monitoring, tracking and activating preencoded psychological “triggers”.
Edward and Claudia Kats, Russian immigrants who left
when Russia was still part of the Soviet Union, relate how
their son, Jay, was first implanted during a 1982 tonsillectomy
operation at Stanford Medical Center. Edward attests that he,
himself, was then implanted during an operation at Kaiser
Hospital in 1991. They suspect that the initial reason for the
interest on the part of the CIA was the family’s suspected but
nonexistent connection to the KGB. Subsequent
experimentation continued even after the agency realized there
was no such connection, as [their] son, Jay, was inducted into
a full-on mind-control operation. The article mentions the
blond-haired, blue-eyed appearance of Jay, and this makes me
suspicious that perhaps the real reason for the interest on the
part of the CIA has to due do with genetic/racial factors.
The Katses describe how the implants affected Jay’s
mood, mental acuity, attitudes towards other people...the
works. His school performance deteriorated tremendously and
he began to get in trouble with the law.
They believe he and Edward are the targets of
transmissions, which are intended to induce them to commit
any of a wide range of preprogrammed actions—even crimes.
Claudia noted in the article that threats, “bad thoughts” and
negative, (self)-destructive concepts and attitudes or “feelings”
are also transmitted.
Edward Kats feels that large segments of the population,
in particular racial minorities, are being subjected to the same
kind of programming; for one reason, to instigate continual
social/civil unrest and disturbances. The Katses and their
legal representatives have filed formal and well-documented
complaints and reports with a host of law-enforcement, judicial
and other governmental agencies on many levels. Predictably,
no serious interest has been shown nor any actions taken in
response to the charges.
Another Silicon Valley resident mentioned in the article is
David Duval, who feels he was implanted because of his
suspected links to illegal drug trafficking and is being used in
the expectation that he can help track the whereabouts of
certain kingpins in illegal drug operations. Santa Clara
University law professor Alan Scheflin, author of a very hardto-find 1978 book called The Mind Manipulators, says that
clandestine mind-control experiments have been going on in
the U.S. for many years, and that a good number of these
involve implantation with just the kinds of devices referred to
in the above allegations.
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THE LONG ISLAND RAILROAD MASSACRE
In late October of 1997, Investigative Report on the
Arts & Entertainment Network carried a report on the
Colin Ferguson murder trial. Ferguson had been found
guilty of murdering six and wounding another thirteen
during a deadly and inexplicable outburst aboard a Long
Island Railroad commuter train in late 1993.
A brief segment towards the end of the A&E report
showed reporters interviewing a “Raoul Diaz”, outside the
courthouse where Ferguson’s murder trial was in progress.
Diaz, who had appeared to testify in Ferguson’s behalf,
described how he had been kidnapped while driving a taxi
in the Bronx, and subsequently placed on a Long Island
Railroad train at Penn Station, bound for Hicksville.
Someone of Oriental appearance, sitting directly adjacent
to him on the train, displayed a small handheld device and
commented that he was employed by the CIA. He said to
Diaz, “look at that Black man over there”, then pressed
something on the device and Ferguson immediately fell
unconscious. Appearing visibly ill-at-ease during the
interview, Diaz nervously continued with his astonishing
account when someone behind him whispered something,
and the interview was terminated abruptly.
There was no explanation offered—by either those
conducting the interview at the time or by the producers
of the A&E report—for the information related by Diaz.
The intended inference would seem to be that this was just
some screwball, though he certainly didn’t appear so.
Diaz came across as coherent, rational and credible and
gave no indication of being a “wacko”.
Diaz was not allowed to testify at the Ferguson trial
by Ferguson and/or the judge and, to my knowledge, no
other witnesses—who had some other peculiar and
troubling information to impart about that train ride to
hell—ever got to testify either. Diaz has literally never
been heard from again, certainly not in any public way.
[It seems] strange, as well, that Ferguson, a man with
some obvious and substantial mental impairment, was
allowed by the judicial system, in a blatant procedural
anomaly, to conduct his own defense—which, though
technically permitted under the U.S. Constitution, is
almost never granted in practice in a mass-murder case
such as this, with good reason.
I first heard this information in 1995 from Montauk
Project book series co-author Peter Moon, about the
Oriental man who urged Diaz to observe how the small,
handheld, remote-control transmitter could make Ferguson
nod off. Why Diaz would have been kidnapped and
placed on the train, to so observe the clandestine
technology, which apparently activated the terrifying and
deadly proceedings, is anyone’s guess. How interesting
that this took place on Long Island. Notice we are talking
about electromagnetic/radio-frequency mind control here—
the undeniable specialty of the Montauk Project.
It could be that the killings were an attempt to
exacerbate racial tensions in the New York area, which
had already been rather strained for years. Or maybe only
one or several of those killed were actually the real,
intended victims and the mass shooting was to cover up
that fact—as it would look like the target(s) died by
chance with the others in an indiscriminate mass shooting.
Perhaps this was a preliminary test-run of technology
which could subsequently have been used in the
astonishing number of mass murders committed by young
teen or preteen boys in the past couple of years in the
United States—often at schools.
END PART FIVE-A
Part Five-B will appear in the October 25 issue
of CONTACT, finishing the series.
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The News Desk
By John Ray
REAL GOLD, PAPER GOLD AND FOOL’S GOLD:
THE PATHOLOGY OF INFLATION
By Reg Howe, 10/16/99
There was a time when, as someone recently said,
everybody and his cat knew the difference between real gold
and paper gold. But today’s kool cats, if they own gold at all
(which few do), are too smart to pay storage or insurance on
allocated gold, too sophisticated to tie up funds in stodgy old
coins or bullion bars with no yield, and too greedy to forswear
the allure of maximum leverage. Gold investors, on the other
hand, know gold first and foremost as a portfolio anchor to
windward, a shelter in a monetary storm. Ashanti and
Cambior [companies] are examples of apparently good hooks
that dragged badly at the first stormy blasts. Why?
The nub of the problem is to recognize that, while the line
between real gold and paper gold is quite clear, the line
between paper gold and fool’s gold can be a moving target.
Paper gold is all paper instruments credibly repayable in, or
otherwise linked to, gold. Fool’s gold is paper gold that lacks
credibility. Typical examples include unallocated gold in
unsound banks, options or futures on gold from parties that
may not be able to deliver and mining shares in companies
whose ore deposits or finances are questionable.
To appreciate the potential force of the coming monetary
storm, a basic understanding of gold, gold banking, inflation
and deflation is essential. Forget the CPI and other such price
indices. They are generally lagging indicators of prices in
certain sectors of the economy. What is more, the CPI is now
subject to so many “adjustments” that its usefulness—except,
perhaps, as a tool to reduce government expenses tied to it
(e.g., Social Security payments)—is suspect. Forget, too, most
blather about whether gold does better in an inflation or a
deflation. Gold is insurance against severe currency or credit
destruction, whether its precipitating cause be inflation or
deflation. Inflation and deflation are, respectively, expanding
and contracting credit relative to some reliable measure of
money. Historically, the monetary measure was gold, which
does not do well in periods of controlled or hidden inflation
precisely because more credit can be built on less gold without
arousing widespread public alarm. Measuring inflation today
is difficult, because what passes for money—unlimited paper
currency—is, itself, so intermingled with credit as to make the
two virtually indistinguishable. A money-market fund is
nothing, really, but short-term credit obligations aggregated to
look like what was once a bank account, backed (in a sound
bank) by a 40% reserve in gold coin or bullion resting in the
vault.
Measuring the amount of real money in the world is no
more difficult today than a century ago. It is the total, aboveground, physical-gold stock, now somewhere around 120,000
metric tons (excluding the double-counting of gold leased by
central banks but still on their balance sheets). Going off the
classical gold standard and the quasi-gold standards that
followed, has not changed gold’s inherent nature as real,
permanent, natural money. What it has done, besides
changing, for a time at least, general public perceptions about
gold, is to reduce to a small but elite group (international
financial institutions like the BIS and IMF, national central
banks, bullion banks and their customers, and the gold markets
themselves) that portion of the international currency/credit
structure directly tied to gold.

The short gold position created by the bullion banks with
leased gold, mostly from the central banks, is a fractionalreserve position. This physical gold sold short must, at some
point, be replaced, either by purchases in the market or new
production. Be this short position 6000 metric tons, 10,000
tons or higher, it is a significant multiple of annual new
production of around 2500 tons. Some portion of this short
position represents forward sales by gold-mining companies;
the remainder is largely borrowed gold used in the so-called
carry trade. Accordingly, counting forward sales by gold
mining companies as existing gold (which they really aren’t),
and assuming these contracts cover approximately half of the
total short position (as good a guess as any), the gold banks
are operating with fractional reserves not far from the
minimum safe level of 40% sanctioned by historic experience.
Half the physical gold they owe to their lessors must be
obtained on the market. What is more, the other half is not
really in the vault. It is underground, but in an ore deposit,
where it must be dug out, processed and refined before it can
be delivered.
On top of this shaky reserve position, the bullion banks
have created gold derivatives, principally options and futures.
Cambior’s hedge book shows how the gold banks have created
options for gold in amounts that far exceed the amounts
already sold forward by producers. What is more, they have
done so primarily in the over-the-counter market, out of public
view. The gold banks’ exposures—particularly as they relate
to the gold-mining industry—are detailed in an excellent article
by John Hathaway of the Tocqueville Gold Fund, entitled
“Simple Math & Common Sense: A $66 Billion Problem”.
—(www.tocqueville.com/brainstorms/brainstorm0041.shtml)
All that is reported about the activities of the London
Bullion Market Association is its monthly average-dailyclearing volume, a figure that will be quite interesting to watch
in the months to come. The LBMA dwarfs the two bestknown public markets, the COMEX and the TOCOM which,
though smaller, are more transparent. They offer gold-futures
contracts where open interest now exceeds warehouse stocks
by multiples of 20 or more. On the COMEX, open interest is
north of 600 tons (200,000 contracts x 100 / 31250 = 622),
against warehouse stocks of some 30 tons. On the TOCOM,
where the percentage of coverage appears even lower, open
interest has very recently shrunk from over 500 tons to 400
tons on October 7. Fear, perhaps, is hitting the TOCOM a bit
before it hits New York.
As I have discussed before, TOCOM futures, which are
priced in yen, are in backwardation. The degree of
backwardation, however, is more than accounted for by
interest-rate differentials between the dollar (in which gold is
almost universally priced, internationally) and the yen. In other
words, the implied yen forward rate is not what the difference
between gold lease rates and yen interest rates would suggest,
but less (i.e., a smaller negative percent or discount) than on
dollar/yen futures. However, as a result of the backwardation,
open interest on the TOCOM is mostly in the further-out
months, although this, too, may be beginning to shift.
The COMEX also offers options on futures contracts,
where the call open interest at strike prices between $310/oz.
and $335/oz. running from November to February exceeds
500,000 contracts, representing futures on another 1500+ tons.
Including options, the two public futures markets could be
asked to deliver about one full year’s production within a year,
mostly in December and next spring. This potential obligation
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has been assumed on the erroneous assumption that, because
gold is just another commodity, there is no possibility of ever
having to make actual delivery of the total outstanding open
interest. With another quick [rise of] $60 on the gold price,
all the options will be well in the money, and futures on gold
will almost certainly be fool’s gold.
But what is most alarming about the strained condition of
the gold banks is the larger world financial picture, of which
they are a small but very important part. At the
macroeconomic level, not only are there eye-popping figures
on credit creation, derivative exposures and stock-market
valuations, but the potential collapse last year of a single hedge
fund, Long Term Capital Management, threatened sufficiently
dire consequences for the entire international financial system
to warrant a bailout, orchestrated by the Fed and backed by
three discount-rate cuts. Determining what paper gold is
credible and what isn’t is difficult enough under ordinary
circumstances. Far harder, and in extraordinary times much
more crucial, is gauging external factors—macroeconomic,
geopolitical, cultural, whatever—that paper gold and even real
gold may have to survive.
The bullion banks and their customers were not caught
wrong-footed by a free gold market. They were caught out of
position by the first attack in a monetary war that they didn’t
expect and on terrain that they thought they controlled. The
full story of how Anglo-American manipulation of the gold
market led to a counterattack by the European central banks is
yet to be told, but Ashanti, Cambior and their shareholders are
among the first victims. Before the gathering monetary storm
is over, there will be many more casualties, caught in the
cross-fire as nations fight a currency war the likes of which the
world has never seen. Governments who try to wage this war
with the weapons of old—forex interventions, interest rate
changes, currency controls, gold restrictions, competitive
devaluations, etc.—are likely to be overwhelmed by the very
free-market principles which they have recently preached, if
not always followed. For, in a truly free market for money—
one with no legal-tender laws—gold wins.
In the United States, the legal and cultural settings are
vastly different from the 1930s or 1970s. As a matter of law,
at least, gold is in a free market, hugely complicating the legal
basis for any effort at confiscation. Trust in government
officials, starting with the President, has never been lower. So
turned off to their government are Americans, that nearly half
the eligible voters no longer participate. So offended are they
by the shenanigans of the two major parties that third-party—
or otherwise apparently independent—candidates arouse
astonishing levels of interest and support. And then there is
the Internet, giving freedom of speech and debate rein to affect
public policy as never before while, at the same time, braking
the power of the mass media. What is more, the Internet is
now as international as gold, giving gold bugs worldwide their
own web in which to catch miscreant officials and expose
official scams.
So-called “gold clauses” were a standard feature of many
private contracts, from the “greenback era” of the Civil War
to the midst of the Great Depression, when the monetary
measures of the New Deal made them invalid by government
fiat. Thus fell, at a blow, supposedly certain protection against
the gold devaluation of the dollar, catching off-base the most
prudent and best-advised lenders of their era. For ordinary
American citizens in that particular financial cataclysm, mining
shares proved a much better refuge than physical gold or gold
dollars, ownership of which was made illegal on the ridiculous
theory that government gave gold its value by making it
money. So, too, in 1971, not even an international treaty, the
Bretton Woods Agreements, could protect those nations who
had placed their reserves in U.S. dollars from a second,
unilateral, gold devaluation by the United States. Only the
French, by redeeming dollars in gold “avant le déluge” gained
a partial measure of protection. The monetary history of the
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Twentieth Century, for both individual nations and the world
at large, is a story of swift and devastating discontinuities, not
a linear progression of events.
Today, the evidence points to an impending conjunction of
macroeconomic and geopolitical events that will almost
certainly sweep from the scene the entire monetary and credit
structure erected on floating exchange rates, with the U.S.
dollar as the key reserve currency. This lopsided international
structure—imposed by and so favorable to the United States
that it has for years run balance-of-payments deficits of truly
gargantuan proportions—is hopelessly dysfunctional, often
placing smaller economies at the mercy of forex [foreign
exchange] market speculators. As this structure disintegrates,
gold will retake its accustomed place at the heart of the world
monetary order, not so much by official choice as by
international necessity, enforced by free-market principles that
will be virtually impossible for free governments, at least, to
resist.
To ask at what price gold [should be] is to misunderstand
both the problem and gold. No one could foresee in 1929 that
gold, then $20.67/oz., would be $35/oz. in 1934? Similarly,
no one could tell in 1971 that gold, then $35/oz., would rise
as high as $800/oz. within a decade? What a few could and
did predict in the months and years immediately preceding
these devaluations was that the world would soon be forced to
confront the effects of then-unprecedented credit inflation, built
with far too little regard for the underlying amount of gold
available to support it. What they also could and did predict
was that the existing dollar/gold exchange rate (or price) was
too low and would have to rise substantially, to offset what
would otherwise be devastating credit deflations. As they say,
history repeats, though never in quite the same way.
Eight years ago, in The Golden Sextant, I discussed the
problem of setting a new, official, gold price in the context of
an orderly return to an international gold standard. Today,
40% gold cover for U.S. currency in circulation would require
a gold price of over $800/oz., almost twice the number of
eight years ago. Yet, we are constantly told that this is the
decade when inflation was vanquished. When gold was at
$800/oz., in January 1980, one ounce would buy the Dow
Jones Industrial Average, as it would have in 1932, if it had
been fixed at $35/oz. two years sooner. If you must guess a
future gold price, ask yourself what will be the price when,
next, one ounce, two or even three will buy the Dow.
Eight years ago I also held little hope of an orderly return
to a gold-linked dollar. By then, American officials of both
political parties and all three branches of government had
decreed, by their actions over many years, that any formal
return to gold would come, if at all, only under almost
unimaginable crisis conditions, when the golden lifeboat is the
only lifeboat. What historians may call “The Great Gold
Scandal” and Americans may call “Moneygate” did not begin
just a few years ago, only to surface with the Bank of
England’s gold sales. It began in 1971, when President Nixon
"closed the gold window" and, for the first time in U.S. history,
cut the dollar free from any meaningful link to gold.
Compared to what is coming, Watergate was a bagatelle.
It is no accident that Moneygate began with the first
President to be driven from office and will likely end with the
first in this century to be impeached. Scandals—indeed, the
most egregious breaches of public and private trusts—are part
of the pathology of all great inflations, a pathology not unlike
that of the drunk or the addict. Nowhere is this pathology
better described than in today’s addition to my Reading List:
Fiat Money Inflation in France, by Andrew Dexter White,
founder and first president of Cornell University. This essay,
written in 1876 and read by its author to members of the
House and Senate in connection with the debate over returning
to the gold standard after the Civil War, tells the story of the
French assignats of the 1790s. This great paper-money
inflation, originating in the French Revolution, ended “in the

complete financial, moral and political prostration of France—
a prostration from which only a Napoleon could raise it.”
The tragedy for today’s America is not just that the
looming monetary shipwreck could have been avoided by more
honest policy decisions, but that it would have been, if mostly
well-intentioned but misguided officials had stuck to the letter
and spirit of the monetary provisions of the Constitution. Its
framers knew, when they met in Philadelphia in the hot
summer of 1787, what the French were about to prove to
themselves the hard way, despite their inflationary experience
seventy years before, in John Law’s Mississippi Bubble.
Nobody can predict with certainty or in detail the
consequences of a 100-year storm, be it financial and
monetary, or meteorological. Gold will more than survive; it
will prevail as it always has. Gold mines will prosper, though
certain mine owners may fail. With clear thinking,
preparation, nerve and luck, gold investors will survive; some
may even prosper. As for the nation, let’s hope that aided by
their ability to speak directly with each other on the Internet,
exercising their good judgment and common sense, the
American people will demand for themselves, their children
and their Constitution—as is their right in accordance with its
exact terms—early passage on the golden lifeboat.
Reg Howe
ROW@IX.NETCOM.COM
http://www.goldensextant.com
[JR: There’s not much for me to add to this lucid
synopsis of the relationship between “money” and gold
today.]
HULDA CLARK CHARGED
WITH PRACTICING MEDICINE ILLEGALLY
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Department of Health sent two investigators to her office.
Clark diagnosed one of the investigators with AIDS.
She sent the investigators to Indianapolis for blood tests.
The investigator asked the lab not to draw his blood because
he was an undercover investigator.
Within a few days, Clark disappeared. She took all of her
belongings and cleared out her house on Cossey-Hill Road in
Nashville. Investigators suspected she was tipped off by the
lab.
Since then she has written three books: The Cure for all
Cancers, The Cure for HIV and The Cure for AIDS, and
released much of her information through the Internet.
“Her attitude is that anything she finds, she wants to turn
over to the people through books and information,” Gerome
said. “She is afraid of having her information being taken,
bottled up, monopolized or buried.”
Her books center around her research and the capabilities
of the “Zapper”, which is an experimental device that sells for
$59.95 on the Internet. Clark says the Zapper has a negative
effect on parasites, bacteria and other pathogens that harm the
body, which can be found in both cancer and AIDS patients.
“In my opinion, the conventional treatment of cancer and
AIDS doesn’t work and has failed in most cases,” said Tim
Bolen, whose public relations firm in California issued a news
release in support of Clark.
Bolen said he expects 50 to 100 people to show up at the
hearing today to protest Clark’s extradition.
[JR: Most CONTACT readers should recall “THE
ZAPPER”. Methinks the brave Dr. Clark is getting too
close to what can cure, and that is a threat to the plagueinducers. (No, we won’t say CDC.)]
TEEN SEX: THE UNFPA AGENDA

By Stephanie Holmes, Herald-Times, 10/4/99
By Beverly LaHaye, CNS News Analysis, 9/14/99
A hearing is scheduled today in California to extradite a
former Brown County resident back to Indiana on charges of
illegally practicing medicine.
Hulda Clark, 70, was arrested Sept. 20 in San Diego on
charges of practicing medicine without a license, a Class C
felony.
Clark claims she can cure diseases, including cancer and
AIDS, with unconventional treatments, which she has been
administering at a clinic in Tijuana, Mexico.
Brown County authorities say she was doing the same
thing in Nashville in the early 1990s, which amounted to
practicing medicine without a license. A warrant for her arrest
was issued in 1993.
Brown County Sheriff’s deputies left Friday to pick up
Clark. A court hearing for her extradition has been set for
today at the San Diego Municipal Court.
She has been detained for being a fugitive in Indiana at
Los Colinas, a women’s correctional facility in Santee, Calif.
She is being held without bail.
According to a longtime friend, Frank Gerome of
Columbus, Clark lived in Nashville for five or six years.
During this time, she further developed her interest in
electronic techniques for scanning the human body and began
private consulting. She also did government-funded research
in biophysics and cell physiology at Indiana University.
Clark has a Ph.D. in physiology but is not a medical
doctor…
…Clark’s trouble started in 1992, when one of her former
AIDS patients made a complaint to the Indiana attorney
general.
“The patient alleged Dr. Clark treated him instead of a
physician,” said Brown County Prosecutor James Oliver.
“This was a problem, because Indiana law prohibits unlicensed
doctors from diagnosing or treating people.”
According to Oliver, further allegations against Clark
occurred when the investigating attorney and the Indiana

Recently, 17 kids in Pennsylvania, some as young as 10,
were caught teaching each other to have sex. Some cases
involved incest. Six of the youths were charged in juvenile
court for crimes ranging from rape to involuntary deviate
sexual intercourse. While these kids await their fate, Congress
is poised to pour $25 million into an international agency that
will encourage kids around the world to engage in similar
sexual activity.
In June, the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
concluded its Cairo+5 conference, reportedly aimed at reducing
the world’s population. However, the debate focused on
liberalizing views on sexuality. Unfettered access to abortion
(surgical and chemical) and contraceptives was championed.
Delegates demanded that adolescents as young as 10 receive
graphic information through programs that encourage sexual
activity.
The controversial document discussed at Cairo+5 states,
“Countries should remove legal, regulatory and social barriers
to reproductive health information and care for adolescents.”
[ICPD, para. 73(f)]. It also declares that adolescents’
“responsible sexual behavior” includes “sexual expression”.
According to the UN, adolescence begins at age 10. The
Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United
States (SIECUS), a supporter of UNFPA, describes how this
language is implemented.
In Guidelines for Comprehensive Sexuality Education, K12th Grade, SIECUS explains that 12- to 15-year-olds should
learn that “being sexual with another person usually involves
different sexual behaviors”. 15- to 18-year-olds learn that
“some sexual behaviors shared by partners include caressing,
massage, sharing erotic literature or art, and oral, vaginal or
anal intercourse”.
When the children in Pennsylvania “expressed” what
SIECUS and UNFPA promote, authorities deemed the
behavior not only immoral and shocking, but also illegal.
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A few conscientious delegates at Cairo+5 fought to put
this sex training in the context of parental involvement. At the
least, parents should be able to know what their kids are
taught.
Word spread to Washington, where 33 members of
Congress sent a letter to the conference. They declared, “we
are increasingly concerned to discover that many delegations
negotiating the document under consideration at Cairo+5 are
attempting to remove parental rights, especially in reference to
adolescent sexuality. We are particularly dismayed that this
effort seems to be supported by some employees of the U.S.
Department of State.”
Disregarding the congressmen, the U.S. delegation
stressed that “these policies and programs must be
implemented in accordance with the Convention on the Rights
of the Child”—a treaty the United States has never ratified,
primarily because it strips parents of their right to raise their
children with moral boundaries.
Moreover, Clinton-appointed delegates also took the lead
in removing the condition that “all population and development
programmes maintain full respect for the various religions,
ethical values and cultural background of each country’s
people”.
Brazil, working from language drafted by the U.S.
delegation, proposed that governments should train and equip
abortion providers. A conscience clause for health-care
providers who do not want to perform abortions was dropped
altogether.
Last year, Congress cut funding for the UNFPA, based on
its support of China’s population-control programs. But the
problem with UNFPA is not limited to its involvement with
China’s one-child policy and the process that enforces it. It
has passed the radical Cairo+5 agenda and sent abortion kits
to refugee women from Kosovo.
This year, Congress approved giving $25 million to the
UNFPA, with the House including the condition of reducing
the amount by $1 for every dollar UNFPA spends on China’s
program. The amendment is attached to an appropriations bill
that is currently in conference committee to work out the
differences between the Senate and House versions.
UNFPA receives significant private donations from
prominent corporations and people like Microsoft founder Bill
Gates, who recently gave $10 million. According to groups
that work with UNFPA, its budget is so large they can
effectively call their own shots without approval from the UN.
So why do supporters, including Hillary Clinton, demand U.S.
taxpayers’ dollars?…
…You can understand why UNFPA needs American
ethical credit for legitimacy. The question is, why are we
letting UNFPA use our moral clout to undermine the beliefs
that make us moral?—Beverly LaHaye, founder of Concerned
Women for America
[JR: Those listening to Dr. Laura Shlessinger on the
radio know how strongly she came out against this and
made major enemies. Parents’ time is running out to get
informed, get involved and get serious about what your
children are being taught. This IS happening and is
already being implemented at your local school district.]

John Lewis, comic relief by comedienne Margaret Cho, a
“prom” for homosexual youth, and symposia on topics such as
“Responding to the Religious Right” and “Addressing GLBT
(gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered) Issues in Middle
School”.
Kevin Jennings, founder and executive director of
GLSEN, opened the conference by proclaiming, “We are at a
new moment in our history.”
College freshman Derrick Henckel, who “came out” to
parents and friends at age 12, recounted his high school
experience, which he said included beatings, name calling and
verbal attacks.
“I never knew what awaited me every time I turned a
corner,” said Henckel. “I can only think what would have
happened if there had not been community organizations like
GLSEN when I had been in high school.”
Lewis’ keynote address pledged the support of the civilrights community for homosexual activists…“We have a moral
obligation and a mandate to speak out,” continued Lewis. “If
we fail to speak out, then we become less than human.”
While the conference was spurred by what organizers
described as “an atmosphere of fear” that oppresses
homosexual students in American schools, symposia focused
on the necessity of making today’s students more friendly to
the homosexual agenda.
“The fear of the Religious Right is that the schools of
today are the governments of tomorrow,” said Deanna Duby of
the National Education Association at a symposium…
…“If we do our jobs right,” added James Anderson,
director of communications for GLSEN, “we’re going to raise
a generation of kids who don’t believe [the claims of] the
Religious Right.”
Strategies discussed included creating Gay-Straight
Alliances (GSAs) in high schools and middle schools,
including lessons on homosexuals in otherwise unrelated
classes—for example, emphasizing homosexual victims of the
Holocaust in history classes—and inviting homosexual partners
and their adopted children to speak in schools about “diverse
families”.
Other symposia, such as “The Locker Room: The Last
Closet” and “Sports, Sexual Orientation and School Climate”,
discussed how to make locker rooms safe for homosexual
students and how sports may influence a school to be less
friendly to homosexual students.
Activists from GLAAD, the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund (LLDEF), the ACLU and Americans United
for Separation of Church and State also gathered with
attendees to give tips and trade strategies on how to change
school policies on issues such as homosexuality in sex
education classes, homosexual literature in school libraries,
school-sponsored homosexual student groups and crossdressing among “transgendered” students, as well as fighting
“parental rights” amendments and the elimination of sex
education.
“The Right would love to have prayer in schools and
religion classes, but they would accept a neutral curriculum
that only taught the ‘3 Rs,’” said Steven K. Green, general
counsel of Americans United for Separation of Church and
State. “You’ve got to watch for that sort of watering down of
sex-ed in your community.”
Cathy Renna, director of community relations of the Gay
and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), told
attendees at a symposium on “Responding to the Religious
Right” how to approach journalists writing stories on gay
issues…
…“If [journalists] do a feature on Gay Pride, they invite
the American Family Association to comment,” agreed one
attendee. “If you did a story on Hanukkah, you wouldn’t get
the Aryan Nation to comment, would you?”
Above all, presenters and attendees discussed strategies to
portray religious voters as extremist and homosexual activists

MAKING SCHOOLS MORE HOMOSEXUAL-FRIENDLY
Christian Journal, 10/6/99
ATLANTA, GA (CNS)—More than 700 teachers,
administrators, high school and college students and
homosexual activists gathered in downtown Atlanta this
weekend to strategize on how to make schools around the
nation more homosexual-friendly.
The third annual national conference of the Gay, Lesbian
and Straight Education Network (GLSEN) featured a keynote
address by civil-rights activist and Georgia Democrat Rep.
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as mainstream.
“We are now in the position of being able to say, we have
the high ground, we have the facts, and we don’t have to go
one-on-one with these people,” said Renna. “We’ve come
such a long way—we’re the mainstream now.”
The GLSEN conference received corporate sponsorship
from Levi’s, which also provided youth scholarships for more
than twenty high school students to attend, as well as
American Airlines and several homosexual-orientated
businesses.
Exhibitors at the conference included the Log Cabin
Republicans, a homosexual GOP group; the U.S. Department
of Education; the photo exhibit “Loves Makes a Family”; a
study in “family diversity” featured in the film It’s Elementary;
and Out magazine, which supplied free copies of its latest
issue to attendees. The issue included an interview with a
male prostitute-turned-author, and a feature story on New York
actor Jonah Falcon, which focused on his genitalia.
Other material available at the information booth included
the publication Etc., which featured a variety of sexuallyexplicit advertisements for homosexual gyms, bath houses and
phone-sex lines.
[JR: It seems everyone has come out of the closet in
Georgia. They are confident that you will not object to
your child being taught that a homosexual lifestyle is
normal. If you think otherwise—then you will be
considered abnormal.]
CINNAMON IS LETHAL WEAPON AGAINST E. COLI
Science News, 8/6/99
When cinnamon is in, Escherichia Coli O157:H7 is out.
That’s what researchers at Kansas State University discovered
in laboratory tests with cinnamon and apple juice heavily
tainted with the bacteria. Presented at the Institute of Food
Technologists’ 1999 Annual Meeting in Chicago on July 27,
the study findings revealed that cinnamon is a lethal weapon
against E. Coli O157:H7 and may be able to help control it in
unpasteurized juices.
Lead researcher Erdogan Ceylan, M.S., reported that in
apple juice samples inoculated with about one million E. Coli
O157:H7 bacteria, about one teaspoon (0.3 percent) of
cinnamon killed 99.5 percent of the bacteria in three days at
room temperature (25 C). When the same amount of
cinnamon was combined with either 0.1 percent sodium
benzoate or potassium sorbate, preservatives approved by the
Food and Drug Administration, the E. Coli were knocked out
to an undetectable level. The number of bacteria added to the
test samples was 100 times the number typically found in
contaminated food.
“This research indicates that the use of cinnamon alone
and in combination with preservatives in apple juice, besides
its flavoring effect, might reduce and control the number of E.
Coli O157:H7,” concluded Ceylan, a Ph.D. graduate assistant
at K-State. “Cinnamon may help protect consumers against
food-borne bacteria that may be in unpasteurized juices and
may partially or completely replace preservatives in foods to
maintain their safety,” he said.
“If cinnamon can knock out E. Coli O157:H7, one of the
most virulent food-borne microorganisms that exists today, it
will certainly have anti-microbial effects on other common
food-borne bacteria, such as Salmonella and Campylobacter,”
noted Daniel Y.C. Fung, Ph.D., professor of Food Science in
the Department of Animal Sciences and Industry at K-State,
who oversaw the research.
Last year, Fung and Ceylan researched the anti-microbial
effects of various spices on E. Coli O157:H7 in raw ground
beef and sausage and found that cinnamon, clove, and garlic
were the most powerful. This research led to their recent
studies on cinnamon in apple juice, which proved to be a more
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effective medium than meat for the spice to kill the bacteria.
“In liquid, the E. Coli have nowhere to hide,” Fung noted,
“whereas in a solid structure, such as ground meat, the bacteria
can get trapped in the fat or other cells and avoid contact with
the cinnamon. But this cannot happen in a free-moving
environment.”
Regardless of the K-State findings, people who are at
greater-than-normal risk for food-borne diseases—namely, the
elderly, young children, or immune-compromised—would be
urged to avoid drinking unpasteurized juices or unthoroughlycooked hamburgers, which may contain harmful
microorganisms.
[JR: Sounds promising as a natural and inexpensive way
to fight these food-borne diseases. Let us hope we hear
more on this research.]

…“The hospitals need to make sure they are well
prepared for this—they need to screen people as they come
into hospitals—as they do now when people are transferred
from nursing homes.”
The U.S. researchers presented their findings at the
Interscience Conference on Antimicrobial Agents and
Chemotherapy, arranged by the American Society of
Microbiology.
[JR: This is another one of those superbugs that somehow
only infects certain groups of people. With all the
advancements in DNA knowledge, why do we have more
plagues and less cures?]

The killer virus which killed at least 100 people in
Malaysia and led to the slaughter of thousands of pigs, has
been identified.
Malaysian medical authorities initially blamed a mosquitoborne disease called Japanese encephalitis for the deaths.
Later, the previously undescribed virus called Nipah was
held to be responsible.
Now, the Lancet medical journal has published a report
by doctors in Malaysia and the United States, confirming that
the Nipah virus was the cause of the mystery illness.
It is thought to be a brand-new disease that has crossed
only recently from animals to people.
In a separate report, doctors in Singapore say the Nipah
virus was also responsible for an outbreak of fever and
drowsiness among abattoir workers there in March [of] this
year.
They say the 11 workers infected—one of whom died—
were employed at an abattoir that imported pigs from a farm
in Malaysia that was affected by the virus.
Researchers are now awaiting further test results on pigs,
horses, dogs and other domestic animals to see if they can find
out more about the virus and where it has come from.
Dr. Nicholas Paton from Tan Tock Seng Hospital in
Singapore, says the virus appears to have spread from bats to
pigs, and then to people, but nobody knows why.
[JR: If all of these new and rare viruses are such
mysteries, how is it that they have all been previously
named?]

the Constitution with its beautiful Bill of Rights. It was not
the United Nations that fought the wars that have kept this
nation free. It was, however, the United Nations that was in
charge of botched or unnecessary wars in Korea, Somalia, Iraq
and now the Balkans.
The United States ought to withdraw from the United
Nations, and it should ask the United Nations to move out of
New York City to some foreign city such as Mogadishu, in
Somalia, or Brazzaville, in the Congo. Those would be
appropriate cities for a bunch of international bureaucrats
whose main aim in life seems to be to live the good life at the
expense of their own poor people back at home.
An old newspaper friend who joined the U.S. Information
Agency, told a story of two brothers who had staged a coup in
a small African nation, only to come to fatal blows over the
question of who would be president and who would be
ambassador to the United Nations. Neither wanted to be
president, as both preferred to live in New York City, rather
than in their own squalid little country. I don’t blame them.
The Big Apple may leave a lot to be desired, but it has
much more to offer than any Third World city, especially for
those with diplomatic immunity, fat salaries and porcine
expense accounts.
Of course, dumping the United Nations is only a dream.
The politicians in Washington, most especially those in the
Republican majority, don’t even have the sand to dump the
National Endowment for the Arts or the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting…
…What was the point of our ancestors killing 600,000 of
each other to preserve the Union, if we, their descendants, are
going to allow a bunch of thoughtless politicians to surrender
our nation’s independence in bits and pieces? And surrender
it to some international order run by money-lenders and
international bureaucrats. Maybe we ought to all get together
and secede from Washington. Too many paid too high a price
to create and preserve an independent nation to see it
surreptitiously surrendered.
If Americans can’t unite on the principle of maintaining
our independence, then perhaps it is time to think about a
breakup. Nations—like the old German, Oswald Spengler
said—seem to have a biological-like life cycle. Maybe our
beloved country is ready for retirement, if it’s too feeble to
kick the United Nations out of Yellowstone National Park.
[JR: What more is there to be said—other than its
citizens grew apathetic and let it all happen.]

OUR NATIONAL PARKS UNDER THE UN

KEEP TROOPS IN PANAMA, U.S. CONGRESS TOLD

The Orlando Sentinel, 8/7/99

Yahoo News, 10/5/99

The United States has 20 United Nations World Heritage
sites. It has 47 U.N.-designated Biosphere Reserves,
encompassing 51-million acres.
You are probably more familiar with these sites as U.S.
national parks, U.S. historical sites or national forests.
This happened because the United States signed and
ratified the United Nations World Heritage Treaty in 1972. It
allows a president, without congressional approval, to
designate something a World Heritage site or Biosphere
Reserve. Though the treaty gives the United Nations no direct
authority to manage these sites, it does obligate the United
States to manage them in compliance with UN standards…
…Sovereignty, as a political term, means simply nothing
higher. A sovereign nation, for example, answers to no one
but itself. To manage parts of its own territory in accordance
with UN standards, rather than its own, is a surrender of
sovereignty.
When we think about and remember all that we love
about the United States, we think of it as [a] sovereign nation.
We do not think of it as merely a part of something else. It
was not the United Nations that fought the British and drafted

WASHINGTON, Oct 5 (AFP)—A petition bearing
250,000 signatures was delivered to Congress on Tuesday,
demanding that U.S. troops remain in Panama after the handover of the Panama Canal at the end of the year.
Under a treaty signed in 1997, the United States
undertook to hand over the canal to Panama at the end of
1999, ending 85 years of U.S. control of the strategic
waterway [since the U.S. built it].
Last year, Panama’s former president, Ernesto Perez,
refused a request from President Bill Clinton to retain some
U.S. troops in the country.
“The Panama Canal continues to be a strategic chokepoint for a large share of the world’s commercial shipping,”
said U.S. Republican Senator Bob Barr, who organized the
petition. “Furthermore, Panama’s unique location makes it the
single best narcotics interdiction and eradication base in the
region”…
…Barr also expressed fears about growing Chinese
influence in the canal zone, referring to agreements giving
long-term leases on port facilities at both ends of the canal to
the Hong Kong-based conglomerate, Hutchinson

MALAYSIA MYSTERY VIRUS UNMASKED
By Helen Briggs, BBC Science, 10/8/99

SUPER-RESISTANT STAPH ON THE LOOSE
BBC NEWS, 10/4/99
A bacterium, resistant to most antibiotics, has been found
outside hospitals, raising fears that so-called superbugs may be
leaving their usual breeding grounds and affecting the
population at large.
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is
unaffected by most antibiotics—only vancomycin is powerful
enough to destroy it.
However, infection has only ever occurred in hospitals
before, and its appearance among Native-American
communities has alarmed doctors.
There have been several instances of MRSA evolving into
a bacterium resistant to vancomycin, a development some
specialists have said marks the end of the era of antibiotics.
Half Affected
Teams from the Indian Health Service in New Mexico,
the Centers for Disease Control—which monitors antibioticresistant bacteria—and the Minnesota Health Department
found the bug in Minnesota among Native Americans living in
the countryside.
They checked 112 patients with Staphylococcus aureus
infections and found that 62 of them had the methicillinresistant form.
Only 16 of them had been in a hospital or care center, or
had any of the other risk factors for an antibiotic-resistant
infection, leading the researchers to conclude [that] the bacteria
were at large in the community.
There have been previous accounts of infection occurring
in the community—in Chicago and Canada—but these have
been isolated incidents.
Barbara Murray, a specialist in infectious diseases at the
University of Texas, said MRSA was no longer a problem
isolated in hospitals.
“This reports it in rural American-Indian communities—
so it is out there in the real world,” she said…
Danger
…Bacteria are more likely to develop resistance to
antibiotics in hospitals because they contain patients who take
antibiotics for long periods, sometimes months.
In this time, some bacteria are bound to survive, and—
because these are genetically predisposed to resist the
antibiotic—they multiply and evolve into a resistant form.
Dr. Barry Cookson, of the UK’s Public Health Laboratory
Service, said there was always an increased risk of
transmission in close-knit communities…
Community Problems
…But another well-recorded problem was that of the
indigenous people in Western Australia, many of whom were
infected with MRSA.
Because their communities were so closely knit, the bug
had found a strong breeding ground and in some cases was
transferring from the community into hospitals…
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Whampoa.
In a statement, retired U.S. Navy Admiral Thomas
Moorer expressed fears of a Chinese takeover of the canal,
referring in a statement to “infiltrating Chinese
communists”.
“If the United States does not maintain priority use of
the canal, then we would be forced to take it back,
whatever the cost,” he said. “We built it, we paid many
billions for it, and we are going to use it.”
The petition seeks to press Clinton to ask Panama’s
new President, Mireya Moscoso, expected in Washington
next week, to allow a U.S. troop presence to remain
beyond the hand-over.
“We should be working with the Panamanian
government to maintain a limited role in the country for
security and counter-narcotics purposes,” said Barr.
Some 17,000 ships carry 200-million tonnes of cargo
through the canal each year. In 1998, they paid tolls
worth 546-million dollars.
Trent Lott, leader of the Republican Senate, and
Senate Foreign Relations Committee chairman Jesse
Helms are among critics of the U.S. withdrawal.
President Clinton has been invited to hand-over
ceremonies in Panama on December 14, but the White
House has yet to confirm whether [or not] he will take
part.
Work on the canal was begun by a French company
in the 19th Century. The United States completed the work
in 1914 and has maintained a heavy military presence
there ever since.
[JR: Why did Carter give the canal away in the first
place? I believe we only have about 500 troops
remaining. Do you suppose Bill might renege, create
a crisis and send what few troops we have left in the
U.S. to Panama? Hmm!?]

primarily so many workers, prompted them to vote for the
Freedom Party,” Waldheim added.
Waldheim, former UN secretary-general, was barred
from entering the United States starting in April 1987,
after an investigation of his wartime activities as a
German army lieutenant in the Balkans. U.S. law
prohibits admission of any alien who participated in World
War II persecution.
Haider’s electoral success has alarmed neighboring
countries and Israel because of some comments years ago
in praise of Adolf Hitler’s “decent employment policies”.
Following a meeting with Austria’s figurehead
president, Thomas Klestil, Klima said he was ready to try
to form a government from parties other than Haider’s
group. Klima also said the government must find ways to
convince the rest of the world that Austria is not a land of
“right-wing extremists”.
Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy has warned that
Israel will “reassess” its ties with Austria if Haider joins
the government. Haider replied that Israel’s reaction was
“hysterical”.
The deputy chairman of Austria’s Social Democratic
Party, Heinz Fischer, was quoted today by the Israeli
newspaper Haaretz as saying his party “will not, under
any circumstances, include Haider in the coalition”.
Israel’s Jewish Agency, a quasi-government
organization, said Thursday it was sending an envoy to
Austria to encourage the country’s 9,000 Jews to emigrate
to Israel.
But Ariel Muzikant, the leader of Austria’s Jewish
community, said Sunday’s election result was “a purely
internal Austrian affair (and) a problem that can only be
solved here.”
[JR: The involvement of the Freedom Party is
"upsetting" the status quo, and could result in a crisis
for the Austrian government. Why do those
supposedly not affected feel so threatened?]

WALDHEIM SAYS FOREIGN CRITICISM
OF AUSTRIA UNCALLED FOR

U.S. USING CEMENT BOMBS AGAINST IRAQ
By Robert H. Reid, Boston Globe, 10/8/99
By Selcan Hacaoglu, Chicago Sun-Times, 10/8/99
VIENNA, Austria (AP)—Responding to outrage in
Israel over the successful showing of a far-right party,
Austrian leaders say foreign critics have no right to tell
them how to choose their leaders.
Former President, Kurt Waldheim, barred from the
United States for his activities in World War II, told the
Austria Press Agency that the international uproar over
the possibility that the Freedom Party of Joerg Haider
might enter the government was “entirely out of place”.
The Freedom Party, running on an anti-immigrant
platform, received about a quarter of the votes in Sunday’s
national elections, edging out the junior-coalition partner,
Austria Peoples Party, for second place, following the
Social Democrats of Chancellor Viktor Klima.
That has raised the possibility that the Freedom Party
might end up in a new coalition. About 200,000 absentee
ballots remain to be counted, and the results could
determine whether or not the Freedom Party will join the
government.
Klima repeated his opposition today to any role for
the Freedom Party in a new Social Democrat-run coalition.
In a report published today, Waldheim told APA that
it was “not up to foreigners to suggest to Austria who
should and who should not be in the government.”
Waldheim said he did not believe that the majority of
Freedom Party supporters cast ballots out of “ideological
reasons” but out of a desire for change, after the 13-year
rule of the “grand coalition” of Social Democrats and the
center-right Peoples Party.
“For others, the fear of being flooded by foreigners,

ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP)—U.S. warplanes have been
dropping bombs filled with cement and not explosives in
raids on Iraqi installations, in a move to minimize civilian
casualties, a military official said Thursday.
The 2,000- to 3,000-pound laser-guided bombs are
still capable of causing damage, especially when dropped
from high altitudes by a speeding jet, said Lt. Col.
Michael Waters, a spokesman for Operation Northern
Watch, the allied effort to patrol a no-fly zone over
northern Iraq.
“If you drop it on a radio, it could break the radio
without blowing up,” Waters said.
The new bombs were introduced following Iraqi
allegations that the constant bombings by U.S. jets in
response to Iraqi anti-aircraft fire were causing civilian
casualties.
“We are extremely careful about collateral damage,”
Waters said. “We have used those bombs.”
Operation Northern Watch warplanes are based at
Incirlik air base in southern Turkey.
U.S. and British planes have been patrolling no-fly
zones over northern and southern Iraq since the 1991
Persian Gulf War, to protect Kurdish and Shiite minorities
from the forces of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
The cement-filled bombs would also cut the cost of
the operation. American and British pilots often drop
bombs a few times a week, responding to Iraqi challenges.
They use anything from $12,000 laser-guided bombs to
$80,000 Maverick missiles.
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“The guidance equipment is still there, but the cement
is less expensive than explosives,” Waters said.
Since December, when Baghdad started challenging
the Allied planes, warplanes have dropped more than
1,400 bombs and missiles on targets in northern and
southern Iraq.
U.S. officials say missiles have hit more than 375
military targets, including radar sites and anti-aircraft
weapons. Iraq claims non-military facilities are being hit
and hundreds of civilians have been killed.
U.S. authorities say civilian damage has been
minimal, and most of what the Iraqis claimed as casualties
were military casualties or false reports.
[JR: How considerate, kind and humane of us. I’d be
more impressed if those expensive bombs were filled
with "water balloons". It might at least make the
Iraqi desert bloom.]
ISRAEL FACES CRITICAL WATER SHORTAGE
By Alan Philps, Telegraph-UK, 10/6/99
ISRAEL is facing an unprecedented water crisis, with
the level in the Sea of Galilee, its main freshwater
reservoir, expected this week to fall below the critical
level for the first time.
Water experts have drawn a “red line” for the Sea of
Galilee at 213 metres below sea level, beyond which many
believe further pumping would cause irreparable damage
to the ecosystem. But that level is likely to be reached by
Friday, and the authorities have authorised pumping to
continue as an emergency measure.
The Environment Minister, Dalia Itzik, said after
touring the Sea of Galilee—which, despite its name, is a
lake—that Israel should declare a drought emergency.
The problem lies in the fact that the lower levels of the
lake are salty, caused either by saline springs or residue
from the time when the whole area was part of a salt sea.
If the level goes too low, the water could become too salty
to drink.
But Israel’s veteran water commissioner, Meir BenMeir, 75, insists that, following the failure of last winter’s
rains, continued pumping will not lead to disaster. He
said: “I am not denying there is a crisis. But we have
enough water now and we always will. The water in the
Sea of Galilee is not saline and its quality is not in
decline.”
This year, water allocations to agriculture have been
cut by 40 percent and then by a further 15 percent,
causing a serious crisis for farmers. But there is still no
ban on watering gardens or washing cars. Even simple
measures like putting a brick in the lavatory cistern to
reduce the amount of water flushed, are not enforced. Mr.
Ben-Meir says the Israeli population would not abide by
such laws.
The government does not share his rosy view of the
future. The Agriculture Ministry is considering an offer
to import water from Turkey in plastic bubbles, which
would be towed across the sea, or to build a desalination
plant.
But these are long-term, expensive solutions.
Increasingly, economists are saying that it is foolish for an
arid country like Israel to grow cotton or oranges for
export to Europe. This runs against the pride Israelis have
in the Zionist pioneers’ dream of “making the desert
bloom” through high-tech agriculture.
However, the problem is all the more acute as an
underground aquifer—which supplies water to much of the
centre of the country—runs beneath Palestinian territory.
Up to now, Israel has retained full control of all water
resources, and Israeli water consumption is far greater than
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that of the Palestinians, many of whom have to buy water
from tankers in summer.
But as the peace process gets under way, the
Palestinians will insist on a fairer share of the water,
which is likely to deliver the final blow to the Zionist
dream of water-intensive agriculture.
[JR: The Israeli people, like their government, have
their heads in the sand on the premise: "The Lord
will provide for His chosen people." Israel controls all
water rights, so it will be the Palestinians who will be
given the least consideration in any water crisis.]

Among weaknesses the auditors found at some or all of
the FMS’ main data centers:
Inadequate security to control physical entry to the
premises of data centers and the computer equipment and tape
libraries they house.
Lax control over user IDs and passwords that allow
access to sensitive computer records.
Outdated or inaccurate data.
The GAO said that 14 out of 20 major problems
identified in the previous year’s audit had been corrected, and
that FMS was working on other improvements. However, it
said auditors had identified NEW problems.
[JR: This government has gotten so big it can’t function.
How many more billions will be spent to update and
improve these systems? You’d better want to know!]

ISRAELI DAIRY COMPANY INSTALLS VIDEO
CAMERAS IN MILKING SHEDS
Boston Globe, 10/8/99

CANDID CAMERAS CATCH CRAFTY CARS
JERUSALEM (AP)—Israel’s largest dairy company
has heeded a rabbi’s instructions and installed video
cameras in its cowsheds, to make sure Jewish employees
aren’t working on the Sabbath.
The Tnuva Company installed cameras at knee level
in the milking sheds to see who is doing the work and
when.
The videos are collected by rabbinical supervisors and
then monitored, the Haaretz newspaper reported Friday.
The strict supervision enables the company to sell
strictly kosher dairy products to those who request it,
Haaretz said. Kashrut is a set of dietary laws, including
rules on food preparation.
Tnuva produces 70 percent of Israel’s dairy products.
[JR: We ought to adopt this Kosher-type spy system
in the back rooms of the White House and Congress
to "purify" our politicians.]
COMPUTERS KEEPING TRACK OF
GOVERNMENT MONEY SAID AT RISK
By Alice Ann Love, Boston Globe, 10/8/99
WASHINGTON (AP)—Lax security and other
weaknesses endanger the computer systems handling the
government’s financial transactions, congressional auditors
say.
“Billions of dollars of payments and collections are at
significant risk of loss or fraud, vast amounts of sensitive data
are at risk of inappropriate disclosure and critical computerbased operations are vulnerable to serious disruptions,” the
General Accounting Office, the investigative and auditing arm
of Congress, said in an Oct. 4 report.
As part of an annual review of government finances, the
GAO investigated operations at the seven main dataprocessing centers of the Treasury Department’s Financial
Management Service, from August 1998 to February 1999.
FMS spokeswoman Connie Craig said Friday that the
agency has made significant improvements to its computer
systems since then.
“I believe that we’re in much better shape than is reflected
in the report,” Craig said. “It isn’t reflecting current reality.
We have taken a lot of steps to correct the weaknesses
identified.”
The FMS acts as the government’s accountant, disburser
and collections agency, working with the Federal Reserve and
about 11,000 financial institutions to carry out these duties.
In 1998, it oversaw $1.6 trillion in payments and $1.7
trillion in collections, including Social Security and veterans'
checks, income taxes and refunds, federal employees’ salaries,
customs duties and fines.
The agency also keeps the balance sheets used by
Congress and the executive branch to make decisions about
the federal budget.

By Seth Hettena, Associated Press, 10/11/99
BALTIMORE (AP)—Drivers who floor it when the light
turns red, may soon be opening the mail to find themselves
caught in the act on film.
About 250 cameras are trained on intersections from
Baltimore to San Diego and that number is expected to double
annually, suppliers say.
Police love the ever-vigilant cameras, which they say
reduce red-light running and relieve officers from intersection
stakeouts.
Local governments love them because they bring in
millions of dollars in traffic fines. But privacy advocates worry
about the introduction of yet another piece of technology to
monitor the everyday activities of Americans.
The cameras, long used in Europe and other countries,
were slow to catch on in the United States. But in the five
years since cameras went up in New York City, they have
spread to nearly 50 cities and 10 states. They have generated
an estimated $90 million in gross revenues, according to
Lockheed Martin IMS, a major supplier.
Few states have embraced the cameras as enthusiastically
as Maryland, where experienced drivers know a green light
means wait for the red-light runners to clear the intersection.
Baltimore has a dozen cameras and has signed up for 48 more,
which will make it one of the largest users in the nation.
The number of red-light cameras elsewhere in Maryland
is expected to grow from 75 to 200 by year’s end. Trafficsafety advocates say it’s about time. Each year, red-light
running accounts for about 260,000 crashes, 121,000 injuries
and more than 800 deaths nationwide, according to the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Fatal crashes at
intersections with traffic signals have risen 24 percent, from
1,888 in 1992 to 2,344 in 1997…
…An Insurance Institute study found that red-light
violations dropped 40 percent in Fairfax, Va. and Oxford,
Calif., after cameras were introduced in 1996 and 1997,
respectively.
Police in Howard County, a wealthy suburb of
Baltimore and Washington, D.C., found the number of red
lights run at four intersections dropped 57 percent, five
months after cameras were introduced last year…“It’s a
very effective, sustained program for changing driving
behavior to make roads safer,” said Lt. Glenn Hansen,
who runs the county’s program. “It frees up officers to
handle other needs”…
…Cities and counties using cameras allow firms, such
as Electronic Data Systems, of Plano, Texas and Lockheed
Martin IMS, a subsidiary of the Bethesda-based defense
giant, to do a job once done exclusively by police.
When a car speeds through a red light at any of 20
intersections in Howard County, a magnetic relay beneath
the pavement sends a signal, and the shutter on a $50,000
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German-made camera pops open twice. A computer notes
the time, date, vehicle speed and amount of time the light
was red.
Each day, a company technician retrieves the film,
scans the negatives into a computer, looks up the licenseplate number and draws up a ticket. The ticket is verified
by a civilian police employee and sent to the registered car
owner.
What if a lead-footed friend borrows the car and runs
a red light? In Maryland, as in most states, drivers can go
to court and testify they weren’t behind the wheel. In
New York, the registered owner is liable.
At busy intersections, the money can add up. Howard
County’s cameras generated at least $1.37 million between
February 1998 and May 1999. Baltimore’s six red-light
cameras have issued more than 9,500 tickets—adding up
to $700,000 in fines—in less than six months.
The 30 cameras on the clogged streets of New York
generate about $8 million in annual gross revenue and
about $1.5 million in profits for the city, according to Jack
Fleming of EDS. Lockheed Martin IMS estimates redlight cameras in the United States will have generated
$100 million by 2000. Averaging ticket prices and traffic
patterns across the country, each camera issues a $50
citation every two hours, says the company which, of
course, has a financial interest in promoting the cameras.
All that money worries the American Automobile
Association, which believes the job of stopping red-light
runners is best left to police.
In cities where red-light running is rampant, the
cameras can make streets safer, but the association fears
they will become a crutch for cash-strapped local
governments, said spokesman Jerry Cheske.
“The concern is that it doesn’t become a cash cow for
either the company or the community,” he said. Civilrights advocates and lawmakers in numerous states also
have some concerns that the cameras are another
infringement on privacy.
“When we are promised that these systems will be
used for this one limited purpose, we should be very
skeptical,” said Barry Steinhardt, associate director of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
In most states, photos are taken from the rear of the
intersection, so the driver can’t be seen. But California
and Arizona require frontal photography. Technicians
obscure the faces of passengers for privacy, according to
Lockheed Martin IMS.
Police have used the cameras for decades in Europe,
where they were developed in 1958 by a Dutch race-car
driver wanting a better way to time a race.
“Europeans tend to be much more comfortable about
this type of enforcement,” said Dana King of Lockheed
Martin IMS. “The concept of an Orwellian society
doesn’t scare the Europeans as much as it does the
Americans, whose concept of freedom is so fundamental.”
Some angry motorists have learned to recognize the
little boxes, which could easily be mistaken for a
birdhouse and are sometimes disguised as lanterns.
Vandals in New York fogged the lens with a
lubricant. In Charlotte, N.C., an angry motorist pumped
21 bullets into the camera housing. The camera kept
working. Police in Howard County were prepared for
opposition. But the county has sent more than 30,000
camera-assisted citations with few complaints, Hansen
said…
…When officers issue tickets without photographic
evidence, many are contested, but caught on film, more
than 90 percent of violators pay the $75 fine, Hansen
said….
[JR: Notice how this technology is always sold as a
"benefit" for our own protection. We fall for it, and
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many actually believe they are safer. This will be
abused ($), just like RICO.]
BOARD REJECTS CREATIONISM
IN SCIENCE CLASS
By Andy Lenderman, Albuquerque Tribune, 10/10/99
SANTA FE—When Steve Brugge teaches the
theory of evolution in his science class at Albuquerque’s
Eisenhower Middle School, he sometimes finds that
someone has surreptitiously placed a Bible on his desk
in the classroom, and he sometimes hears from angry
parents…
…Now Brugge and thousands of other New
Mexico teachers have the state Board of Education to
back up their instruction materials in science.
The board voted 14-1 Friday to change its scienceteaching standards—essentially eliminating any
possibility that teaching creationism will find its way
into New Mexico science classrooms. The new
standards clearly support the teaching of evolution and
its methodology. The previous standards did not spell
out, as specifically, what should be taught in science.
Students can still ask questions about creationism if
they choose.
Creationism is a theory that humans were created by
a deity. But evolution, a theory that includes the
stipulation that humans and other primates evolved over
time from a common ancestor, was backed up by the
board in numerous changes to science-teaching standards.
“Religious dogma in the science realm is not
something that I support,” board member Christine Trujillo
said…
…The Kansas State School Board and the Kentucky
Education Department this year have passed measures that
weaken evolution-teaching standards.
New Mexico’s decision to suppress creationist
teaching in science means teachers will have an easier
time teaching evolution, said Trujillo, who also teaches at
Monte Vista Elementary School in Albuquerque.
Trujillo said many teachers have told her [that] they
feel pressured by some parents to avoid teaching time
teaching evolution, said Trujillo, who also teaches at
Monte Vista Elementary in Albuquerque.evolution, and
many teachers who spoke to the board before the Friday
vote, reported similar experiences.
The only board member to vote against the new
standards was Van Witt of Roswell. He said he’d rather
have both creationism and evolution discussed in the
science classroom, so students could make their own
decisions after hearing about each.
Before the vote, three people spoke to the board
against adopting the new standards, stressing that it’s not
fair to exclude creationism from the classroom.
“The debate is healthy and should be encouraged,”
said Phil Robinson, a science teacher from Albuquerque’s
John Adams Middle School.
He said the new standards would equate to
“censorship”.
But Brugge and others argued that comparing
evolution and creationism simply isn’t feasible, saying
religious theory is based in the supernatural realm and
science is based in the natural world.
“It’s not that it’s not important,” Brugge said of
religious theory. “It’s just that it’s not part of the science
curriculum.”
[JR: These evolutionists are only reflecting their
biased opinions. They cannot fully explain why there
are still apes, if we supposedly evolved from them.
Darwinism is being seriously challenged.]
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Explanatory Letter From
New Gaia Products
By Diane Kunick, 10/11/99
This letter was received in my office last month and
I can’t help but wonder how many others are being fed
misinformation, or misunderstanding the information
they are getting. It occurs to me that I have no way of
knowing what is being said by Spectrum (if anything)
and what is being said by others who just wish to make
my life a little more challenging.
I would like to publish this letter because the
misdirection, possibly intentional, of knowledge or
perceived knowledge is at such a height now—with the
split between CONTACT and Spectrum—that it should
be known where New Gaia Products stands in the
axiomatic battle of the forces.
I have taken the author’s name off of the letter to
protect him (her) from embarrassment. I am, however,
leaving the locale of the person, so maybe we can know
from where the corrupt information is emanating and,
hopefully, put a stop to it.
Thank you for your time and your interest in New
Gaia Products.
[QUOTING, from a letter (unedited) addressed to
New Gaia Products:]
New Gaia Products,
Sept 21-99
I’m thouraly dissappointed. You never once
mentioned that the products Gaiandrianna & Aquagia
with the fact that they were limited to shelf life of from
6-12 months. I spent thousands of $ stocking up thru
the years. Had some 4 years old or more. Why do you
tell people to stock up when it’s not going to be any
good in a few months anyway. After all these years
what a thing to find out. I have a 16oz, left in my
fridge. I know its more than a year old, because the
place I get it from doesn’t keep it cold and doesn’t sell
that quick, by the time we get it it is old. These
products and others should be dated when made and
when expired. Please date these as I don’t feel I want
anymore. I can’t trust it. TOO BAD.
XXXXX
Langley, B.C.
PS: This has been misrepresented. These products and
probably other ???? as to keeping qualities (not
mentioned) The other products Colloids ect we were
told would last anytime what about Gaialyte? same as
the drias? shelf life? super oxy? Aloe juice?? I don’t
expect any answer, but would be nice. I’m sorry about
everything that’s happened. I feel I’m on my own now.
But I want to thank you for all of your work it was a
good 11 years or so, but for me its all sort of banished
except the lessons I’ve learned and information, great
while the going was on. We must move on.
Love
XXXXX
[END QUOTING]

Here is my reply on behalf of New Gaia Products:
XXXXX XXXXXXX
XXXXX XX XXX X
Langley, BC V2Z 2A1
October 11, 1999
Dear XXXXX,
I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
dated September 21, 1999. I am not clear where or
from whom you obtained your information but, to set
the record straight, you are incorrect. I would suggest
that you may want to verify your sources before you
jump off the Proverbial Cliff.
The shelf life for the Gaiandriana is several years
and the same is true for the Aquagaia. Once either of
these two products are opened and exposed to the air,
they become susceptible to oxidation. This will not ruin
the product for quite some time. It has been said that,
to an opened bottle of Aquagaia, there can be added a
small amount of Pure Aloe Vera Juice (not Gel). This
will give the living organisms in the product, food to
feed on—rather than upon itself and extends the life of
the product for months. We do, however, suggest that
once a bottle of Aquagaia or Gaiandriana has been
opened, it should be refrigerated or kept in a very cool,
darkened place and should be consumed within one year
or sooner. Several months would be ideal. The
product that we ALWAYS suggest—when a customer
is ordering in quantity—to be used within a fairly short
term is the Gaialyte. It is a perishable product and does
need refrigeration once it is opened and should always
be kept from excessive heat or cold. The Colloids have
a very long shelf life if handled properly. They, too,
should be stored in a cool place, out of direct light.
The shelf life of Colloids is approximately two years.
The Aloe Vera also has a shelf life of several years.
The liquid minerals again can be safely stored unopened
in a cool, darkened place for years.
I am sorry that you took the word of the one who
gave you the erroneous information about our products.
I am sure you did not intend for your letter to come
across in the attacking manner in which it did. I do,
indeed, hate to see you go as a customer, since we have
shared a TRUSTED relationship for quite sometime. I
do, however, feel that if you do have reservations about
our products that you have the right to not do business
with us if you choose. I will do my best to assure you
that the products brought to you today are of the same
quality and high standard that they have been for over
9 years. New Gaia Products is the same Company that
it has always been. We just, unfortunately, have been
caught up in the cross fire between Spectrum and
CONTACT. I would be happy to hear from the
individual who gave you the above misinformation and
set them straight as well.
Again, I am sorry to have you so upset over
something that was not true, and I hope to do
continued business with you.
Sincerely,
Diane Kunick
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We Are But ONE
October 13, 1999
Dear Dr. Deku,
I am recognized as “Dharma”; I am corporate Secretary
and a Director of GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION, and also Mrs. E.J. Ekker. I am the receiver/
translator for Commander Hatonn/Aton in this particular
mission/task and I do not accept higher status than any other
of HIS PEOPLE. We each are given a job and have a purpose
upon which others must rely in order that the WHOLE of the
mission be perfected timely and within the THOUGHT OF
GOD. We ARE but the THOUGHT OF GOD MADE
MANIFEST.
I have been asked to respond to your last message via email because there is not breathing time here. I can
acknowledge that we have received your messages but are too
occupied to take the time necessary to properly respond and
explain in detail what you seem to need. We must rely on
others to take up the pressures, for it is absolutely critical to
NOT DISTRACT here.
We are under total surveillance. All our messages, by any
mode, including mail, are not only monitored but we are the
“last” to get them. This is fine with us, because we act in
EVERY WAY within all laws OF GOD and of those brought
to “contain” us.
Here, the GAIA instruments are having to take a
secondary position to that which was already put in place. The
Global “participants” are THE focus. GAIA has simply
opened the door for an alliance for Mankind to take back our
heritage.
The most dangerous, deadly, corrupt personages on the
globe are also involved—however, if we meet the silly
qualifications they lay forth, it is quite workable. This is the
reason for instant and succinct response to your
correspondence. What may well seem to be innocent, Godly,
and open to yourself and to us—is running against agreements
and, if we break agreements, we are OUT, as in “taken-...”.
Thank you for understanding.
We have, that we know of, some 71 nations giving us the
same pressure that you are exerting. We will follow our
guidance and keep things in God’s sequence.
GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S DENIALS AND,
LIKE IT OR NOT, WE MUST WORK WITHIN THE
GUIDELINES GIVEN US OR WE SHALL NOT
ACCOMPLISH THIS MISSION, OF WHICH YOU ARE
OBVIOUSLY A PART.
I can’t, either, explain over this electronic (intercepted)
mail what is taking place here and globally. It is not our
prerogative to divulge intent, names or methods. It IS
BECAUSE of this stance and our total dedication to attending
matters to the letter of instructions and law that we are alive,
well, and, we hope, thriving.
If you find our responses unsatisfactory, we are sad but
will not change our stance one iota.
You have mentioned “Trading...”. That is the subject of
the number ONE agreement. The entire world economy is in
near collapse because of the programs based on NOTHING.
Our agreement is ironclad—TO NOT INVOLVE,
ENCOURAGE OR PARTICIPATE WITH OUR
INSTRUMENTS IN SUCH PROGRAMS. THE SOLUTION
OF THE GLOBAL INSANITY IS TO GET BACK ON A
GOLD-BASED CURRENCY, which is the antithesis of the
trading programs.
We are not a “one man” show. God has many teams in
many places doing many things that will be brought together
at the correct time. If you are to be a part of that, it will
become clear to all of us. In the meantime, we will not be
distracted from our part of the mission.

We usually refrain from sending anything pertaining to
this program to those in the physical United States. An
exception has been made in your case, since you have roots
where a strong beachhead could be created. And we believe
your best place of service is there. August and Carol are there
and, working together, you could be very effective.
We welcome your input with Col. Gadhafi or ANYONE
in your area. But it seems your area is South Carolina in the
U.S., and we cannot do much about that circumstance other
than set aside [as in “hold”] the amounts requested by
Commander Hatonn.
We cannot, at this time, help anyone, for we have spent
our assets and everything we could borrow to support this
mission. There have been efforts to STOP this mission from
bearing positive fruit. We are holding on and God sees to it
that we make it day-to-day, for which we are humbly grateful.
It now appears that the program, itself, is planned to coincide
with the new year. THAT is also WHY the Y2K flap—to try
to stop the transition.
The FACTS are, Dr. Deku, that we still do not have
specific or proven conduits to issue collateral to you. Even our
correspondence with you carries risk, yet, we KNOW that God
wins—IF WE BUT FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND STAY
WITHIN HIS PROTECTION AND LIGHT.
We can, as directed by Commander Hatonn, set aside the
collateral and mark it as allocated to Ghana, but that is simply
ALL WE CAN DO AT THIS TIME. We must finish our
work here FIRST, while the momentum is favorable. This is
difficult for us, so I implore you to not make it more difficult.
I will take the time to retype something which was given
to us October 31st, 1991. I had been serving as a receiver
since late 1988 only. I won’t go into that now but, please
understand: I have received and written close to 300 BOOKS
since that time, received hours, into the thousands, of
information via audio tape and, as is usually the way with God,
HE tells you, after you pass his sorting and training, what HE
would like to have accomplished. The Pathway is covered in
brambles and stones—most of which are thrown at you by
your very own people, who are obviously sent to break you
rather than actually help you. So, with that in mind, please, let
me just offer something that we actually had no conceivable
reason to even have with us in Manila—and there it lay, on the
bed in our hotel room yesterday. If we fail to recognize these
little pieces of visible “miracles”, we are not suited for the
journey we have chosen as purpose. [QUOTING, from a
writing received by “dharma”, Oct. 31, 1991:]
INTRODUCTION TO COMMANDER HATONN
Hatonn—Hatonn is: Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn-Aton. I
write, through a “translator”, communications through pulsed
short-wave transmission. This is not “psychic channeling or
hocus-pocus”. This is purely “physics” of frequency
transmission, receiver termination of transmission and
translation of the signal into the English language.
I am Commander of the “Phoenix Project”, serving the
Command of the ONE whom you refer to as “The messenger,
Christos, God, etc.”. The “Command Fleet” is from the sector
Pleiades, from which originated your ancestral lineage. My
mission is in preparation for the return of the “God” to reclaim
His property. He went forth and has prepared safe passage
and “a place” for each of you who would come within His
shelter. The choice is individual, for force is not of God, and
you have free will for all choices.
Our direct commission is to set the records into Truth of
content of historical facts, for the planet is ending one cycle
and beginning a new and wondrous cycle of experience. This
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gives cause for you of the human species to make changes
concurrent with the greater physical changes of the planet.
Yours will be a “spiritual change” and may or may not include
physical translation. Each will be given choice of direction
and translation.
The purpose of these writings and speakings is to allow
the Truth to be put forth unto those of the masses who would
wish to receive them. The JOURNALS also serve as historical
documentation of this portion of “history” relative to that
which has come before—known and unknown—for whatever
life forms and generations follow this manifested experience.
You come against the wall, so to speak, wherein you all
but cross the societal point-of-no-return. You will act to
reclaim your human rights, or you will fall to the Adversary
who, by the way—is that one touted to be the “anti-Christ”.
You are in the time of, and the action of, Armageddon, as
recognized from prophecy. It makes no difference to me
whether or not you are believing of this information. Truth
will stand into infinity, and God does not send us, the Hosts,
to banter or kibitz with you about the facts of the matter—ours
is to present the situation, as it is, unto you.
Your “enemies”—as to “space aliens”—are now all
landlocked to your orbiting system. YOU HAVE NO
ENEMIES AMONG THE BROTHERHOOD IN SPACE
(COSMOS). YOU DO HAVE ENEMIES IN YOUR
“SPACES” BUT THEY ARE VERY EARTH-ORIENTED
AND ORIGINATED. All of this is explained in depth in the
writings—the message is for identification of myself and my
co-workers, who bring information and assistance at this time
of evolution.
We bring the unfolding and uncovering of the actions
upon your globe, so that you can awaken unto your plight—
with “reason” and “proof”. It is up to you as to what action
you take, for our commission is to respond to you who have
asked input and assistance. We will DO nothing FOR you; we
will serve and inform with “HOW TO”, as we move along
through the maze of incredible deceit. You have NOTHING
TO FEAR from us of the Lighted Brotherhood of the Cosmos,
for we work and act only within the Laws of God and those of
the Universal Creation (Natural). Your would-be “Kings”
(rulers of the globe) have heinous plans to injure you and place
blame upon the Cosmic Brotherhood. What will be claimed
is a blatant LIE. You are “People of the Lie” and, unless you
awaken and reclaim your heritage as nations and people—you
shall fall—no more and no less.
Massive efforts are put forth to STOP our presentations—
so be it. We have naught to lose—YOU HAVE
EVERYTHING TO LOSE, INCLUDING YOUR SOULS AS
WELL AS YOUR LIVES PHYSICAL. My commission is to
“inform” you, and I shall do so to the best of my allowed
abilities, for I (we) are not allowed by Cosmic law to interfere
or intervene except in specific and delineated instances, which
have been covered in lengthy dialogue prior to this.
I serve aboard the Command Ship, PHOENIX, and I head
the Fleet Command. I am Commander of the “United
Federation Fleet, Intergalactic Federation Command”. I link
with other Commands, i.e., the referenced “Ashtar Command”,
ONLY in time of imminent planetary destruction, at which
time that Command will be in charge of any evacuation of
general nature. Our Command will bring all of God’s people
into security. I have no responsibility to the “adversary” or his
followers, and no evil shall be brought into the places of
Lighted God. Evil is a manifestation of “human”, and we do
NOT allow evil within our orderly, God-revering societies.
This does not, however, mean that ones who are in deciding
will not be taken into a placement which can preserve
“SOUL” survival.
I am not here to ask your permission for anything; I care
not what any aspect thinks or believes. I have a mission of
GOD and shall see to it. You may join with me or deny me,
for it makes not one iota of difference. I do not “sell”
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anything—not this paper nor any other item. I have a and I give you all that I have and am. Accept or deny my
[END OF QUOTING]
commitment and obligation and I will see to it. You may do person—but I suggest you look into the possibility that what
We WILL get there, if we are patient in our “waiting upon
that which you will—agree or disagree. I do, however, suggest we bring “might” well be Truth, and you will come to the Lord”—for, if we don’t, we simply don’t prevail anyway!
that all read with an open mind to the “possibilities” herein, for understand. To deny the robber, who has just bound and May our journey always be in brotherhood and friendship, for
you are told by all corners of your intelligence that you are in gagged you, is to be a stupid fool. The better part of wisdom we are but ONE, sharing as fragments in HIS GREATER
a traumatic time of change—you might well be advised to look is to look, discern and then act. God never limits your PLAN.
into the possibility of the Truth of this information. I chair the investigation into all facets of the Truth—does your “minister”?
Most sincerely yours in BROTHERHOOD,
Cosmic Council—relative to this Universal Sector—and I Does your controlling hierarchy? I suggest you ponder this well. Doris and EJ
believe you will find that I am not
overruled. He who denounces my
person had best be carefully looked
at through the intent of WISDOM,
for I meet with any man and/or
energy who claims my falseness. I
find that no one ever, somehow,
wishes to participate in that
This is to notify all parties who are interested or would become interested in any type of cooperative venture with Global
invitation for confrontation—do
Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) of ABSOLUTE guidelines and agreements.
you not find that strange?
You will find most of the
GAIA will NOT under ANY circumstances do any domestic U.S.A. business, nor do business with any corporations within
“New Age” groups and speakers
the States of the United States of America, including Hawaii and Alaska.
fully in alignment with the “New
The only “BUSINESS” we will co-venture within that territory SHALL BE with the Sovereign States of Native Peoples, i.e.,
World Order—Global Government”.
Native Americans, erroneously recognized as American “Indians”, and Tribal organizations in any other Nation which have
This will be denied, for they do not
Sovereign-State RIGHTS to establish intra-governmental governance and have TREATY rights of “absolute” ESTABLISHMENT.
realize the subterfuge and “sucking
Once established and with banking facilities available, we can and shall have protected access to assist those “nations” in
in” of the innocent and ignorant. I
a manner considered to be “International” in recognition.
suggest you pay close attention, for
We can also do an interchange of business with ANY OTHER nation than the United States of America on an open basis
you are on the brink of losing your
but only with those organizations which establish themselves in a proper, recognized, incorporation-type of business acceptance,
world—not just your freedoms.
Governments, Organizations, etc. We shall not deal directly with specific individuals not backed by acceptable, to their nation’s
I shall continue to bring to
satisfaction, laws of regulation.
your attention the cover-ups as they
We do NOT interfere in any way with that which becomes the portion of any funding considered as the Joint Venture Partner’s
occurred and still occur. God has
“share”,
once the Joint Venture is terminated upon funding and a reserve of GOLD or HARD ASSET is in place and properly
neither mysticism nor hidden
accounted.
agenda—God is open, and the only
We will NOT participate in any KNOWN intentional program which directs the flow of funds— uncollateralized by GOLD
“mystery” is that which you simply
assets
in recognized banks or facilities—into any Trading, Leasing, Rollover, Derivatives, or “Floating Dollar” based program.
do not yet understand—that, too,
We
do not, however, have any input as for what the former Joint Venture Partner utilizes its funds. We have agreements
He gives unto you openly and
in
the
Memorandum
of Agreement to cover these things, specifically, the use for humanitarian and non-warring purposes.
freely. There are no secret rituals
However, it is recognized that we have no FORCE for control of same. A representative’s signature and word must be the bond
or hidden doctrines, royal titles or
and we cannot control another’s intent or honor. Only our own will be enforced—IN THIS MANNER—as is also acceptable
elite placements. If you find any of
to the “Debtors” of this GAIA asset.
these things in that which YOU
follow—I suggest wisdom in
It is, further, our agreement that we will not give further information as to how to contact other parties to said original
discernment of your choices. If you
contracts, for they have severed working relationships with our team and those parties will have to make new arrangements if
give of your Power unto another—
there is to be any further cooperation.
according to his decrees—you have
If you, as example, have a program which enhances the position or coalition of other geographic locations, i.e., Africa—then
forfeited your Power forever. God
it must be KNOWN that GAIA’s participation must be through that nation or coalition of nations.
asks that you accept and take your
Our own assets resulting from Joint Venture funding, will be utilized as desired but only through protection and cooperation
POWER in HIS name, so that you
with the established systems already operative. We only wish to create better systems for those who choose participation, allow
can become one within HIS
for growth and building, and who wish to participate in again creating a strong industrial foundation and stable economic
GRACE and a reclaimer of that
environment based on value and not on empty, worthless paper currencies. As it now exists—without base for currencies—the
which is your rightful heritage.
entire world functions in POVERTY.
I feel that we must begin to
WE WILL MAKE NO EXCEPTIONS—NO MATTER HOW GREAT THE PETITION OFFERED IS IN “THE NAME
publish this identification and
OF GOD”. WE KNOW GOD; WE ARE GOD’S PLAN IN ACTION—AS IS RECOGNIZED AS THE “DIVINE PLAN”—
purpose, for we are swamped with
AND UPON OUR WORD IS BASED THE ENTIRETY OF THE PROGRAM UNFOLDING. PLEASE DO NOT ASK FOR
new readers, and it is magnificently
EXCEPTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS OR COALITIONS WHICH DO NOT MEET THESE GUIDELINES. WE CAN
important that you KNOW who we
FUNCTION OFF SHORE AMONG PARTIES AND BETWEEN BANKING INSTITUTIONS. THE U.S.A., FOR
are and that which we are about—
DOMESTIC PURPOSES, IS OFF LIMITS TO OUR PROGRAM.
for we are about our “Father’s”
This is a typical “Khazarian-type” demand but since the Khazarian-type government is in established POWER AND
business. Again, you have nothing
CONTROL of the United States of America, we are bound to honor these demands. Thank you for understanding our position
to lose by gaining TRUTH and
in this matter at the beginning of this PROGRAM.
insight—but you do have
Most people claim to serve GOD and then offer us proposals that only bring benefit FIRST unto themselves. MANY WILL
everything to lose in the physical
COME—FEW WILL MAKE IT THROUGH THE SORTING.
and soul realms by remaining
ignorant at the hands of deceivers
This document is signed “under penalty of perjury” as true and accurate to the best of our knowledge. We have been asked
who would hide Truth from your
that we insert this statement to meet the demands of legal counsel for the FED and that of the U.S. Treasury Dept.
eyes and ears. So be it. I salute
Signed this day, October 11, 1999, Makati, Manila, Philippines.
you who assume responsibility. I
pity you who do not, and I have
great compassion as we pass into
______________________
________________________
the more compressing times ahead,
as you perceive the journey. I offer
In fulfillment of legal requirements, this is the second of three publications of this Public Notice.
my hand in love and brotherhood
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

1999 Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANA
AQUAGAIA

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16 oz.
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
32 oz.
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
8 oz.
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
3.25 lb

LIQUID

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

GAIALYTE
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.

$ 18.00
$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00
$ 18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

$260.00

NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$1100.00

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and

$

50-LB BAG

$ 50.00
No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

money orders payable to:

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

8.00

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix
Source Distributors are NOT
the same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

CONTACT:
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-8005565. Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

U.S.

CAN/ FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES
MEX
$40

$45

$60

$40
$80

10
25
50 100 COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
COPIES
13 ISSUES $95 $125 $160 $275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES $190

52 ISSUES $110

$150

$150

$170 52 ISSUES $380 $500

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

w/ENVELOPE

$250

$320

$550

$640 $1,100

BACK ISSUE RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
661-822-0202

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

